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Let's Do Something Different With Kitchens and Bathrooms

CONSIDER the BUILT-IN FAN

A New Slant - One-Story Flat Top Garden Apartments

TILT-UP Framing Cuts Costs
see

newest
time saver

* adjustable strike

A simple device now makes it possible to move the opening which receives the latchbolt 1/8" without cutting new mortise.

Loosen the screws slightly and the pressure of a fingertip compensates for door warping, added layers of paint and other causes of faulty alignment.

See the latest kwikset time and money saver—your jobber has it now.

sales and service company, anaheim, california

* OPTIONAL AT NO EXTRA COST
Now a window installed in minutes ... and already trimmed!

The new Fenestra® Ready-Trimmed Steel Window Unit is sash, frame, hardware, inside trim, outside trim ... all in one modern unit that is easy to handle, amazingly simple to install.

Goes in Simplest Rough Opening—Sheathing is run over studs and cripples, nailed and cut flush around opening. No need to recess for stops, etc. Same rough opening preparation for frame, brick veneer or stucco.

Quickest, Easiest Installation—Unit is simply plumbed in opening and nailed to sheathing through holes in flashing of trim—no grounds or special blocking required. No finishing or refitting. No extra trim or stops needed. Plaster or dry wall butts against the metal trim inside. Shingles, siding, stucco or brick butt against it outside.

Helps Sell Houses—Fenestra Ready-Trimmed Unit provides triple weather tightness—of sash in frame, of frame in trim, of trim in wall-opening. The windows are graceful and beautiful. They always open easily. They are washed, screened, and storm-sashed from the warm, comfortable inside of the house. And they are available Super Hot-Dip Galvanized (on special order) so they never need maintenance-painting. Fenestra Galvanized Basement Windows are also available now! And check on Fenestra’s easy-to-use inside Metal Storm Sash and Screens, too.

ANNOUNCING Fenestra PRESSED STEEL LINTELS

Immediately available for all standard Fenestra Steel Residence Windows

For everything in windows for the modern home call your Fenestra Representative today. Or write Detroit Steel Products Company, Dept. AB-7, 2260 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan.

Fenestra READY-TRIMMED STEEL WINDOW UNITS

A complete package—Sash • Frame • Hardware • Inside Trim • Outside Trim
It pays to put well-known equipment in the houses you are building. It makes them just that much easier to sell.

For example, most people know about Rheem products. They read about them in their favorite magazines. They know they are quality products, built to provide long, dependable service. When they see Rheem products in your houses they are impressed favorably.

Furthermore, Rheem offers you the widest available selection of water heaters, furnaces and water softeners—all reasonably priced. Equip your homes with these plus values. Call your Rheem Contractors. Let them prove why Rheem is the best buy for builders.
### FEATURES

**This Tilt-up Framing Method Cuts Cost**

How a Chicago firm uses one piece gable ends and long length ceiling joists to reduce costs...  

**Do Something Different with Kitchens and Bathrooms**

Here are some new planning ideas developed to increase the sales appeal of these key rooms...  

**This Low-Cost House Is Expandable**

American Builder's Blueprint House of the Month...  

**Quantity List of Materials for Blueprint House**

A House on a Hill That Has Well-Planned Expandability...  

**Split Plan Created for Sunshine Living**

In Florida the problem is to let in air and keep out heat. Here is how one Florida builder meets the situation...  

**Planning Instead of "Skimping" Creates Excellent Low-Priced House**

By letting closets and cupboards do the work of conventional partitions, a Phoenix architect is able to produce a good house containing five average size rooms at a low cost...

**Thinking About Air-Conditioning for Your Houses?**

Consider the Built-in Fan...  

**Idea of the Month: Make a Feature of the Fireplace Wall**

Flat-Top Garden Apartments Have Air of Small Homes...  

**Chapter 7—The First Floor Platform**

A "Cinderella House" Widens the Market...  

**How to Stop Basement Flooding**

Double bungalows scattered throughout subdivision attract those buyers who can't quite afford small family dwellings...

**How to Prevent Slum Redevelopment Program Defeats Public Housing**

How substandard districts of Indianapolis are being rehabilitated through the joint efforts of civic leaders, builders and realtors...  

**Painting Interior Surfaces**

Chapter V of a series on paint...
You'll save more than $200 a house

Assembly line methods pay off, whether you're building one house—or hundreds. Thousands of builders are discovering the DeWalt way to faster, more accurate "on-location" cutting. The DeWalt makes every cut necessary in completing a house to tolerances of 1/100th of an inch. One builder, using a DeWalt with its exclusive Safety Power Feed, saved over $200.00 a house by eliminating waste and recuts alone!

It will pay you to investigate the savings only a DeWalt Power Saw can offer. Available in five models— 1/2 to 10 hp. Write for complete information. Dept. AB-7.

DeWALT INC. Lancaster, Pa.

POWER SAWS
YOU'LL LIKE THIS NEW ALL-STEEL DOOR . . .

AT THE LOWEST INSTALLED COST IN AMERICA!

FULL 9-FT. WIDTH accommodates today's wider cars. Horizontal lines add beauty to the garage.

THE STRENGTH AND DURABILITY OF STEEL . . . that can't warp, sag, rot, or shrink, assure easy operation for a lifetime. GALVANNEALED for rust protection and clinging base for paint—no prime coat needed. You get an enthusiastic owner every time you install a STRAND Door.

SAVE ON FIRST COST . . . STRAND'S low first cost is the result of standardization on manufacture of 5 models, and large-scale production concentrated in one plant. STRAND is America's greatest garage door value.

SAVE ON INSTALLATION COST . . . Low installation cost is the result of the one-piece door leaf and factory-assembled hardware. Ordinary tools used for installation and adjustments . . . no special tools needed. STRAND is the easiest of all doors to install.

AVAILABLE in these types and sizes:
8' x 7' Receding (track) and Canopy; 9' x 7' Receding (track) and Canopy; 16' x 7' Receding (track) only. Order from your dealer, or mail coupon for information and dealer's name.

---

All 5 types of Strand doors now feature horizontal line styling
Now you can recommend and use dry wall construction and be sure of a good finished job that will stay beautiful! Five years of research and two years of tests have proved the Sherwin-Williams Dry Wall Finishing System superior. When used as recommended over properly prepared surfaces, this system not only permanently hides joints and nailheads, but also provides a durable ... washable ... wall coating in your choice of textures and a variety of beautiful colors!

### USE THESE PRODUCTS ... GET THESE RESULTS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SILICON JOINT FILLER</strong></td>
<td>Ready-to-use, this mixture eliminates uncertain and time-consuming joint cement mixing. Factory-controlled uniformity assures better joints. This material works easily and minimum sanding is required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SILICON MIX</strong></td>
<td>For beautiful, washable, sand-textured finishes. Consists of silica beads of controlled size . . . specially baked and treated with silicon esters. Add to primer and finish coat . . . brush, roll or spray it on. It's that easy!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SILICON STIPPLE TEXTURE</strong></td>
<td>Similar to Joint Filler in composition. May be brushed, troweled or rolled on . . . then stippled with brush, sponge or roller stippler. Gives a tough finish that hides imperfections. A final coat of QUALI-KOTE may be applied for higher washability, durability and depth of color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>QUALI-KOTE WALL PAINT</strong></td>
<td>Specially formulated for professional use, QUALI-KOTE is ideal for dry wall finishing. It dries fast . . . provides a vapor seal . . . is washable! QUALI-KOTE is the final touch of beauty to complete a dry wall job. Available in an array of gorgeous colors and white.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **AT JOINTS**: Joints and nailheads can be permanently concealed. Less possibility of nails working through! Reduced possibility of future joint "shadows" due to changing thermal conditions. No burning through paint film, because materials contain no alkali. Joint Filler works easily . . . requires minimum sanding . . . actually adds tensile strength at joints.

2. **OVER ENTIRE WALL AREA**: The same perfect finish, job after job. Factory-controlled product consistency assures uniform results. You get an even, durable finish! Texture won't peel, shed, flake-off or rub-off. Can be tinted to any desired color with QUALI-KOTE. A final coat of QUALI-KOTE is recommended for added washability, durability and depth of color.

3. **CHOICE OF FINISHES**: Smooth . . . Sand . . . Stipple Texture! Everything you need in dry wall finishing is contained in the "matched-set" of four Sherwin-Williams products . . . including finish color!
Save Time and Labor!
The "matched-set" of products comes ready-to-use... speeds up job... saves on labor.
No mixing required... no variance in consistency... and no waste!

For high quality dry wall finishing methods, call your Sherwin-Williams representative today... listed under PAINT in your classified phone book. For a copy of our booklet "Sherwin-Williams Dry Wall Finishing Systems," write...
A vicious fire raged for over an hour in a small area of the Susan B. Clayton Housing Development in Houston, Texas.

But it could not break through the FIRESTOP Bestwall barrier.

The unretouched photos tell the story. According to FFHA authorities, FIRESTOP Bestwall "saved the entire building from being a total loss."

FIRESTOP Bestwall, considered by many as the greatest improvement in gypsum wallboard history, offers up to 1 hour resistance for walls and ceilings.

This amazing gypsum product far outclasses any ordinary wallboard. Besides its superior fire resistance, FIRESTOP has greater structural strength and better sound-deadening characteristics. It is the one and only wallboard carrying the mark of Underwriters Laboratories Re-examination Service.

"Facts about FIRESTOP" is yours for the asking. It contains complete information on fire resistance and other characteristics of this remarkable development.
TIME-SAVING TEAM FOR BUILDERS

STANLEY


Door-Hanging Tools

This trio of Stanley Electric Tools puts speed, efficiency into door hanging ... puts you hours and dollars ahead on every building job.

Here's how you save. Stanley Hinge Butt Router, HB8A mortises 6 times faster than by hand. Leaves a smooth, flat surface every time ... provides a solid foundation for Stanley round cornered butt hinges. Stanley Door and Jamb Template T5 makes multiple hinge mortise positioning accurate and fast in one setting. Stanley Plane Attachment, GA-142 adds double-value and utility to HB8A, operates on same motor. Does a quick, flawless job of trimming and fitting doors.

Save time and money in door fitting, hinge mortising ... add this precision team to your building crew today. For full information on these time-saving tools—see your dealer—or write to: Stanley Electric Tools, 400 Myrtle St., New Britain, Connecticut.

FOR PRODUCTION-LINE EFFICIENCY

THESE COMPANION TOOLS...

- LOCK MORTISER, LMI. Does a complete mortising job in about 30 seconds. Easily adjustable.
- PLANE ATTACHMENT, GA-142. Operates on same motor as HB8A. Easily attached, gives fast, flawless trimming and cutting. Ingenious design blows chips entirely free from cutter and operator.

Hinge Butt Router, HB8A mortises 6 times faster than by hand. Leaves smooth surface ... perfect fit for Round or Square Corner Hinges.

DOOR AND JAMB TEMPLATE T5.
Makes hinge mortise positioning accurate and fast. Can be duplicated on as many doors as desired, for either 2 or 3 hinges.
America's Favorite Calking Compound

Every calking job will be “top notch” when you use high quality Nu-Calk Speed Loads. Nu-Calk “stays put” — will not dry out, run, crack, harden or pull away. Speed Loads are easy to use, too! User’s hands never touch the compound. Always has a smooth, even flow, and easy trigger action. Try it yourself and you’ll see why Nu-Calk Speed Loads enjoy such nationwide popularity!

Nu-Calk Calking Compound in Cans, Too!

The “standard of quality” in the calking field! Same fine product as in Speed Loads, but also available in 1/4-pint, pint, quart, gallon, 5-gallon cans. Also 55-gallon drums! Order a supply, today!

CG-4 SPEED LOADERS
Here’s the streamlined gun that goes with Nu-Calk Speed Loads. This SPEED LOADER calking gun is light, sturdy, fool-proof. Simply slip in a load and you’re ready to calk!

CG-3 STANDARD GUN
Experienced calking applicators still favor our CG-3 Standard Gun’s easy trigger action and powerful piston action. Fitted for use with Nu-Calk Speed Loads or bulk calking.

FOR FAST DELIVERY, ORDER NOW!
Your order will be shipped the same day received!

- Full freight charges prepaid and allowed on orders of 100 or more.
- Nu-Calk Speed Loads, Nu-Glaze and Nu-Phalt may be combined to make a 100 shipment.
Nu-Phalt PLASTIC ASPHALT CEMENT

For Sticking Down Asphalt Shingles and General Repair on Roofs and Flashings!

Comes in popular load form like M-D's famous SPEED LOAD for calking guns, or in 2½ lb., 10 lb., 50 lb., and 550 lb. containers.

NU-PHALT HAS DOZENS OF USES!

Stick down asphalt shingles or other rooing repair work. Perfect around gutters and valleys. Apply around chimney flashings with calking gun or with putty knife. Handy for sticking down loose asphalt tile, and many other uses.

Use Nu-Glaze GLAZING COMPOUND instead of putty!

Nu-Glaze overcomes all the old bugs—boos about putty because it "always stays put!" Never dries out, hardens, cracks or peels off!

Nu-Glaze is not a putty, but a plastic glazing compound that's perfect for glazing, filling cracks, setting plumbing, boatwork, etc. Comes in 1/2-pint, pint, quart, 5 lb. cans. Also available in drums — 25 lb., 50 lb., 100 lb., and 880 lb. Order your Nu-Glaze today!
POSTERS that stop traffic, invite study. House design in full color. Large floor plan. A new poster each month.

HOUSE-OF-THE-MONTH folders show elevation, floor plan, interior views. Detailed descriptions for customer distribution or contractor use.

DESIGNS in the dealers' big book of homes are in full color. More than 100 attractive, modern homes in a variety of room sizes, make for easy selection.
Each year its home selling power increases

ACCUMULATED DESIGNS ACCELERATE SALES

Home builders who use the many modern designs of the Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Home Building Service, to assist their prospects in home style selections, are enthusiastic over the sales results.

For year by year, as monthly designs are added, its selling power increases. Its accumulated designs accelerate sales.

The success of the 4-Square Home Building Service is partially due to the basic soundness of its purpose. It was developed so that retail lumber dealers and their contractor customers could give the buyers of small homes all the benefits that come from professional planning . . . from the best work of architect and engineer.

The success of the Service is also due to the practicalness of designs, modern styling, simple forthright plans and the specification of standard yard materials.

And finally, it is the completeness of the program that helps contractors. The national advertising in leading shelter magazines, now in its seventh year, popularizes the homes in the Service. Contractors can obtain helpful selling aids from 4-Square Dealers . . . home folders, plan books, blueprints, material lists.

As we said, home builders who are using this Service are finding it most helpful in adding variety and interest to their standard designs.

The Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Home Building Service is now beginning its seventh season with another series of twelve home designs that will continue to be interesting and attractive. Use this Service to build business.

WEYERHAEUSER SALES COMPANY
ST. PAUL 1, MINNESOTA
This last word in window construction, manufactured by originators in the jalousie window field, is ideally suited for porch enclosure and for prime windows.

- Opened 90% of the window area permits air circulation yet cannot be entered.
- Inside screens are removable for cleaning glass or for placing storm sash.
- Partially closed — Pro-Tect-U Jalousies resist rain and provide ventilation.
- Closed—they become unobstructed picture windows and repel hurricane-driven rains.
- Some of the features exclusive with Pro-Tect-U Glass Jalousie Windows and Doors:
  - Weatherproofing—by use of interlocking metal parts at jambs.
  - Equally distributed closing force transmitted by means of toggle links every fourth vane.
  - Adjustable closing force.

For further information write directly to the company or see Sweet’s files.

ACME Sliding Door Hardware
ACME Appliance Manufacturing Co.
35 South Raymond Avenue
Pasadena 1, Calif.
WHAT A NAME!
WHAT A PAINT!

GOLD BOND! The famous trade name of National Gypsum Research that has developed dependable wall materials for 26 years, has created, tested and now proven a sensational new finish for interior walls and woodwork.

VELVET! The new brush-on, roll-on, spray-on scrubable wallpaint made with latex. If you are having trouble with joint flash on dry wall—"hot spots" on new plaster walls—stubborn nap conditions, you'll want to try Gold Bond Velvet.

GOLD BOND VELVET will save you time and money, too, because it's:
- Versatile—acts as its own primer, covers wallboard, plaster, woodwork, paint and wallpaper equally well.
- Ready to use, dries in one hour, may be recoated in 4 hours and touched up without showing.

Here's why your customers will like VELVET—it's:
- SCRUBABLE—Can be scrubbed year after year without harming its ultra rich beauty.
- BEAUTIFUL—The 8 new pastels and 4 new deep colors and white (intermixable) delight any prospective buyer.

Ask your Gold Bond lumber and building material or paint dealer for the new Gold Bond Velvet Color Card.
This scene is as American as apple pie...a healthy, happy family...an easy-to-live-in home, with a kitchen finished in beautiful, lifetime Mosaic Tile.

Mosaic Tile does so much for the cheery, efficient home of today. In kitchen, bath — and in other important areas, indoors and out — no material adds such beauty, assures such easy maintenance, wears so long — or gives so much for the money!

When you plan a new home or remodel an existing one, use Mosaic Tile. For quick facts, consult your nearest Mosaic office. For helpful literature on the many types of Mosaic Tile — write Department 35-4, The Mosaic Tile Company, Zanesville, Ohio.
Mosaic Wall Tile Color 102, work counter and trim Color 181. Floor — Unglazed ceramic Mosaics, Special Design No. 24.
Now homes in all price ranges can have pegged oak floors

- The distinctive new Bruce Ranch Plank Floor is moderate in cost because it's pegged and finished at the factory and is installed exactly like prefinished strip flooring.

  The alternate widths, walnut pegs and beveled edges give the beautiful decorative effect of an expensive random-width plank floor. A Ranch Plank Floor has the same informal beauty and enduring style . . . yet costs about one-third less.

  Architects and interior designers praise this floor for modern and traditional interiors, say its "Decorator" Finish is perfect for all color schemes. Owners vote it one of the most admired features of their homes. See our catalog in Sweet's File for complete data. Write us for booklet with full color photos of Bruce Ranch Plank Floors.
Brockbank's Six-Point Program

ALAN BROCKBANK, president of the National Association of Home Builders, accurately reflects the concern of the entire industry, in turning his attention to the outlook for building starts in the coming several years. This general concern is the result of an expected decline in the number of new family formations during the mid-years of the current decade. In place of the one million or more new homes that have been required to meet actual need each year since the close of the war, only about a half million new families a year can be expected during the mid-fifties. This figure, plus 100,000 replacements on account of loss by fire, flood and wind, can reduce the actual need to about 600,000.

With an industry geared to supply more than 1,000,000 new houses a year, serious trouble for home builders can be avoided only through the creation of a market for an additional 400,000 units a year.

President Brockbank maintains that these 400,000 units, and more if necessary, can be built, and he offers a program to insure such a volume, at least until 1960, when the war and postwar children will begin to reach marriageable age. Beginning with 1960, and possibly 1959, new family formations, resulting from the tremendous birth rate of the early forties, will exceed 1,000,000 annually for an indefinite period.

In the meantime, Mr. Brockbank proposes six steps to raise the housing standard of the nation, and guarantee a continuing satisfactory volume for the industry. The six steps follow:

1. Work to secure the passage and enforcement of local statutes establishing minimum standards of safety, health and sanitation for all existing housing.
2. Promote paint-up, clean-up programs and other maintenance programs to allay or halt development of slums.
3. Work with city administrations in development and operation of plans to remodel sub-standard houses that can be salvaged, and to raze those structures that are hopelessly or economically decayed.
4. Work with city administrations on redevelopment programs for entire communities, in accordance with over-all plans for better use of land.
5. Set up volunteer housing welfare boards composed of civic leaders, who will grant cash subsidies to indigent families for their housing needs, and then attempt to rehabilitate such families, and interest them in cooperative housing enterprises.
6. Start a nation-wide move for real low-cost housing both for rental and sale.

American Builder approves this program, and believes that if it is put into effect it can easily create demand for at least 400,000 new units a year, over and above the expected normal need of 600,000, and at the same time stimulate remodeling to any desired degree. We urge an early meeting of the several major factors in the light construction industry for the purpose of putting the program in operation.
REGULATION X is "relaxed." Effective June 11, the government eased down payment requirements for new houses. The extent of relaxation was relatively slight, and it brought little glee to the industry.

THE NEW CREDIT TERMS apply on one-to-four family units and on larger multi-unit structures. Biggest break is in the low-price field.

VETERANS are no longer required to make a down payment on homes costing $7,000 or less, although closing costs must be paid in cash. For non-veterans, the initial payment is reduced from 10 to 5 percent on homes costing up to $7,000.

ON VA-GUARANTEED LOANS, the range is from "no down payment" at $7,000, to 35 percent down payment on homes costing $25,000 and up. In the case of FHA or conventional loans, required down payments range from 5 percent at $7,000, to 40 percent in the over-$25,000 category.

HOME BUILDER SPOKESMEN in Washington were quick to criticize the "relaxed" credit regulation. They called the ease-up "inadequate," and "extremely disappointing."

THIS REACTION means home builders, real estate groups and others will make more vigorous efforts to have Congress take away the authority by which administrative agencies maintain controls over housing credit.

ONE MOVE IN THIS DIRECTION came June 11 when the House Banking Committee in writing a new defense production act, voted to junk all credit curbs. Other controls would be extended for a year. If the committee view is adopted by Congress, it will end Regulation X completely June 30.

REVISED REGULATION X establishes new down payment requirements on multi-unit housing. The range is from 10 percent in the lowest bracket to 40 percent in the $25,000-and-up bracket. Down payments required on this type housing previously ranged from 17 to 50 percent.

TIME ALLOWED for paying off mortgage credit remains unchanged. The maximum is 25 years on properties valued up to $12,000, and 20 years on higher-priced homes. Veterans can get an extension if the VA finds the shorter payment period causes hardship.

NO CHANGE was made in down payment requirements on non-residential properties. This matter was "still under consideration" when the June 11 revision was announced.

A MILD BOOM in low-priced veterans' housing is predicted in some quarters. Other than that, builders seem to think the changes in Regulation X will have little effect.

DOWN PAYMENTS are still high for middle-cost homes. The following table shows how much cash will be required in several of the price categories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction Price (per family unit)</th>
<th>Minimum Down Payment (FHA and Conventional)</th>
<th>Minimum Down Payment (VA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$ 7,000</td>
<td>$ 350</td>
<td>$ 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>1,450</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>2,350</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>3,700</td>
<td>2,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>5,350</td>
<td>4,240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>6,450</td>
<td>5,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23,000</td>
<td>8,500</td>
<td>7,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>8,750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FRANKLIN D. RICHARDS RESIGNED AS FHA Commissioner effective June 30. He leaves the position heading Federal Housing Administration to enter private business in Washington, ending a 17-year career with FHA. He has served as Commissioner since 1947. Walter L. Green, deputy FHA Commissioner, is among those mentioned as possible successor to Richards.
SENATOR MAYBANK'S OMNIBUS HOUSING BILL (S.3066) now is in the lap of the House Banking Committee. It passed the Senate May 23 without opposition. The House group expects to hold hearings on the bill within the next ten days.

APPROVAL of this legislation by Congress would put the spur to defense housing. It would add $900,000,000 to FNMA's advance commitment authority. Its purpose is to break the mortgage bottleneck on defense-area housing.

ANOTHER PROVISION of the Maybank bill would increase FHA insurance authorization by $400,000,000. Use of the new authorization would also be restricted to programmed housing in critical areas, to Wherry-Act housing and disaster housing.

HOUSING PROGRAMMED in 168 critical areas totaled 82,965 units in mid-June. Of this number, 59,115 were rental and 23,850 sales units. HHFA reported recently that builders have started work on 16,524 units in 131 critical areas, and that 3,018 units have been completed.

THE SENATE HAS INCREASED the number of public housing units for the year beginning July 1. In passing the Independent Offices' appropriation bill, senators approved funds for 45,000 units, compared with 5,000 which the House approved. The difference will have to be ironed out in conference. Last year, in similar circumstances, the House accepted the Senate figure. There is a good chance this year the final figure won't be higher than 25,000 units.

A "GI BILL" FOR KOREA VETERANS has passed the House by a vote of 361 to 1. The legislators approved the provision which would require homebuilders to furnish warranties on VA-guaranteed housing.

CONTINUATION OF THE STEEL STRIKE for two weeks or longer will force NPA to ditch plans for relaxing construction controls July 1. The agency will also revise third and fourth-quarter allocations, and the construction industry may find itself facing a new and tougher controls situation.

SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES in controls had been in store for the third quarter. Effective July 1, NPA planned to allow home builders more self-authorization, the hold-down on recreational construction was to be lifted, and other relief granted. All this now hinges on whether steel production is restored promptly.

APPOINTMENT OF A TASK GROUP to study the possibility of lifting construction controls was approved May 28, when NPA met with its Construction Industry Advisory Committee. NPA agreed to name such a group. Self-authorization of materials for multi-unit residential construction will be among the items up for group study.

ORDER M-100, the control on housing, will probably end soon. If NPA goes ahead with the July 1 plans, the remaining provisions of M-100 will be incorporated into the general construction regulation, CMP Reg. 6.

HIGHER COPPER PRICES are in prospect. The government has removed its ceiling price on imported copper, and OPS will allow mills to "pass-through" to users most of any increases which occur. The copper supply should improve as imports increase.

THE VA STILL HAS A "FOR SALE" SIGN on mortgages acquired through the direct home-loan program. Sale of this paper would make VA's "revolving fund" self-supporting, but the agency is having slow going. After four months only 513 direct-loan mortgages had been sold, the number outstanding is over 20,000, and the agency is having to dip into funds recently authorized by Congress to keep the program above water.

MAY HOUSING STARTS are estimated at 107,000 units, an increase of 6,000 over May 1951. The Bureau of Labor Statistics, which prepares the estimates, reported 98,600 of the May 1952 starts were private and the remaining 8,400 were public housing units. Total for the first five months of 1952 is 455,600, a decrease of 1,900 below the same period in 1951.

OUTLOOK FOR ALL OF 1952 is optimistic. Government experts predict expenditures for new construction will set a new record this year, with private residential outlays very near the 1951 level. They say 1952 housing starts will be "somewhat greater" than last year. Their guess is 1,050,000 units.

COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION this year will be off sharply — about 27 per cent — because of restrictions prevailing during the first six months. With more liberal materials allotments beginning in July, this type of construction will stage "some recovery" toward the end of the year.
Here's the Home Building Picture Across the Nation

THROUGH its quarterly surveys, American Builder reaches into every area of the nation to sound out the feeling among leading active builders on the industry's most important topics of the moment.

Based on last-minute telegraphic reports from these top sources, this digest of informed opinion thus presents the most up-to-date information available on current problems and provides an extremely accurate barometer for conditions in the immediate future. The map at the right indicates where each state is represented in the regional summaries.

Consensus:

Agreement is top-heavy that termination of Regulation X would be a great "shot in the arm" for the market in most price ranges. Recent relaxation of the law is not the desired answer for most relief is wanted for price levels beginning at $10,000 or $12,000.

Look for a decline in home starts, perhaps 10 to 25 per cent, although there are exceptions in every regional area where increased production is forecast.

Financing outlook is not bright. VA loans continue tight as ever. even where funds are subject to substantial discount. This practice appears spreading to FHA-insured loans, which tend to be less available. Only conventional mortgages seem to remain in good supply.

Would Elimination of Regulation X Provide a Healthier Home Market?

Northeast

Three-fourths of all present unsold houses would be moved, according to Albany survey. Delaware and central New York believe $12,000-$25,000 range would benefit most. Consensus sees aid for all price brackets.

Southeast

Shreveport, La., believes end of X would boost its $9,000-$12,000 construction at least 150 per cent. South Florida sees spur to under $12,000 market, while Atlanta anticipates help for $15,000 and up range. Jackson, Miss., alone indicates there will be no great change, with $10,000 and $11,500 houses now selling without difficulty.

Central

No great effect expected in Cincinnati because of previous high down payment requirements of loan institutions. All other reporting centers say end of law would stimulate market tremendously: in $10,000 range at Sioux City, Iowa; below $12,000 and above $20,000 at Kansas City; above $12,000 in Lincoln, Neb., Louisville and Davenport, Iowa.

Southwest

Entire area predicts rising sales if restrictions go, with $12,000-$20,000 range benefitting most. Oklahoma City anticipates investors in under $12,000 home mortgages will probably still require down payments about the same as demanded in Regulation X.

West

California and Colorado see benefit to houses over $10,000; Spokane, Wash., under $10,000. Seattle wonders if end of X is not the only solution to cut home inventories.

Home Starts in Next Six Months—Increase or Decrease?

Northeast

Slight downtrend forecast except in central New York, which looks for increase up to 10 per cent, and Boston, unchanged. Slash of 50 per cent expected in Washington, while northern New Jersey cities predict 20 to 25 per cent cut. Richmond, Va., attributes anticipated decrease to unsold home surplus.

Southeast

Undetermined increase seen in Shreveport, La., areas, while southern Florida and New Orleans expects 25 per cent rise. Sharpest reductions in starts anticipated are 40 per cent in Atlanta, 25 per cent in Jackson, Miss., and 20 per cent in Birmingham, Ala.

Central

Only sizable increase in sight is at Louisville: 30 per cent. Lincoln, Neb., sees a high volume of starts continuing only due to an air base reactivation. Davenport, Iowa, Dayton, Ohio, and St. Paul, Minn., estimate 10 per cent decreases: Cincinnati a 20 per cent drop.

Southwest

Houston predicts 25 per cent increase and Albuquerque, N. M., a 10 per cent reduction. All other reporting centers look for a fairly steep cutback, led by a drop of 50 per cent or more at Oklahoma City. Some feeling expressed that slightly relaxed Regulation X will cause a starts slowdown until effect is determined.

West

Coast cities predict 10 to 30 per cent decline, while Denver looks for 10 per cent improvement.

Three months ago, the start of most sales resistance was pegged at $15,000; now it's $12,000.

Costs are on the march again, with average increase of 3 to 4 per cent in prospect; 10 per cent in a few zones.

Two old stumbling blocks, labor and material shortages, have virtually disappeared for the present.
Is Sales Resistance Increasing? In What Price Brackets?

**Northeast**

Most reports find strong resistance beginning at $12,000 to $15,000. Washington blames large down payments; northern New Jersey suggests extension of mortgage term from 20 to 25 years would be a great help.

**Southeast**

South Florida and Jackson, Miss., alone note no special resistance. Others find it in nearly all price ranges.

**Central**

Lincoln, Neb., reports big market for units in $5,500 to $7,000 range. Strong resistance level, beginning at $15,000 last March, now starts at $12,000 in most cities except Kansas City, which finds sales slowdown begins at $25,000.

**Southwest**

High down payment slowing sales in all ranges and causing buyers to do more “shopping around” among completed houses, instead of ordering from blueprints, explains San Antonio. Houston reports tremendous resistance at $25,000 level. Recent pickup in sales picture noticed in Dayton, Ohio.

**West**

Regulation X financing is blamed for sales slowdown in all price groups throughout the territory. Market has dropped somewhat in the past 45 days, according to Denver while Seattle points out mass builders are by-passing large projects for groups of 25 homes only.

What’s the Mortgage Money Situation?

**Northeast**

Conventional, FHA and VA loans all in very good supply at Albany, N. Y., and Boston. VA money very tight in other cities, almost extinct in Washington. Conventional mortgages generally reported readily obtainable, while FHA-insured loans are listed from fair to not very plentiful. Lone exception: in northern New Jersey, FHA is adequate, conventional only fair.

**Southeast**

Money supply low, though Shreveport, La., has sufficient FHA and conventional funds. Memphis and Jackson, Miss., have VA loans available at discount of 2½ per cent. Conventional loans bringing premium in latter city.

**Central**

General scarcity reported growing. VA money mostly out of picture. Davenport, Iowa, claims FHA shows definite signs of tightening, while St. Paul, Minn., finds conventional mortgages making unusual requests of borrowers. Conventional satisfactory at 4½ per cent in Kansas City, but FHA is tight at 1 per cent discount and VA is “impossible.” Des Moines, Iowa, reports plentiful loan supply, except VA.

**Southwest**

VA money very tight, even with 5 per cent discount at San Antonio, 4 per cent at Houston and up to 8 per cent at Oklahoma City. Oklahoma and Texas cities charge that FHA-insured loans are not easily available unless a 1 to 1½ per cent discount is provided. Conventions in good supply.

**West**

Cities in Washington troubled with tightening conventional loan demands. Seattle finds percentage of loan in comparison to appraisal not sufficient for a builder to operate successfully. Lenders financing only a few houses per builder with the conventional, according to Spokane. VA funds range from scarce to none: FHA from fair to none.

Building Costs—What Changes May Come in the Next Six Months?

**Northeast**

Increases generally predicted, ranging from 1 to 2 per cent in Washington to around 5 per cent in Delaware, central New York and southern New Jersey. Boston and northern New Jersey believe costs are stabilized.

**Southeast**

Area evenly divided between no change and a 5 per cent rise, the latter being predicted for Mississippi River section.

**Central**

All territory except Nebraska and western Iowa looking for costs to go up as much as 10 per cent. Some examples: Davenport, Iowa, 3 per cent; St. Paul, Minn., 4 per cent; Cincinnati, 3 to 5 per cent; Kansas City, 5 per cent, and Louisville, 10 per cent.

**Southwest**

No change expected, except at San Antonio, Tex., which believes higher steel and oil wages will bring about proportionate rise in home costs.

**West**

San Francisco forecasting 10 per cent jump; Denver, 5.

Is the Labor Supply Adequate In All Trades?

**Northeast**

Situation well in hand throughout area, except at Elmira, N. Y., where sheet metal workers are scarce.

**Southeast**

Adequate supply “across the board.”

**Central**

Louisville notes growing scarcity in all trades, and a slight shortage exists in Kansas City. Supply adequate elsewhere, but St. Paul, Minn., reports several trades on strike, including sheet metal workers, linoleum and tile setters, and roofers.

**Southwest**


**West**

Denver alone continues to have insufficient labor, with 20 per cent shortage in skilled reliable carpenters, and 5 per cent undersupply of bricklayers, plumbers and linoleum workers.

Are Materials in Adequate Supply?

**Northeast**

Steel shortage evident in Richmond, Va. Otherwise, plenty of materials all around.

**Southeast**

Sufficient supplies available throughout area.

**Central**

Steel critical at St. Paul, Minn. Situation well in hand in other reporting cities.

**Southwest**

Copper available but in short supply at Oklahoma City. Northern Texas reports 25 per cent shortage in reinforcing steel and inability to locate any #8 copper wire.

**West**

Face brick shortage of 50 per cent at Spokane, Wash., is only problem noted at the moment.
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Plywood Built-Ins Often Mean The Difference Between

No doubt about it, plywood built-ins have buy-appeal. Space-thrifty plywood storage wall, built-in dining bar or crisp kitchen cabinets can often mean the difference between a house that’s snapped up the minute it’s offered and one that’s a drug on the market—an important fact to consider as selling becomes more and more competitive.

And it’s so easy to add client and customer-winning distinction to your homes with plywood built-ins. For no other material is so adaptable to specific design and space requirements. With plywood, you can make the built-in fit the house—exactly. No bothersome juggling of "stock size" units. No limit to size, design, finish or color. Plywood works quickly, easily with ordinary tools. It is equally adaptable for construction of shop-fabricated units. Plywood won’t split, chip or puncture. It’s the logical material for every built-in.

Plywood Built-Ins Often Mean The Difference Between

PANEL DISCUSSION

Builder Saves $10 Per Square With Douglas Fir Plywood

With unlimited choice of building materials, Rusdick Lumber Sales chose plywood siding for its new Tacoma, Wash. warehouse and the builder reports the panels cut construction costs by $10 per square. "We chose plywood because we like a smooth, flush exterior surface but cost was an important factor and plywood was cheaper," says part-owner Russell Ross.

MacDonald Building Co. designed and built the new structure. According to L. B. MacDonald, plywood afforded the least expensive satisfactory construction. He estimates the in-place cost of plywood, unpainted, with studs 16" o.c., and metal flashing, at $68 a square—some $10 less than the in-place cost of other siding combined with the necessary sheathing.

The building is 50' by 150', 20' high to the roof trusses. PlyShield grade plywood, ¾" thick, was used as a combined siding-sheathing. Panels were applied horizontally with metal flashing.

PlyForm Grade Plywood Now Made In Two Types

The familiar PlyForm grade-name now identifies special concrete form grades within both Interior and Exterior-type fir plywood. Exterior PlyForm replaces the old Exterior Concrete Form grade-name. Identified by the new diamond-bar symbol shown above, Exterior PlyForm with 100% waterproof bond is intended for use where forms will be used until the wood itself is worn away. Simultaneously, the highly moisture-resistant glueline of Interior PlyForm has been fortified for better service, and up to 10 or 15 re-uses may be expected even though glueline is not permanently waterproof.
Tests Prove Plywood's Great Resistance To Lateral Loads

New design data proving the extra strength and rigidity imparted by plywood subfloors and roof sheathing have been developed by plywood research engineers, culminating 14 months of tests. The new design data permits architects and builders to specify plywood floor and roof construction in schools, commercial and industrial buildings with full confidence that the structure will withstand the great lateral stresses caused by windstorms or earthquakes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plywood Thickness</th>
<th>Nail Size</th>
<th>Nail Spacing on all panel edges</th>
<th>Shear (lb-per-ft.-width) 2 1/4&quot; framing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5/16&quot;, 3/8&quot;</td>
<td>6d com.</td>
<td>6&quot; 4&quot; 3&quot;</td>
<td>185 280 315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2&quot;, 5/8&quot;, 3/4&quot;</td>
<td>8d com.</td>
<td></td>
<td>265 400 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/8&quot;, 3/4&quot;</td>
<td>10d com.</td>
<td></td>
<td>320 460 545</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tabulated shears should be reduced one-fourth for other than wind or seismic loads. Diaphragm width measured parallel with load.

As one result of the tests, Uniform Building Code has been amended to permit greater allowable lateral loading for plywood diaphragms as shown above in condensed form. Complete data is available from Douglas Fir Plywood Association, Tacoma, Washington.

Plywood Helps Complete Rush Job On Schedule

A crew of 25 men completed construction of the new Lakewood (Wash.) Branch of the Puget Sound National Bank in 10 working days to hang up what might well be a record for buildings of its kind.

The final decision to rush construction of the 2,600 sq. ft. building was made by bank officials only 18 days before job completion. Architects Lea, Pearson and Richards went to work to meet the "impossible" schedule. To give the builder every opportunity to save time, they turned to virtually all-plywood construction. Drawings and specifications were completed within a week and work was begun under the direction of O. D. Parker, building superintendent for Ketner Bros., Inc., contractors.

According to both builder and architect, plywood made possible the speed of building. The big panels were used for combined siding-sheathing, gable ends, interior paneling, roof decking and underlayment. The plywood board and batten siding is painted barn red to contrast with white flush-surfaced gabled ends. Interior paneling is painted light green.

Prove It Yourself-PlyScord®

Roof Decks Actually Cost Less

Here's paper and pencil proof that you can cut costs with PlyScord grade plywood. Figure it both ways on the chart below. Then make a special note to put PlyScord on your next bill of materials—for better construction . . . for lower in-place costs.

**Estimating Chart to Cover 1,000 Square Feet of Roof Area**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PlyScord Rate</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Total Lumber Rate</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,056 sq. ft.</td>
<td>1/8 or 5/16&quot;</td>
<td>1,200 ft. b.m.</td>
<td>14 lb. shiplap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nails</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6d-12 lfs.</td>
<td>8d-20 lbs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter 6 Hours</td>
<td>Carpenter 11 Hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helper 3 Hours</td>
<td>Helper 5 Hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOTAL COST IN PLACE</th>
<th>TOTAL COST IN PLACE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*Data developed from Walker's &quot;The Building Estimator's Reference Book&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Douglas Fir Plywood

AMERICA'S BUSIEST BUILDING MATERIAL

® PlyScord is the unsanded construction grade of Interior-type plywood bonded with highly water resistant glues. For subflooring, sheathing, backing, one-use forms. PlyScord is a registered grade trademark identifying quality plywood manufactured in accord with U. S. Commercial Standards and inspected by Douglas Fir Plywood Association (DFPA).
MEANS SURE RESULTS
WITH BALSAM-WOOL

Insulation is only as good as its application. That is why Balsam-Wool® Sealed Insulation has special, reinforced spacer flanges for fool-proof application in construction—providing air spaces on both sides of the blanket, and sealing against wind and condensing moisture. Send today for A.I.A. Balsam-Wool Data Sheets. Wood Conversion Company, Dept. 119-72, First National Bank Bldg., St. Paul 1, Minnesota.

balsam-wool
Sealed Insulation — A Product of Weyerhaeuser
After all is said and done, the first function of a mortar is to form a good, tight bond with the brick. Upon this characteristic depend both the strength and the water-tightness of the wall. A good bond is particularly important in securing water-tight walls, because most cases of leakage are caused by the passage of water between the brick and the mortar.

Brixment mortar assures a good, strong, thorough bond because: (1) Its great plasticity permits a more complete bedding of the brick, and an increased area of contact between the brick and mortar.

(2) Its high water-retaining capacity keeps the brick from sucking the water out of the mortar too fast, and prevents the mortar from congealing before the brick is thoroughly bedded and bonded.

(3) It hardens slowly enough to permit deeper penetration and more thorough keying into the pores of the brick.

Because of these characteristics, Brixment mortar makes a better bond. Isn't this what you want in your brickwork?

LOUISVILLE CEMENT COMPANY, Incorporated, LOUISVILLE 2, KY.
...Cuts Banks, Shoulders, Ditches, Curbsides!

For all kinds of mowing along highways, streets, ditches and banks—in parks, building sites and sub-divisions, the Ford Tractor with Dearborn Side Mounted Mower is the ideal unit to do your job.

Cutting in weeds, grass, and even brush is smooth and positive. The mower is designed to give you the right cutter bar angle to meet even your most adverse mowing conditions. The cutter bar will operate efficiently at angles from 45° below to 90° above horizontal and is easily and quickly controlled by the Ford Tractor's Hydraulic Touch Control. For off-level mowing along curbs, cutter bar inner shoe can be raised 12" and still maintain complete angling range. It is available with 5' or 6' cutter bars.

The Ford Tractor with Dearborn Side Mounted Mower is a compact maneuverable mowing team that allows you to easily and quickly cut where and when you need to. It is economical to own because of its sturdy construction and double V belt drive which assures smooth dependable operation on the toughest mowing jobs.

Ask for a demonstration. Find out why it is so popular with highway commissioners, street and park superintendents, contractors and their operators throughout the country. See your Ford Tractor dealer or write to Department 1, Dearborn Motors Corporation.

Dearborn Motors Corporation
Birmingham, Michigan

National Marketing Organization for the Ford Tractor and Dearborn Equipment
Talk about ABUNDANT POWER
Look what Black & Decker Saws give you!

PLUS
- Easy Handling
- Fast Adjustment
- Maximum Safety
- Job Versatility

POPULAR PRICES!
- 6' Heavy-Duty...$56.90
- 6' Deluxe Heavy-Duty...$76.80
- 8' Heavy-Duty...$92.80

See Your Building Supply Dealer for a convincing demonstration of Black & Decker Saws and Blades and handy new Protractor. Learn how they pay for themselves in a few jobs. WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG.
BEAUTIFUL OUTSIDE
Plus
TROUBLE-FREE INSIDE =  Better Value

Style and efficiency are combined in this Sylenta Closet Combination by Eljer.

Beautifully designed to harmonize with all types of bathroom fixtures, it is available in white or four pastel colors.

But it offers your customers much more than beauty. Most outstanding of its features are its integral china overflow and ground-in valve seat that are actually part of the tank itself. Made of real Vitreous China they eliminate thin metal tubes that wear and corrode . . . a definite "plus"

to you in the form of customer satisfaction.

In addition, the quietness of Eljer's exclusive "Elvortex" Whirlpool Jet Action is a feature that customers like and demand.

You can make more money by selling the Sylenta . . . and you can sell it easily by pointing out these exclusive advantages to your customers. For complete information on this Eljer Fixture . . . as well as the rest of Eljer's complete line of china, enameled cast iron and brass . . . see your Eljer Distributor or write Eljer Co., Ford City, Pa.

It pays you, it pays us—because we specialize in Plumbing Fixtures and Brass

ELJER
NAHB Sees Boom in Low-Rent Housing
If FHA Raises Mortgage Ceilings

A big new program of low-cost rental housing can be launched soon if current government regulations are changed, the National Association of Home Builders believes.

In recent conferences with the Senate Banking and Currency committee, Alan E. Brockbank, NAHB president, said that volume production of low-rent units is being prevented by lack of financing. He urged that present FHA regulations be amended to permit insurance of mortgages up to 95 per cent of cost where the principal amount of the loan does not exceed $6,000 on houses for either sale or rent.

At present, under Section 8, Title 1 of the National Housing Act, which FHA administers, the limit is $4,750 up to 95 per cent of appraised value when the mortgagor is the owner-occupant, or up to $4,250 and 85 per cent of appraised value when the mortgagor is a builder.

If the regulation is amended to provide for mortgage insurance commitments on rental properties to individual or corporate borrowers, this section of FHA operations would become available for rental purposes, Brockbank said.

According to the NAHB head, an increasing number of builders are planning construction of homes to sell for approximately $7,000 or less and this same type of home would be suitable for low monthly rentals in defense areas.

Attendance of 4,277
Is New Texas Record

With an official tally of 4,277, attendance at the recent convention of the Lumbermen's Association of Texas hit the highest mark in association history, Gene Ebersole, executive vice president, reported. The meeting, the group's 66th annual, was held at the Galveston Pleasure Pier. Exhibits numbered 170, with 132 firms taking part.

One of the most popular features was the low-cost "San Angelo House," which was built full-scale on the pier. The home attracted an estimated 25,000 outside visitors, in addition to convention personnel.

Speakers at the business sessions included General Ike Ashburn, president of the Texas Good Roads Association; Edward G. Gavin, editor of American Builder; Price Daniel, Texas attorney general; Dr. Neal Bowman, educator and sales psychologist; Arthur A. Hood, editor of American Lumberman; and W. B. Milstead, 1951 president of the Lumbermen's Association of Texas.

Dealers from Corpus Christi acted as hosts for the meeting.

(Continued on page 32)

Official Family of the Lumbermen's Association of Texas for 1952-53:
(Sitted, from left) Carroll Delhomme, Houston, treasurer; W. B. Carsew, Austin, third vice president; Harry Richards, New Braunfels, second vice president; John Armstrong, San Angelo, first vice president; Warren Keys, Marshall, president; Lynn Boyd, Pampa, national executive committee; A. E. McCain, Tyler, sergeant-at-arms; (standing) Gene Ebersole, Houston, executive vice president; W. B. Oldham, Dallas, director, national association; W. B. Milstead, Houston, director, national association; H. L. Stokely, Brownsville, director, national association; and Vincent Ogletree, Houston, secretary.

Hughes Speaks at St. Paul

R. G. "Dick" Hughes, National Association of Home Builders treasurer, was guest speaker at the monthly all-industry forum of the St. Paul Home Builders Association May 14. Sponsor of the meeting was the Insulation Sales Co. of St. Paul.

Lower Sales, Profits:
Keener Competition
Reported by NRDLA

Sales of retail lumber and building material dealers have been running somewhat below the 1951 level, profits are lower and competition has become much keener. This was the consensus of surveys reported at the recent spring directors meeting of the National Retail Lumber Dealers Association by members of the group's executive committee.

The reports also indicated that dealers' inventories are in a healthy condition, mortgage money is rather tight in most places, Regulation X has slowed down the sale of homes except in the lowest brackets, and many builders are following a policy of caution with respect to new starts.

H. R. Northrup, executive vice president, and Edward H. Libby, secretary, reviewed the status of emergency controls and said that, except for Regulation X, dealers are not experiencing undue hardships under existing curbs. Northrup reminded the board that NRDLA had urged removal of all controls, although it had recommended that authority to allocate critical materials needed for defense be retained.

Contest Winners Named

Ten national awards in the association's public relations contest were announced by Edward G. Gavin, American Builder editor. Gavin said the jury of trade press editors had also awarded certificates to 92 dealers and honorable mentions to nine more.

The companies winning the 10 equal national awards are:

Dealer's Viewpoint
H. R. NORTHUP, Executive Vice President.
National Retail Lumber Dealers Association

Real Thirst Among Dealers
For Better Operating Ideas

A real thirst for up-to-date information on good operating and management methods has developed among retail lumber and building materials dealers. Through their State, Regional and National Associations, the dealers are endeavoring to find a pattern for a series of management conferences which will enable them to analyze their businesses and trade ideas on every major aspect of their jobs.

In addition, NRLDA has made a good start on the gradual preparation of a Dealer Operating Guide which will provide the same sort of information in another way. The Guide is being written for dealers by their fellow-dealers, and each chapter is carefully screened by a special committee of yard owners who are known to be experts in that particular subject.

A number of management conferences already have been held by various dealer associations. The experience gained in these experiments, which have aroused widespread interest and highly favorable reaction, has been studied and analyzed. The result is a decision to conduct a carefully-planned, 3-day discussion type conference early next fall. The hope is that a workable plan can be devised which will make it possible to schedule a continuing series of management conferences at various points around the country.

Informal surveys indicate that there is a demand for conferences on almost every management function—merchandising, advertising, buying, stock control, merchandising, personnel, accounting, and so on.

The outstanding success of the 30-Day Courses, which have been attended by more than 5,000 dealer employees in 20 colleges and universities, has demonstrated conclusively to yard owners that education pays off.

The growing interest at this time in better management information is due partly, of course, to the fact that competition between dealers is becoming keener and is expected to become even more intensive as the emergency controls disappear and materials of all kinds become truly plentiful; but there also is the realization that every segment of the building industry is going to have to aim at maximum efficiency if the industry is to get its full share of the consumer dollar in the competitive era which lies ahead.

Like manufacturers, builders, and contractors, dealers know they will have to hold costs down and merchandise their materials and services more expertly than ever if the public is to be persuaded to spend its earnings and savings on construction instead of the host of other things that will be advertised and merchandised aggressively by other industries.

Convention Highlights
(Continued from page 31)

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

The United States has the skill and manpower to build between 1,000,000 and 1,300,000 new homes a year for the growing population, Edward G. Gavin, editor of American Builder, told members of the Southern California Retail Lumber Association at the group's recent three-day convention in the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

This number will be lower because of governmental regulations and restrictions, Gavin said. He added that building is the nation's second largest industry and if the government does anything to cut it down, it is endangering a needed tax revenue source.

Speaking of Southern California, Gavin said this section has one of the most acute housing shortages he has seen—but that the area is growing solidly and offers excellent construction opportunities.

Other speakers at the convention, which drew a record attendance of 2,000, were Tony Whan, Clayton Rand, Don A. Campbell, James C. Elders, Jr., John E. Rees, Grant C. Ehrlich and Dr. Elmer S. Nelson.

All of the association's 1951 officers, headed by Everett C. Parker of Los Angeles, president, were reelected. Completing the slate are B. W. Bartels, Ventura, vice president; C. Gilmore Ward, Santa Ana, treasurer; and Orrie W. Hamilton, Los Angeles, executive vice president.

FLORIDA

A new feature—an open forum for dealers, manufacturers and wholesalers—was a "huge success" at the 32nd annual convention of the Florida Lumber and Millwork Association. Mrs. Marie Bennett, secretary-treasurer, reports. Registration at the meeting, held April 16-18 at the Tampa Terrace Hotel, Tampa, was 475.

Subject of the forum was "How manufacturers, wholesalers, dealers, contractors, financing agencies and public officials can work together in the coming year to do a better job of creative merchandising to building products consumers."

Participants were grouped at tables for six—four retail dealers, one manufacturer representative and one wholesaler representative. Each table prepared three questions which were referred to a group of six discussion leaders, headed by Arthur A. Hood, editor of American Lumberman magazine. When the panel brought up the questions, all present were invited to join in the commentary.

Francis J. Igou of Orlando was named to a second term as association president. Also reelected were B. Frank Edwards, Tampa, vice president, and Mrs. Bennett. New vice president is R. C. Tylander of West Palm Beach.
Urging End of "X"

Here's NAHB Message

The Federal Reserve Board, when it recently lifted all other credit controls, was urged by the National Association of Home Builders to suspend Regulation X.

In a telegram to William M. Martin, Reserve Board chairman, NAHB president Alan E. Brockbank declared that "Thousands upon thousands of families needing homes have been thwarted from ownership by Regulation X."

"There is no longer any reason for denying the opportunity to buy with a modest downpayment," Brockbank's message continued. "The threat of inflation has long since disappeared. The predicted scarcity of materials never has appeared. Also, defense needs, as presently scheduled, are being met."

"You are urged to take every means at your disposal to lift this absolutely unnecessary roadblock to home ownership."

Builders' Views on Financing Heard by Senate Committee

ADDITIONAL FNMA AND FHA funds was topic as Alan E. Brockbank (left), president of the National Association of Home Builders, appeared before the Senate committee. Brockbank told the committee that the nation's organized builders "applauded any effort to stimulate financing of defense housing and low-cost housing."

Boston Home Show Attracts 120,000

More than 120,000 persons saw the second annual New England Home Show and Modern Living Exposition during its nine-day run at Mechanics Building, Boston, in May. Total sales of merchandise to show visitors was reported to have been in excess of $1,000,000.

Sponsors of the event were the Boston Real Estate Board and the Home Builders Association of Greater Boston. Fred Pittera was managing director and Dick Sullivan, publicity director.

Cortright's Column

FRANK W. CORTRIGHT, Executive Vice President, National Association of Home Builders of the United States

600 Taxes Lurk in Today's New Home

A great many people in private industry are beginning to fear that the certainties, death and taxes, may merge—that taxes may be the death of us yet.

This brings up a highly important point, one that the industry has failed so far to get across to the public: that present home costs include a vast number of direct and hidden taxes, over which the builder has no control, but which must be passed on to the buyer in the sales price.

A recently completed survey made for NAHB revealed that there are over 600 taxes which go into a new home! In view of this, it is a major miracle that U.S. home builders have produced attractive dwellings at a relatively low cost during the post war years.

This, then, is the story that the public, and the Congress, should hear. Government must share a large portion of blame for rising home costs. For example, few persons would ever realize there are over 88 taxes concerned with just the purchase, financing, sale and design of just one house! Unfortunately, there are.

And in the actual construction of the same house you can count on another minimum of 600 other taxes. A dollar and cents estimate of the total cost of the terrific tax impact is impossible. It would take the world's best accountant a year to trace all the taxes from the construction phase back to the manufacturing plant of each item that went into the house. The best that can be done is to "guesstimate" on the amount of the taxes on a new home. Based on information supplied by the Tax Foundation, a non-profit institute in New York City which studies taxes, our "guesstimate" on the amount of taxes on a $10,000 house is $2,000.

This could be a little high or a little low but it is very, very close.

Examination of historical guides, traditions and a survey of current trends indicate an upward movement in construction costs in the years ahead, with special reference to the two major cost items in every house produced. These are labor and taxes.

Therefore, if anyone predicts a gradual lowering of today's construction cost levels they must also predict that labor will receive less money per man hour, or that government will in the future collect a smaller percentage of the builder's productive effort in the form of taxes. There is nothing in recorded modern history to support such a theory nor is there anything visible in current government labor patterns to indicate a new historic trend.

Since the sum of direct and indirect taxes currently represents a substantial part of the price which every buyer pays for a new house, there can be no decrease in this substantial part of our housing costs unless we have lower taxes.

What is the outlook with respect to taxes? Examine current local, state and national budgets and you will discover new tax peaks in the making. So, unless a miracle intervenes the tax cost of housing probably will go up in the near future. Federal taxes alone last year were over 100% above the 1920 to 1940 average and each decade from 1789 on has witnessed an increase in federal taxes. Obviously, taxes are costs which must be added to other costs in arriving at a selling price. The builder himself is a monumental victim to taxes, especially income taxes.

Normally the profit margin, the mark-up over all direct costs, in the residential construction industry runs somewhere from 10% to 15%. Indirect costs (overhead) generally take from 6% to 9% of this mark-up, leaving from 4% to 6% for profits before Federal income taxes. This is a very small margin from which the builder has to draw to set up his reserve for contingent expenses and servicing. I think it safe to say that no other major industry has a mark-up over direct cost as small as that which prevails in the residential construction industry.

No operative builder could long remain in business if this mark-up were lowered to an extent where it would be a factor offsetting tax increases. It would be pleasant to believe that with constantly rising labor, taxes, material, financing and land costs, the builder could by waving a magic wand, keep housing prices of 1962 at or below the level of 1952. It would be a very nice thought, but not very realistic.
"I pay Only 2\(^{\frac{8}{10}}\) a mile to run my Ford Pickup"

says R. S. McGarity,
of Moultrie, Ga.

GEORGIA
Report No. 11168

"Ford Truck economy made a big cut
in the operating costs of my business."

Mr. McGarity uses his Ford Truck for
sales and service in rural areas and
makes a large number of stops each
day. He says, "Ford’s fast getaway is
a time and money saver in stop-go
work like mine." During the Economy
Run, his F-1 covered 4,554 miles, yet
gas, oil and repairs cost $126.01 . .
or less than 3 cents a mile!

A 6½-ft. Ford Pickup like this offers one of the
biggest bodies in the half-ton field. Choice of
Cost Clipper 101-h.p. Low-Friction Six,
or famous 106-h.p. Truck V-8.

Now! More Gas Savings—up to 14%

and more Speed Hauling power, too!

Advanced new LOW-FRICATION design in three
new high-compression, overhead-valve engines,
liberates power held "captive" by engine friction!

Ford’s Low-Friction design incorporates a new
Short-Stroke principle that reduces piston travel
up to 20% in the new Cost Clipper 101-h.p.
Six, plus two new Cargo King V-8’s—145 h.p.
and 155 h.p. These engines cut friction horsepower
up to 30% to give you more power, and gas savings
up to 14%, too! New direct-breathing Overhead-
Valves give more efficient fuel feeding. New
High-Compression gives extra power on regular
gas to meet today’s Speed Hauling needs!

SEE how little it costs to run a Ford
Truck in your kind of work! The fig-
ures are in this 144-page summary of
results from the 50-million-mile Ford
Truck Economy Run. See it at your
Ford Dealer’s now!

FORD TRUCKING COSTS LESS
and FORD TRUCKS LAST LONGER!

Using latest registration data on 8,069,000 trucks, life insurance experts prove Ford Trucks last longer!
Westchester Officers Named to New Term

Frank P. Tufaro was inducted for another term as president of the Home Builders Association of Westchester at its annual dinner dance in the Glen Island Casino, New Rochelle, N. Y., on April 26. Approximately 600 members and guests attended the banquet, at which James E. Cook, secretary, acted as toastmaster.

Emanuel M. Spiegel, first vice president of the National Association of Home Builders, charged that Regulation X affected thousands of families who can "carry" a new home but do not have enough cash to meet current high down payment requirements. Joined by Tufaro, he urged the builders to write their Congressmen demanding repeal of the law.

Rep. Ralph A. Gamble of Larchmont was among the guests who included several State and local officials.

Other officers of the association, also re-elected, include Edward A. Lashins, vice president, and Joseph M. Baltz, treasurer.


Lumbermen's Plaque Goes To Former Head of U.S. Occupation in Germany

General Lucius D. Clay, "for outstanding work on the famous 'Operation Air Lift' in Germany and for highly important work for freedom as originator and national chairman of the 'Crusade for Freedom,'" was awarded the 1952 Silver Plaque of the Middle Atlantic Lumbermen's Association.

General Clay, former commander of U.S. armed forces in Germany, is now chairman of the board of Continental Can Co. He was presented the award in his New York City office by the new lumber association president, G. Hunter Bowers of Frederick, Md. Also representing the association were Charles D. Hummer, Chester, Pa., dealer and secretary-treasurer Ray E. Latshaw.

In accepting the award, General Clay remarked that "The present worldwide struggle will ultimately be resolved more through the force of ideas than through the force of arms. Freedom is a real, honest and active philosophy in which all of us may prosper materially and spiritually. The retail lumbermen you represent exemplify the type of men whose objectives are needed to assure the preservation of all the rights guaranteed to us by the constitution. They must continue their excellent work for the next few years can possibly be ones of crisis."

New Products Demonstration Draws Well in Milwaukee

An overflow crowd turned out for a recent new products show and demonstration sponsored by the Milwaukee Builders Association, Roy E. Healy, executive vice president, reports.

The meeting was sponsored by the association's research committee, which meets every month to study new products offered by the industry and to make recommendations to builder and subcontractor members, Donald Ganser is chairman.

Healy said another meeting is being planned for early fall, at the request of several manufacturers and jobbers who had been unable to exhibit at the first show.

Builder Joins Research Group

Tom McGovern of Madison, Wis., a former president of the Madison Builders Association, has joined the Southwest Research Institute as a field representative.
TREMENDOUS POWER FOR FAST CUTTING

More work for your money! Thor electric saws are outstandingly the most powerful saws on the market today!

DIRECT GEAR DRIVE FOR EFFICIENCY

No power-wasting worm gears ... direct-gear drive delivers 25% more power to the blade!

LONG SHAFT BLADE MOUNT FOR ACCURACY

Blade shaft runs full width of tool, ball-bearing supported at each end for lifetime alignment.

100% SAFE FROM SWITCH TO BLADE

Switch-lock prevents accidental starting. Telescoping guard covers blade instantly when withdrawn from work.

BALL BEARINGS THROUGHOUT

Natural saw-grip handle behind the center of gravity for fast, sawing, sure and safe control.

EXTRA WIDE SAFETY BASE

Blade on the right, weight of the tool ON THE WORK ... for safer, faster, far easier, even for inexperienced help.

BALANCED FOR EASY SAWING

Blade shaft runs full width of tool, ball-bearing supported at each end for lifetime alignment.

SAWDUST BLOWER KEEPS LINE CLEAR

Sawdust blower keeps line clear.

EASY BLADE CHANGE

Change blades in 5 seconds! Makes it easy to use the RIGHT BLADE for every job.

COMPLETE SIZE RANGE

And priced right, too ... from the economical $6.00 6" model to the giant 12" blade size. ALL BUILT TO HIGHEST THOR TOOL QUALITY.

No Wonder More and More Carpenters are Saying:

I'LL Take

Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, Aurora, Illinois

MANUFACTURERS OF THOR SILVER LINE ELECTRIC SAWS

AMERICAN BUILDER
"Believe it or not"!—Mengel Flush Doors with faces of genuine African Mahogany can now be bought for less than comparable doors built with many conventional domestic woods.

Why? Because Mengel, drawing from its own vast logging concessions in the heart of Africa's Gold Coast, brings its fine Mahogany veneers to America in tremendous volume. Second, Mengel has the wood-working equipment and know-how to manufacture its top-quality doors with mass-production economy and efficiency!

Use the coupon to get full details about Mengel Mahogany Doors. Until you know the facts, you'll never appreciate the extra luxury, the extra value now immediately available for any kind of job.
for suburban homes beyond the water mains

**LETTERS**

**Splendid Write-Up**
Sirs: We certainly thank you for the splendid write-up of the Fairway House in the March *American Builder*. Contrary to the usual practice in such articles, there was not a single error or misstatement in the article, and the house was presented in an attractive and intelligible manner.

We would appreciate it very much if you would send us ten copies of the magazine (or tear sheets with cover showing the magazine’s name) and bill us for the copies and postage. We are getting some plans ready to submit in the SWRI (Southwest Research Institute) program.

Thanks again for the article and for your many services to the home builders.

Richard Hail Brown, B-D Development Co., Birmingham, Alabama

**Please Send**
Sirs: If it does not inconvenience you too much, I would appreciate the February and March copies of the *American Builder*.

We had an inquiry from England on the February article (paint series) so your magazine must be widely read.

Another reason for desiring these issues is that we maintain the most complete reference library in the country on painting and abstracts are made of all articles. Some of your writers may want to use our facilities in search of data.

Louis Fisher, Director of Public Relations, National Paint, Varnish and Lacquer Assn., Inc., Washington, D.C.

**Slow To Praise — Quick To Criticize**
Sirs: I have been a subscriber to the *American Builder* for a good many years but like many people have never found time to express my appreciation for your wonderful publication. How often we are slow to praise and quick to criticize! I have not only saved my copies but have a memo book so that I can refer to past items of useful information.

The most useful articles to me, are the Better Detail Plates. Those on stair details are among my most prized items. I’d like to know if there is a bound volume of Better Detail Plates on the market. If there is, I would like to purchase one.

Second, I would like to see published some examples on specifications as written covering small homes. Most of the ones I use (commercial and industrial) are small volumes.

Third, the article on trusses is invaluable (March 1952, pages 116-117 issue). That is going to be very carefully filed away. I am looking forward to the articles on closets, etc., as mentioned in the article.

If there is more to the report on trusses, I would like to obtain it.

John F. Wynn, Columbus 3, Ohio

**You asked about a bound volume of Better Detail Plates.** Although the publication of such a volume is under consideration it is not yet scheduled. If, and when it is available an announcement will be made in the pages of the *American Builder*. If you want to buy specification blanks write to James Zarbock, Book Department, *American Builder*, 30 Church Street, New York, N.Y.

More complete data on trusses can be obtained by writing to the Small Homes Council, University of Illinois, Champaign, Ill.—The Editor

**Should Be Repealed**
Sirs: On the basis of the testimony which was presented to the Senate Banking Committee this year, I am more persuaded than ever that the control title of the DPA (Defense Production Act) should be repealed.

I am not unmindful of the fact that there is a great deal of controversy over the credit features which are incorporated in the legislation now on the books, but never have I seen such a unanimity of testimony on the dissipative effect of controls.

Everett M. Dirksen, U. S. Senator, (Republican, Illinois)

**Shopping Guide**
Sirs: Again I am requesting some literature and booklets reported on in your February issue. We surely like this magazine and get a lot of good ideas and information from it. We greatly appreciate this way of getting catalogs and information on building products. Several of them we had not heard of before but have used constantly since we learned about them through your magazine.

Ralph J. Morgan, Sterling, Colo.

(Letters continue on page 40)
Why is this tremendous demand for electrical equipment important to you?

Houses that are planned electrically for these modern conveniences have maximum sales appeal. They give you powerful selling advantages.

Westinghouse has developed basic design data to help you plan for most advantageous use of space. The Westinghouse line of equipment helps you meet market conditions, while adding “proof of quality” that is widely accepted.

A file of electrical planning material is available for the asking. To get a set, send the coupon below.

**Westinghouse Products for Better Electrical Living**

Frost-Free® Refrigerators
Speed-Electric Ranges
WashWall® Dishwashers
Waste-Away® Food Waste Disposers
Poweraire® Ventilating Fan
Homo Freezer

Decorative Micarta®
Counter Tops
Laundramat® Automatic
Washers
Electric Clothes Dryers
Electric Water Heaters
Electric Wall Heaters
Bryant Wiring Devices

Quicklag® Circuit Breakers
Precipiron® Air Cleaner
Unihaire® Air Conditioners
Electric Dehumidifiers
Westinghouse Lamps
Westinghouse Television
and Radio

**YOU CAN BE SURE...IF IT'S Westinghouse**
NEW smoothness... NEW efficiency... in powder-actuated fastening...

[Image of Ramset Jobmaster]

SEE THESE NEW FEATURES:
- 1-PIECE TOOL, for faster loading
- TRIGGER ACTION, for easy operation
- PORTED BARREL, to reduce spall
- ANGLE-FIRE CONTROL, for straight penetration
- VISI-CHEK BUTTON, for quick inspection
- Plus exclusive, proved-in-use ROTO-SET SAFETY SHIELD, for accurate positioning

Faster, lighter, easier handled, the NEW RAMSET JOBMASTER sets a record pace for steel and concrete fastenings. Properly trained workmen quickly become skilled operators because of smooth, simple, natural motions of loading, placing, firing. Positive controls bring improved accuracy and efficiency... and still lower fastening costs. Ask your dealer for demonstration of how RAMSET's years of pioneering have made the new JOBMASTER the proved-in-performance leader.

Ramset Fasteners, Inc.
12117 BEREA ROAD • CLEVELAND 11, OHIO


Letters...
(Continued from page 38)

Please Help
Sir: In the American Builder a while back you stated that if one had trouble with anything, to write to you and you would send information. I would like to know how to cut jack rafters. I need more information concerning the slope, the length, the hip, and the valley rafter.

I wish you would send me information on a book of this type and if you have one I would be glad to pay for it.

Frank E. Wilhelm
Tuscola, Ill.

We are sending you a copy of a reprint on a series of articles that ran in the American Builder, titled "Construction Lumber." You will find the answers to your query in the reprint.—The Editor

Especially Interesting
Sir: I certainly enjoy reading each issue of the American Builder with its very helpful material dealing with the various building problems and new types of building material.

The series of articles on paint, which began in February, are especially interesting as they do not cover the same topic as many other readers who like all the information possible on this subject.

The American Builder comes in very handy many times throughout the year as a help in building work and also for information in building materials.

Also, I appreciate very much that you have accepted and published many of the How-To-Do-It suggestions that I have submitted from time to time.

Arthur M. Nelson
Kansas City 5, Mo.

Attributes Success to American Builder
Sir: I am enclosing $5 for a 3-year subscription to the American Builder which will make 47 years that I have been a continuous subscriber.

I have been a builder for 46 years and have built more schools and public buildings than any single builder in the city, and from miles around. I attribute a good share of my success to the American Builder formerly called the American Carpenter Builder.

One day in 1912, I was called to their offices and awarded first prize for the best wood worker in a contest they sponsored. My entry was a...
Lightweight, extra-strong coils of Bundy-weld Tubing are easily mounted in ceilings, easily plastered over. There's little danger of tubing damage from rough handling or accidental hammer blows.

Put your houses years ahead with Bundyweld ceiling radiant heating

Key to Low Cost

Bundyweld is the only tubing double-walled from a single strip, copper-brazed through 360° of wall contact. It's leak-proof, thinner walled, yet stronger. It transmits heat quickly, has high bursting strength. It saves up to 50% on material costs and installation time.

Standard 20' or 24' lengths of Bundyweld are easily formed into coils in shop or on job site. Expanded ends (furnished when specified) are quickly soldered into leakproof union. Joined, lightweight coils are easily mounted onto ceiling, quickly plastered over.

Interest in this newest, most practical method of heating a home widens daily. Present users hail it enthusiastically. Prospective home buyers demand to know more about it.

To thousands, Bundyweld ceiling radiant heating has already proved a cleaner, more economical, more convenient way to heat. They in turn are selling friends on the idea of walls without dirt streaks, of warmth that's always even, of air that's fresh as spring.

But the biggest boom is coming from Bundy ads in *American Home* and in *Better Homes & Gardens*. People who are planning to buy a home now or later are sending in an avalanche of coupons. They want to know more about Bundyweld ceiling radiant heating. They want to know the names of builders and architects using it. These people are your prospects!

Why not place your houses squarely in the middle of this interest? Why not put your homes ahead of all competition for years to come? Send the coupon!

Radiant Heating Division
BUNDY TUBING COMPANY
Detroit 14, Michigan

Radiant Heating Division, Dept. AB-152
Bundy Tubing Company, Detroit 14, Michigan

- [ ] Send free 20-page non-technical brochure explaining Bundyweld ceiling radiant heating.
- [ ] Send Bundy technical radiant heating pamphlet.

Name ____________________________ Title ____________________________
Company __________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ Zone ______ State ______
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White Universal Level-Transit...
most versatile instrument you can own!

INDISPENSABLE FOR THESE JOBS — AND MANY MORE

- Plumb walls and sprights
- Set stakes for grading
- Set slope for tiling
- Run property lines
- Line up curb and sidewalk
- Measure angles
- Make stadia surveys
- Level up foundations

ENGINEERS agree: you can do more jobs better — at lower cost — with the White "Universal" Level-Transit. The improved Model 3000 has internal focusing, coated optics, a guarded vertical arc. Plus all the other quality features needed to give you lifetime durability and accuracy. The price: only $185*, complete with tripod. See your dealer, or write DAVID WHITE COMPANY, 311 W. Court St., Milwaukee 12, Wis.

*Price subject to change without notice.

We offer the most expert REPAIR SERVICE on all makes, all types of instruments.

Letters...
(Continued from page 40)

Recently, I was looking over some old issues of 1926 and 1932 when Hoover was trying to stimulate building by extending credit to the underprivileged. The storm of protest from bankers, realtors, and others concerned told how it would destroy the value of real estate and make inflation. The pendulum has certainly swung to the left since. I never thought when I began to work a 10-hour day for a $1 that the time would come when wages would be over $2 an hour. I wonder if these are such good times. Why is it that we have so much dissatisfaction with wages, and continual emergencies to have a phony prosperity and sacrifice good American boys in Korea. I have never seen the time when so many big places are occupied by so many small men.


Most Complete Building Supply Magazine

Sir: We have been a subscriber to your magazine for the last five years, but we noticed that we have not been receiving the last few issues. We were not aware that our subscription had expired.

We have found that your magazine is one of the most complete building supply magazines that we have ever subscribed to, and that you have more coverage of all phases of the building industry than we have yet read. We especially like the modern house plans and prints which you always have in each issue. As we feel that our subscription has expired we wish to renew it. Enclosed find check.

W. C. Moncrief Jr., Goodlettsville, Tenn.

Likes Power Tools, But!

Sir: The article in the April issue under "Tools—Power and Hand" was very good but there are a few points on which I disagree with the writer of the article.

First, the statement that power wood-working tools make every carpenter the equal of yesterday's most skilled craftsman is certainly the overstatement of the year. Power tools will increase a man's skill, but certainly won't do his thinking for him or lay out his work.

Second, the author states that new steels have improved the quality of saws and chisels. I wish the author...
The wise builder knows that Nature dries best . . .

There really isn't much of a trick to drying a pre-stained cedar shake — if you are willing to take the time and go to the trouble of doing the job right. Dozens of experiments have been tried in an effort to find a "quick" way to do the job. Hot lights, hot air, and hot ideas of a dozen kinds have been tried. We at Colonial Cedar Company have studied all of the short-cut suggestions, and we've found that nothing beats good old mother nature for drying shake stain.

So we just use mother nature.

We take the time to "hang Fitite Shakes out to dry" in the good old fresh air. Takes a lot of doing, a lot of storing, a lot of waiting; but it assures us that we are giving Fitite Shakes the best stain coverage in the business. Have you compared Fitite Shakes with the rest?

COLONIAL CEDAR COMPANY, INC.
600 WEST NICKERSON STREET, SEATTLE 99, WASHINGTON
HUNDREDS OF COMMUNICATIONS WERE RECEIVED FROM READERS WHOSE COPIES OF THE 650-PAGE APRIL CATALOG DIRECTORY ISSUE INSPIRED THEM TO SEND US THEIR COMMENTS. FOLLOWING ARE A FEW OF THE TYPICAL REACTIONS:

Your Catalog Directory is a very complete reference. Just keep it as it is at the present.

H. H. Tile, Seaford, N. Y.

No more or better information can be obtained anywhere for this amount of money.

E. F. Martzall, Denver, Colo.

This issue makes it so easy to show customers anything; complete information on almost every product.

William McCormick, Louisville, Ky.

Your Catalog Directory is very helpful and I see no reason for improvement.

S. J. Kocher, Elkhart, Ind.

I am more than pleased with it. If next year's Catalog Directory is as good, I'll be satisfied.

Robert B. Dean, Montrose, Pa.

Words cannot describe my appreciation for your wonderful Catalog Directory.

Wm. M. Harris, Cheyenne, Wyo.

Please cancel my subscription. I don't like it.

Wm. Holdridge, Catskill, N. Y.

Mr. Holdridge registered the only dissatisfaction we have received.—The Editor

Letters...

(Continued from page 42)

WILLIAMSON WARM AIR FURNACES

Comments on April Catalog—Directory Issue

Hundreds of communications were received from readers whose copies of the 650-page April Catalog Directory issue inspired them to send us their comments. Following are a few of the typical reactions:

Your Catalog Directory is a very complete reference. Just keep it as it is at the present.

H. H. Tile, Seaford, N. Y.

No more or better information can be obtained anywhere for this amount of money.

E. F. Martzall, Denver, Colo.

This issue makes it so easy to show customers anything; complete information on almost every product.

William McCormik, Louisville, Ky.

Your Catalog Directory is very helpful and I see no reason for improvement.

S. J. Kocher, Elkhart, Ind.

I am more than pleased with it. If next year's Catalog Directory is as good, I'll be satisfied.

Robert B. Dean, Montrose, Pa.

Words cannot describe my appreciation for your wonderful Catalog Directory.

Wm. M. Harris, Cheyenne, Wyo.

Please cancel my subscription. I don't like it.

Wm. Holdridge, Catskill, N. Y.

Mr. Holdridge registered the only dissatisfaction we have received.—The Editor

Letters...

(Continued from page 42)

WILLIAMSON WARM AIR FURNACES

for quality low cost homes.

"Name" home equipment which reflects built-in quality and performance and does not add to construction costs always adds "eye" and "buy" appeal to any home.

WILLIAMSON Warm Air Furnaces are modern in design, made of top quality materials and have built-in craftsmanship of over 60 years of furnace design and manufacturing experience. There are WILLIAMSON Warm Air Gravity and Forced Air Furnaces for any type fuel and any size home with basement or utility room.

WILLIAMSON's complete line of Pipe and Fittings round out the full package of equipment required to heat any home comfortably and economically.

Write for details.

WILLIAMSON Furnaces are nationally advertised and have over 60 years of home owner acceptance.

THE WILLIAMSON HEATER COMPANY
4564-G, Marburg Ave.,
Cincinnati 9, Ohio

Have an authorized Williamson Representative give me information on:
- Gas □ Oil □ Coal □ LP Gas □ Pipe and Fittings
- Basement installation □ Utility Room installation

Name:
Street:
City:
Zone:
State:

WRITE FOR DETAILS.
Think of the opportunities in Stanley Hardware for storm doors and windows to put more "sell" into a house! Shown are merely representative items; the Stanley line is complete. You can fill all your requirements from one source of supply.

REGULATION X—One of the reasons advanced late in May for not rescinding the Regulation entirely was that some control must be retained as a quick and easy base from which to re-impose the entire control in case it might become necessary later.

WHAT THAT MEANS—It means that there is fear in some places in Washington that complete relaxation might open the door to widespread no-down-payment sales of new homes.

HOGAN'S BARN—That kind of reasoning is like going around Hogan's barn to be sure that the front door is what it appears to be. There's a simple, easy, quick and sure way to eliminate no-down-payment sales without retaining any of Regulation X. It is to throw the whole regulation out, then issue an order (which HHFA is empowered to issue) making a minimum cash down payment of five or ten per cent mandatory in all transactions involving sale of new houses.

LaBoo, separating the halves of the split jamb after removing the unit from a crate. The other shows her nailing trim to the wall. She did the entire job without aid, and when

EASY DOES IT—These pictures do not illustrate a stunt. On the contrary they illustrate a practical demonstration of a door that can be hung completely in less than 15 minutes by a woman with no experience in carpentry. To be exact, the time was 13 minutes and 25 seconds.

THE CARPENTRESS—She's a Fort Worth, Texas, housewife and mother who has never done any carpentry work of any kind except to receive a half-hour of instruction in nail driving just before the demonstration.

THE DOOR—It's a Ready Hung, and the demonstration was made on a platform in the exhibit hall of the annual convention of the Lumber Dealers Association of Texas.

THE PICTURES—One of them shows the carpentress, Mrs. Eunice
Beautiful Bee Gee Modern Wood Windows ... styles for every type home ... prices for every budget. Bee Gee Windows are complete units consisting of frame, pre-fit glazed sash with glass embedded in putty, copper screen and all hardware installed at the factory ... ready to set in the wall.

Picture windows available with Thermopane or Twindow. Prompt delivery assured on all sizes.

BROWN-GRAVES CO.  Akron I, Ohio
What accounts for Venko's sales appeal? The fact that this expertly built boiler offers top savings to both consumer and installer. Armed with two sensitive aquastats and finest selected controls, trouble-free Venko credits the price-pressured consumer with constant load and heat and hot water and real fuel economy. As for the installer, to whom time means money, Venko pays him profit by coming completely equipped for speediest installation. All wiring in place. All parts properly installed. All controls thoroughly tested. Yes, Venko charts a direct line to savings by eliminating waiting for missing parts—by crossing off costly service calls—by leaving greater customer satisfaction and more and speedier installations.

Quikbrik is the answer

Costs less than half as much as ordinary brick construction
You'll be amazed at the low cost of Quikbrik, yet it looks better and lasts longer than old fashioned brick construction. It is easy to apply without the need for high priced bricklayers or bricks. It's a modern money saver.

Lasts the life of the house
Quikbrik is not affected by heat, cold, rain, snow or ice. It is virtually indestructible and will never need to be replaced or repainted. It protects the home or building and is the most economical method for obtaining a beautiful, modern brick finish.

Genuine brick—not a substitute
Quikbrik is a combination of the best features of the two oldest building materials known—brick and portland cement. It is applied in plastic form over any type of surface and then moulded into the desired pattern. Do not confuse Quikbrik with tacked on sidings and other substitutes.

Notice: Quikbrik is a comparatively new product, therefore Dealer franchises may still be available in your area. For complete information please write

American cement products
12496 Livernois • Detroit, Michigan
If you are using, or considering using, electric appliances to promote house sales, you'll find a wealth of valuable information in these three Westinghouse booklets. They're yours, for the asking, from your nearby Westinghouse Distributor.

1. **DO APPLIANCES HELP HOUSE SALES?**
   What appliances do house buyers want? How many appliances? Does the brand name make a difference? How do they want them financed? These and other important questions are answered in this report of a nationwide survey.

2. **HOW TO PROMOTE HOUSE SALES**
   This booklet tells how to prepare model homes for greatest effectiveness. It explains how to plan a successful promotion program. Contains 16 pages of valuable suggestions based on the experience of leading builder-merchandisers.

3. **BUILDER ADVERTISING GUIDE**
   Illustrates the principles for building effective newspaper house-selling ads. Shows actual advertisements used by successful builders. Offers suggestions for radio advertising and newspaper publicity.
   
   Available from your Westinghouse Distributor only.

---

*W**ESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE DIVISION • MANSFIELD, OHIO

---

*YOU CAN BE SURE... IF IT'S Westinghouse*
Ideas for Planning Kitchen Islands with High-Back Ranges

Recognizing the increasing popularity of the island position of the kitchen range, both in new construction and in the remodeling of houses, the Major Appliance Division of the General Electric Company, Louisville, Ky., has prepared a series of sketches illustrating island treatment of the range and adjoining areas.

The high panel at back of most ranges, measuring up to 50 inches from floor to top of backsplash, poses a problem in design when the range is placed in any position other than against the wall. These sketches indicate a few of the methods that can be employed to effectively blend this appliance with counter, base and wall cabinets.

In the ideas presented, the designer has assumed that the island or extended bar will serve as a division between work space and the eating area in the kitchen. (Plans show several examples). A number of the designs provide for a snack bar built into the island arrangement, some at table height and others at counter height. In several instances a shallow cupboard is provided in back of the stove under counter line with extra deep cupboards adjoining. The area above the counter can be left open or provided with open ornamental shelves or cupboards.

(Continued on page 52)
INVISIBLE OPEN WINDOWS AND TRAP DOORS
DRAIN HEAT IN WINTER, LET SUMMER HEAT IN

Doors and windows may be tightly shut, every chink and cranny caulked and weatherstripped, yet heat may flow out of a structure or in, right through solid walls and internal wall spaces, as if through open windows.

Obedient to nature’s law, heat flows through space by radiation, in the form of invisible rays, from warm to cold; from warm humans, animals, furniture, walls, ceilings, floors; to colder ceilings, walls, floors, furniture, animals, and human beings. Heat also flows by conduction through solids when these warmer objects touch colder objects. Even the warmth in the air convected to and in contact with the wall flows into the wall by direct conduction. (“Wall” is used as a general term. The principle applies to walls, floors, ceilings and roofs.)

But preponderantly, it is radiation which wall, ceiling and floor surfaces inside a room absorb. These rays are transformed to heat which then passes through the wall by direct conduction, as does heat acquired by the wall by conduction and convection. The entire process is repeated, radiant flow preponderant, inside the wall space in the direction of the inner surface of the colder outer wall. The total heat which is caused by absorption of radiation mingling with the convected heat which has been absorbed by conduction, flows through the outer wall by conduction. It is finally dissipated in the colder, ambient air outside mostly by radiation but also by convection.

Heat Flow Reversed in Summer
In summer, the process is the same but the direction of heat flow is reversed: from the warm outside wall toward the colder interior walls, to be finally transferred mostly by radiation, but somewhat by convection, to the occupants of the building.

Radiation accounts for 55% to 80% of heat flow through building spaces; convection 15% to 40%; conduction 5%. Multiple accordion aluminum sheets reflect 97% of radiation, and each aluminum and fiber sheet is an effective convection block. Being mostly air, 1 oz. per sq. ft., there is almost no conduction.

Multiple accordion aluminum is non-condensation-forming. It has zero permeability to all gases—water vapor, hot and cold air, etc. No dewpoint can be reached on its surfaces or within it. It can neither sustain nor retain forentious moisture, for instance, rain leaking in, but expels it as a vapor because its permeability in ratio to exterior walls is infinity and the minimum requirement is 1 to 5.

Multiple accordion aluminum is available as Infra Insulation, Types 4, 6, and 4 Jr. For an amplification of this discussion, get FREE “Simplified Physics of Vapor and Thermal Insulation.”
Two kitchen plans showing island arrangement with bar. Cupboards above form a complete division between work and eating area.

Snack bar is counter height: wood face and shelf built in back of range top. Shallow cupboards placed in back of range. Extra depth cupboards adjoin.

Laundry facilities combined with snack bar in island treatment. Treatment for back of cabinets across ceiling. Without wall.

Drawings courtesy of General Electric Co., Louisville, Ky.
Steelcraft Spacemaker Sliding Doors can be installed in just 15 minutes... and the only tool needed is a screwdriver. It's a fact... you not only save time and money on installation, but add more usable space inside and outside the closet and add space to the room ordinarily taken up by old-fashioned swinging doors... and makes every inch of closet space easily accessible.

Steelcraft Spacemaker steel sliding closet doors are packed in individual cartons with all necessary hardware and instructions for installing. They can be purchased with steel casing if desired. The Steelcraft steel casing is shipped as a complete one-piece welded assembly.

Steelcraft Spacemaker Steel Sliding Closet Doors have these advantages —

- TROUBLE-FREE operation assured.
- WON'T STICK, warp or sag.
- EASY to install.
- SILENT—Glide on noise-free rollers.
- BONDERIZED, Painted and Baked—will not peel or chip—satin-smooth surface takes any desired finish or color.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

The Steelcraft Manufacturing Co., Dept. AB-752
9017 Blue Ash Rd., Rossyone, Ohio

Please send me full information on Steelcraft SPACEMAKER Sliding Steel Doors.

Name __________________________________________
Company _______________________________________
Address _________________________________________
City _____________________________________________
State ____________________________________________
Zip _____________________________________________
How would **YOU** do it?

*Ideas for the man on the job*

**One Man Method of Ceiling Sheetrock Application**

An easy way to apply gypsum board to a ceiling is made possible by the simple holding device indicated in the sketch above.

This device is secured to the wall with a hinge and consists of an 8-inch board nine feet long, secured to ceiling joists at opposite ends by a rope. Gypsum board is placed with center of panel on board, and raised up to position by pulling rope over the joist. Secure rope tightly to hold board in position and then nail board to ceiling joists.—E. P. Savident, Powell River, B. C. Canada.

**Center Finder for Round Stock**

With this altered Try-Square the exact center of round stock can be quickly found. Take a narrow strip of heavy sheet metal, slot it with a hacksaw and rivet it to the square as shown. Move the metal strip half way between blade and handle and then make a mark on square and strip. Align marks and scribe.—Herbert E. Fey, New Braunfels, Texas.

**A Template for Drilling Holes**

Hardware for cabinet doors can be set accurately by using a template as shown in drawing. When assembling the various parts of template place the members flush with each other on the side where holes are marked for drilling. This provides an edge on the opposite side so that template can be held in position on the corner of cabinet door. Holes are drilled on the face side of cabinets.—Clement Houdek, Grafton, N. Dak.

**COMMON SENSE CALLS FOR COFFMAN**

**FREE:** Write for catalog and Coffman Rail-O-Graph—shows how No. 205 Step Rails fit any size step.

America's Largest Manufacturer of Ornamental Iron

The R. F. Coffman Co., Inc.

Dept. A-2, ORLANDO, FLORIDA
NEW DISTINCTION FOR ANY STYLE OF HOME WITH
decorator doors of Ponderosa Pine

Now you can make interior color schemes complete—with these distinctive Ponderosa Pine Decorator Doors. With their delicate shadow-lines and beautifully proportioned panels, they offer you and the home owner almost unlimited decorative possibilities. What's more, you have a wide variety of Ponderosa Pine paneled doors to choose from, styles that fit every type home, contemporary or traditional.

Ponderosa Pine Decorator Doors are precision-made—clean and sharp in their detailing—with a satin-smooth finish that takes practically any kind of decoration. They are available preservative water-repellent treated for high resistance to dimensional changes.

Our new consumer booklet, "Latest Color Style News," contains a wealth of information on Ponderosa Pine Decorator Doors, information which you, too, will want for your file. Mail the coupon now for your free copy.

Ponderosa Pine WOODWORK
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To Hold Your Profit

MECHANIZE!

Electric Tools Offset Labor Costs...

Inflated labor costs are giving builders plenty of problems for 1952. All pointing to that final question: how to overcome the sales resistance of higher prices for new homes?

What to do? The answer: Mechanize!

Mechanize the time-consuming manual jobs that prolong the working schedule. Mechanize the costly hand operations that can be done 5 to 10 times faster. Mechanize to improve the skill and output of inexperienced help.

Yes, mechanize—and you won't have to pare profits to attract buyers!

Speedmatic and Guild Electric Tools slash construction time and costs. They greatly speed up operations—promote higher production per hour; keep expenses down, profits up!

New Guild ORBITAL SANDER

Sands with, against, and across the grain—without gauge or pattern! Sands wood, plastic, composition, metal. An indispensable tool for built-ins, trim work. Blends glued, butt, miter joints without marring. Won't chip or strip plywood when edging. Sands in corners, recesses, right up to molding. Levels plaster patches—smoothes drywall joints.

106 SPECIFICATIONS

- Pad Size, 5%" x 7½". Pad Speed, 4,000 RPM—travels in 1/8" overlapping orbits.

PORTER—
**HANDY ROUTER**

Model 100

Makes decorative cuts quickly and accurately. Speed, 20,000 RPM. Chuck, 1/4" capacity, adapters available down to 1/16". Overall size, 7" high x 5½" base dia. Net Weight, 5½ lbs. Depth adjustment from 1/64" to 1". Exclusive True-Spin chuck. Interchangeable motor also powers Guild Plane and Shaper.

**POWER PLANE**

Model 101

Zooms through wood at 20,000 RPM. Width of Cut, 13/16". Depth of Cut, zero to 3/32". Net Weight, 8 lbs. Front and rear shoes are ground parallel. Bevels up to 25°. Quickly converted into jointer or moulding plane.

**HINGE BUTT TEMPLET**

Model 1900

Cuts 3½ holes on 100 levels and eliminates screw holes. Interchangeable motor also powers Speedmatic Plane and others.

**ELECTRIC PLANER**

Model 69

Easy to use in any position. Belt Size, 2" x 21". Belt Speed, 600 SFPM. Size Overall, 4½ x 12½. Net Weight, 9 lbs. Rests solidly on the work—sands flat and true. Grinds, removes paint, levels, polishes any material.

**COMBO TOOL**

Model D-6

Sands, Grinds, Buffs, Polishes, Drills. Disc Size, 6" dia. Speed under normal load, 3,000 SFPM. Net Weight, 5 lbs. 13 oz. Helical gear drive. Nearly double the power of similar tools, allows 53% more working surface. Has bench stand and power take-off (extra).

**CABLE**

MACHINE CO., 7107 N. Salina St., Syracuse 8, N.Y.
Manufacturers of SPEEDMATIC and GUILD Electric Tools
In Canada: Write Strangridge, Ltd., London, Ont.
Metal window is set in the horizontal one-piece gable end

**This Tilt-up Framing**

A one piece gable end and long length ceiling joists reduce costs on framing and interior operations.

**Builder:**
Mills and Sons, Chicago, Ill.

**Architect:**
Elmer J. Fox, Chicago, Ill.

Here is a framing idea using tilt-up methods in which time saved in erection more than offsets the additional cost of extra long framing lumber required. Developed by Mills and Sons, Chicago builders, this system enables them to deliver a three bedroom house in 17 days.

One piece gable ends using long length 2x4's are assembled on the foundation deck. After each large unit is framed, sheathed, siding applied and painted, it is tilted into place. Both completed gable ends are

Blocking on the box sill keeps section from sliding off during tilt-up. Alignment of wall and sill is carefully checked.

Men start raising gable end. Both ends are raised, braced and nailed in less than five minutes.

American Builder
erected in less than five minutes. Scaffolding is eliminated with this system. This also constitutes a saving.

After both sidewalls are in position, ceiling joists are laid. The long 26-foot, 2x8 joists span the building. The long joist system speeds interior wallboard and flooring installations because the builder can finish the interior of the exterior walls, and the floors, before placing the partitions, which are non-bearing.

Roof sheathing is nailed to all rafters but the gable fly rafter. This nailing is completed after the gable is aligned and plumbed with the aid of a transit. The end is squared from the inside of the structure before the roof sheathing is applied.

After wallboard and oak flooring are installed in the partitionless interior, partitions are framed on the floor and raised into position. After plumbing and electrical work has been finished, the remainder of the wallboard is installed.

Each operation is handled by a crew trained specifically for that phase of the work. The individual crews follow each other along the line of houses in various stages of construction.
Extra long 26 foot, 2x8 ceiling joists enable builder to apply ceiling plasterboard to a large unobstructed area. Partitions are set after the wallboard and oak flooring are in place.

Window header, fire stop cripples, and long studs are shown in the closeup photo. Builder claims greater strength for the one piece wall. Window cripple is notched for a 1x2 metal window frame maller.

Partitions are assembled horizontally and tipped in place after ceiling and exterior wall plasterboard is installed. Pre-finished oak flooring is also laid before partitions are raised. Finished floor is covered with waterproof paper while partition work is being done.

### MAN HOURS SAVED WITH TILT-UP FRAMING SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Savings in Man Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gable end raising</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor Laying</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry Wall Installation</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceiling joists and bearing partitions</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>24 hours per house</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Power hand saw cuts cripples above doorway header. The sidewall construction begins after both gable ends have been tipped into place. House is framed and sheathed in one day.

Three bedroom house has 1000 square feet of floor area. Window walls and sheltered entrance add to styling. Floor plan is at left.

First level has kitchen and living-dining room. Both and two bedrooms are on the second level. Plumbing is back to back.
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Do Something Different with

New planning ideas with high sales appeal . . .

1. A T-bathroom

2. A bathroom which doubles as a laundry

3. A kitchen without walls

4. A combination kitchen-and-nursery

5. A kitchen styled for ranch-type houses

1. FAMILY T-BATHROOM
   The plumbing core is confined to the T which stands in the center of the space with the fixtures grouped around it. This frees the perimeter walls of the rooms and simplifies piping connections. Sliding doors, recessed in the arms of the T, provide privacy for the simultaneous use of lavatory, water closet and bathtub. This T-scheme makes possible a number of variations in the placement of fixtures.
Kitchens and Bathrooms

The Crane Co. of Chicago has announced a new service designed to help builders and architects do bigger and better things with kitchen and bathroom styling. Built along the lines of the "style guide" books of the paint manufacturers (which sell paint by suggesting color schemes for actual rooms), this innovation is a large 48-page sketchbook showing new ideas for kitchen and bathroom planning and decoration.

Instead of merely cataloging the various items in the company's line, this new style book incorporates the fixtures into actual rooms. Further, these rooms are not simply pipe dreams, but for each planning idea shown, Crane can provide working drawings that enable the builder to duplicate the idea in houses which he is currently planning. Useful for both new house design and problems in remodeling, this sketchbook is available from dealers.

2 WHY NOT HAVE A LAUNDRY IN THE BATHROOM?
Louvered doors conceal ironing board, sorting board, pull-out shelf, clothes hamper and automatic washer and dryer.

3 COOK AND BABY-SIT, TOO
This kitchen enables the busy mother to keep an eye on the children while working at cooking chores. The nursery space can later be converted into a bedroom.
A KITCHEN DOESN'T HAVE TO HAVE FOUR WALLS

Living room, dining room, and kitchen occupy one large open space. The kitchen is raised three steps, and redwood paneling conceals all fixtures and cabinets when viewed from the living-dining area. Exhaust fan above stove provides necessary ventilation in kitchen area.

The sink can be sun-tan, with counter tops harmonizing. Panel the room with knotty pine. Notice the bamboo drape on track which can be pulled to close off the kitchen equipment from the brick barbecue and dining area.
In the center unit, the refrigerator space is 36 inches wide; the wall cabinet alongside it is 21 inches in width.

5 RANCH-STYLE IN THE KITCHEN
Contemporary approach to Cape Cod is accentuated in the arrangement of carport and entranceway

**This Low-Cost House Is Expandable**

**DESIGNED BY:**


A compact 887-square-foot house plus a carport, entranceway and expandable second floor, is featured this month's blueprint. The dwelling is estimated to cost $7,800 without lot, walks, driveway, screens or storm sash for the doors or windows. These are items to be supplied by the purchaser and not considered in the basic price structure.

The style is a modified Cape Cod, with a contemporary approach in the arrangement of carport and entranceway. The blending of the two has produced an extremely interesting profile, one that would lend itself to economical construction.

When considering its size, the circulation obtained in the plan layout is unusual. Upon entering, a small hall at one end of living room permits by-passing the major rooms to go directly to bedrooms and bath. The fireplace and surrounding masonry walls form the hub of the house, around which the living, dining room and kitchen are located. A pass-through cabinet forms the separation between dining room and kitchen. A stairway from the service hall leads directly to the second floor which is left in the rough for future completion.

The house is constructed of poured concrete foundation, concrete floor slab and frame walls above, faced with wood shingles and plywood. Insulation is limited to first floor and attic ceilings.
Quantity List of Materials

For American Builder Blueprint House No. AB 181

Walter T. Anicka, Designer

General Information

House — Type Frame
Area 832 sq. ft.
Cube 11,648 sq. ft.
Height taken for cube was 14 feet

Carport — Area 200 sq. ft.
Cube 1,700 sq. ft.
Height taken for cube was 8 feet 6 inches

Storage — Area 53 sq. ft.

Excavating

Trench for foundation 161 lin. ft.
Chimney footings 40 cu. ft.

Cement Work

Foundations 520 cu. ft.
Concrete work 1,085 sq. ft.
Thickness 4 in.
Sidewalks 65 sq. ft.
Anchor Bolts 40 — 1/2" x 14"
Miscellaneous 1,085 sq. ft. 6" Poured Fill

Masonry

Type Concrete Block
Chimney 165 cu. ft.
Flue lining (tile flue) 2 — 12" x 13"
Cap 4 in.
Fireplace 110 sq. ft. 8" Block
Throat and damper 1
Lintels 1

Millwork

Windows — Type Sliding Sash
2 — 3' x 2'
1 — 3' x 6'
1 — 2' 6" x 6'
1 — 3' x 8'
1 — 2' 4" x 6'

Windows Glazed including trim 4 Fixed Gl 2' 4" x 6" cut on angle one corner

Exterior Doors 1 — 3' x 7'
1 — 2' 6" x 6'
1 — 2' 4" x 6'

Exterior Millwork 2 Peak Head Louvers

Interior Doors including jambs and trim 4 — 2' 6" x 6'
1 — 2' 4" x 6'
2 — 2' 2" x 6'

Special Interior Doors 1 Folding Door opening 2' 1/2
4 — 2' 6" x 6'

Sliding Doors

Special Interior Millwork 1 "Pass-thru" Cabinet
Kitchen Cabinets and Cases
1 Linen Cabinet

Carpentry

Beams and Girders 1 — 6' x 8" x 12'
5 — 4' x 4" x 8'
Foundation Plates 400 Lin. ft. 2' x 4'
Bridging 200 Lin. ft. 1 x 3
Studding and Plates 156 — 2' 4" — 8'
38 — 2' 4" — 12'
15 — 2' 4" — 10'
Ceiling Joist 50 — 2' x 6" x 14'
33 — 2' x 6" x 10'
Roof Rafter 50 — 2' x 6" x 18'
Framing Lintel 2 — 2' 4" — 10'
1 — 2' 4" — 14'
2 — 2' 4" — 20'
1 — 2' 4" — 12'
Sub-Floor 400 b.f.
Roof Sheathing 1,750 b.f.
Side Wall Sheathing 1,750 b.f.
Side Wall Materials 14 Squares Wood Shingles
440 sq. ft. 1/2" exterior plywood
Carpenter Stairs 2 — 2' 12" x 16'
15 — 2' 10" x 3'
14 — 1' x 3'
Flooring (Area to Cover) 740 sq. ft. — 1st floor only
350 sq. ft. for 2nd floor
Exterior Material (Soffits) 66 linear ft. 1/4" wide Plywood
66 linear ft. 1 x 6'
66 linear ft. 1 x 8'
Batten 66 linear ft. barn batten
Insulation 1,600 sq. ft. blanket insulation
120 linear ft. perimeter insulation

Rain Conduction

Flashing Chimney Flashing

Type: Built Up Area: 12 squares

Roofing

Type: Built Up Area: 12 squares

Interior Walls

Area to be covered (1st floor only) 2,800 sq. ft.
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This quantity list will be subject to variation depending on the common practices in various sections and municipalities of the country, the techniques of individual builders, the type of materials available locally and cost factors. The list published here is a suggested one, complete enough so that it can be used in arriving at a reasonably accurate estimate of the quantities and cost of materials that will be required to complete the structure. It was prepared by experts at the Edward Hines Lumber Co., Chicago.
A House on a Hill that has Well-Planned Expandability

LOCATION:
Vuecrest,
Bellevue, Washington

ARCHITECT:
Ronald R. Campbell

BUILDER:
Modern Home Builders, Inc.
Seattle, Wash.

FROM THE REAR, the house becomes a two-story structure of impressive proportions. The house is frame. Interior wall and ceiling finish is plaster and mahogany veneer paneling. Clay tile is used for walls and floors of both baths. The house has a radiant hot water heating system with coils in walls and ceiling.

In working out a design for this hillside site, the architect has taken full advantage of the natural opportunity such a site provides for later expansion. The entire basement is on a ground level and can be later taken into the living area of the house by finishing off a planned recreation room as well as bedrooms on this level. A complete bath was roughed in on this level when the house was built, and radiant heat coils were laid in the floor. The basement also has a fireplace. The house was built to sell for $32,500 on a lot 100 by 200 feet.
SPLIT PLAN
Created for
Sunshine Living

BUILDERS:
W. A. Appin
Tampa, Florida

HIGHLY stylized stucco, large window areas, semi-enclosed breezeway, and open planning are the main features of this Florida home built by W. A. Appin of Tampa.

The breezeway is the focal point of traffic because the den-bedroom and the living room are adjacent to it. Breezeway walls are plastered. Floors are red clay tile with a glazed tile base. Ceiling is cypress paneled.

The stucco is over concrete block. Footings are 8x16 inches poured four inches below grade. Two ¾-inch pencil rods reinforce the footing. Two courses of blocks were run up and about eight inches of fill placed below the slab. A vapor barrier consisting of two layers of 15 pound asphalt mopped felt was placed over the fill. The slab was increased to eight inches in thickness under the bearing walls.

The plate is bolted to a continuous reinforced concrete lintel placed on top of the concrete block wall.

Ceiling joists and roof rafters are 2x6. The roof is asbestos cement shingles. Gables are wood siding in horizontal or vertical design. The interior walls are furred and plastered.

JALOUSIES make breezeway a semi-enclosed room and allow complete circulation of air

JALOUSIES enclose breezeway which serves garden and street

PROJECTING counter top separates kitchen and dining room
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Planning instead of "Skimping" Creates Excellent Low-Priced House

LOCATION:
Phoenix, Arizona

DESIGNER AND BUILDER:
Frank R. Fazio

Should low-priced housing be simply a squeezed-down version of more expensive houses? That is the question Frank R. Fazio, Phoenix, Arizona, architect asked himself not long ago. His design of the Lux-Econ house, which sells in that area for $5,950 on the owner's lot, is the answer.

While he was doing architectural work over a five-year period on many large homes in the Phoenix area, Fazio had kept a persistently observant eye on low-priced housing projects, and when a home loan institution recently asked him to design a low-priced house, he was ready. In the belief that planning instead of skimping is the solution to the problem, Fazio searched first for a central "theme" and found one in "flexibility."

Knowing that one of the less attractive earmarks of low-priced housing is an all-the-same appearance, he created a "revolving" plan which gives the builder a choice of three sides for a front elevation instead of the usual one. A living room picture window on one side; a balanced high-window-low-window effect on another, and attractive high windows on the bedroom side gave him this versatility. Here is how he did it.

He made each of the five rooms of average size—about the same as the rooms found in houses for moderate-income families. Living room dimensions are 15x20 feet; the master bedroom, 11x15 feet; the second bedroom 10 ½x 10 feet; the bath 5 x 8 feet; and the kitchen and dining areas of comparable dimensions. There is no skimping here. He had already saved money in the planning.

The number one problem, however, was to save on labor costs. Fazio has reduced these in a number of ways. For example, he removed the conventional partition separating the two bedrooms by installing sliding door wardrobes from floor to ceiling. This provides ample closet space in place of the usual cramped "two by fours," and adequately separates the two bedrooms.

The ingenuity of the Lux-Econ home just starts here. By making kitchen cupboards serve as a separating wall between the kitchen and dining room, Fazio saves additional construction costs. Then, by cutting away the section just below the cupboards, he provides a snack or cocktail bar which utilizes the kitchen workspace as a serving area. On the back of the cupboards he put plywood which hides the cupboards from the dining room, and also allows a space for a sliding panel which completely covers the cutaway bar section when it is not in use.

By keeping the dining room separated from the kitchen with a partial cupboard wall, he created a one-room spacious effect and at the same time allowed for easy serving.

Construction costs, however, are not the whole story in low-priced housing. By designing built-in units wherever possible he made it easy for the new owners to get along on a minimum of furnishings. The large hallway provides access to both bedrooms, bath and living room. It contains a built-in linen closet and above that a plenum installation from which registers open into each room for the cooling system. This makes for efficient cooling and saves the expense of ducts.

The cooling system consists of a louvered metal cupola on the roof with fiber pads on four sides. The hot, dry Arizona air is pulled through the moistened pads by a fan. This cools the air and circulates it to the various rooms.

The foundation and exterior of the house are also planned for economy. By using the monolithic pour method of uniting floor slab, stems and footings, strengthened with reinforcing steel, the specifications save the considerably greater expense of the usual three-operation concrete pouring method. A terrace is provided just outside the living room.
STANDARD PRICE

on this 2-bedroom house with carport and outside storage room in the Phoenix area is $5,950 on the owner's lot

TO ACHIEVE ROOF LINES shown in this elevation, an 18-foot 2x14 is ripped diagonally to get two pieces, each 4 inches at one end and 10 inches wide at the other. Placed with the 10-inch widths at the ridge, the members serve both as rafters to give pitch and joists to give a flat ceiling on the inside.
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DESIGNING BUILT-IN UNITS wherever possible makes it easy for purchasers of this house to get along with a minimum of furnishings—another factor which makes the unit particularly attractive to low-income families.

picture window and a concrete platform is at the rear accessible from the kitchen. The laundry tubs, water heater and plumbing for a washing machine are on this platform. A strong decorative lattice-work enclosure across the platform can be used later as a wall support in case a utility room is planned in the future.

The house can be constructed with a pitched roof or a flat roof. By taking a stock piece of 2 x 14-inch lumber 18 feet long and cutting it diagonally lengthwise, Fazio provides the two pieces of lumber which serve as both rafters and ceiling joists. The diagonal cut makes it possible to eliminate ceiling joists, and still maintain the proper roof pitch.

Exterior wall finishes are specified in combinations that give variety to even this low-priced house. Pumice-block masonry and redwood are used in clever decorative balance.

IDEAS FOR GARAGE DESIGN

Inexpensive way to match doors—

Tied solidly to the house with an unusual roof extension, this garage has a door which matches the entrance door to the house. Against a red base color, the white frame and pair of X's on the garage door are made of 1 x 3 strips.

This overhang is a rain shield—

It also has decorative merit in that it provides an interesting frame for the wide garage door. Width of front roof overhang is about four feet. Facia of overhang is 2 x 10 slanting inward from the top. Stucco flange walls slant outward 18 inches from the house. Beam across top of door is 4 x 16, and bears on vertical 2 x 6's which form door jambs. Door is 1 x 12 boards with battens.
LOOK to RO-WAY...

for garage door engineering

THAT KEEPS PACE WITH
THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

Yesterday, the horseless carriage ... today, sleek streamlined highway beauties. The proud history of the automotive industry is one of continuing progress.

Same way with garage doors. Today's modern Ro-Way Overhead Type Doors are the result of continued advances in design and engineering. Advances that have brought such outstanding Ro-Way features as Power-Metered springs, Double-Thick Tread track rollers, Friction-Reducing track.

Now Ro-Way engineering brings two new pace-setting features—

1. TAPER-TITE CLOSURE—Vertical tracks taper away from the side and head jambs at a pitch of ¾" per door section.

2. SEAL-A-MATIC HINGES—of graduated height, guide the closing door tightly against jambs; these same hinges immediately free the opening door from jambs to provide easy, frictionless operation.

Such developments are typical of the advanced engineering you will always find in Ro-Way Overhead Type Doors. Good reasons why it's good business to specify Ro-Way for all commercial, industrial and residential installations.

ROWE MANUFACTURING CO., 708 Holton St., Galesburg, Ill.
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as fundamental as counter tops...

Without working surfaces, a kitchen fails in one of its chief functions. And without telephone raceways, walls, too, are functionally incomplete. Raceways conceal telephone wires, a fact which impresses prospects and makes homes more salable. Owners consider built-in telephone facilities well worth the cost of a few lengths of pipe and a few hours labor.

Your Bell Telephone Company will be glad to help you work out economical telephone conduit installations. Just call your nearest Business Office.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Here's Why
LEADING ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS USE AND RECOMMEND

Sterling
600 SERIES
SLIDING DOOR HARDWARE

Saves Time! Saves Money! Easy to Install and Adjust!

1. USE STANDARD DOOR FRAME. No special header construction needed. No grooving!
2. APRON CONCEALS HANGERS AND TRACK. May be painted if desired. No extra trim necessary.
3. ONLY ONE INCH HEADROOM REQUIRED. No need for extra headroom for hardware.
4. ADJUSTABLE HANGERS. Slotted screw holes make it easy to plumb door with jamb.
5. GUIDE STRIPS eliminate troublesome grooving of doors. Not visible from the outside.
6. DOOR GUIDES can be installed after doors are hung. Slotted screw holes permit easy adjustment.
7. NO TRACK ON THE FLOOR to catch dust and dirt. Floor is clear and clean at all times.
8. DOOR STOP keeps flush pull on rear door always accessible. Fingers can't get pinched.

Write for Catalog on Sterling line of Sliding Door Hardware for wardrobes, pocket doors, side doors in home garages and other Sterling products.

STERLING CASEMENT WINDOW HARDWARE

| No. 165 | PULL-TITE CLOSER |
| No. 190 | EXTENSION HINGES |
| No. 61 | CASEMENT WINDOW OPERATOR |

See our Catalog in SWEET'S Architectural File 108/ST and Builders File 48/ST
See our display at THE ARCHITECTS SAMPLES CORPORATION New York, New York

Nationally Advertised
IN ALL LEADING MAGAZINES
Read by ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS and HOME BUYERS

STERLING HARDWARE MANUFACTURING CO.
2345 WEST NELSON STREET, CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS
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"We never expect to change from ATLAS MORTAR"

says JOSEPH BLAZES, mason contractor who first tried easy-troweling Atlas Mortar when it was specified for the Prince of Peace Church at Dallas, Pa. "After the first batch," writes Mr. Blazes, "we have been using Atlas 100 per cent... at present have used over 1,500 barrels."

ATLAS MORTAR has proved itself on both large and small jobs, and in laboratory tests as well. It complies with ASTM and Federal Specifications for masonry cement. If you would like more information about Atlas Mortar, write Universal Atlas Cement Company (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary), 100 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

OFFICES: Albany • Birmingham • Boston • Chicago • Dayton • Kansas City
Minneapolis • New York • Philadelphia • Pittsburgh • St. Louis • Waco

SKILLED HANDS PREFER
ATLAS MORTAR CEMENT
THE SATIN OF MASONRY CEMENTS

"THE THEATRE GUILD ON THE AIR"—Sponsored by U. S. Steel Subsidiaries—Sunday Evenings—September to June
Builders from coast to coast agree that—

**TWINDOW**

It's stainless steel frame makes handling easier and safer...saves installation time on the job.

Builders everywhere have found that Twindow—Pittsburgh's window with built-in insulation—is the ideal unit for new homes as well as in their remodeling work. That's because of its high quality and the many advantages it offers the homeowner. Its exclusive stainless steel frame, while protecting the seal and glass edges, also makes handling safer and easier and saves installation time on the job. For Twindow is installed like a single pane of glass. And there are 47 standard sizes available to fit the standard wood, steel and aluminum sash made by leading sash manufacturers.

When you put in Twindow you give homes all the benefits of large glass areas, without sacrificing heating and air-conditioning efficiency. Twindow's insulating properties actually effect savings in these services. For Twindow gives about twice the insulating value of ordinary, single-glazed windows, minimizing down drafts near windows, and under normal conditions, reducing the tendency for condensation to form. Moreover, Twindow is available with the outer pane of Solex Heat-Absorbing Glass—"the best glass under the sun." It cuts down glare and keeps interiors ten to twenty degrees cooler than the outside temperatures.

You'll find it to your profit to choose Twindow for all your jobs. The coupon below will bring you our free, descriptive literature and installation details. Why not send for this information at once?

**TWINDOW**

the window with built-in insulation

---

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
2123-2 Grant Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
Without obligation on my part, please send me descriptive literature and installation details on TWINDOW.

Name: ........................................................
Address: ..............................................
City: ..................................................... State: ............................

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
Paints - Glass - Chemicals - Brushes - Plastics
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Announcing

ARMSTRONG’S TUB ALCOVE UNIT
... IN M-67 MONOWALL

Now Armstrong announces a new, easy-to-sell bathtub alcove remodeling unit, specially tailored to the big home remodeling market. In a single package, there are three pre-cut pieces of Armstrong’s M-67 Monowall®, along with metal channels and waterproofing channel filler to finish completely the alcove around a five-foot tub. This unit, which retails for about $30 is just what your customers need to modernize an old-fashioned bathroom. You’ll find it easy to promote, easy to sell.

Easy to install
The three large panels in the new unit are made to fit the standard size tub recess. Little or no cutting and extra fitting is necessary. Installation is completed easily with ordinary hand tools. Metal channels are pre-cut to length, and corners are mitered at the factory.

Choice of colors
The new package unit is made in a choice of four of Monowall’s attractive decorator colors: Porcelain White, Wedgwood Blue, Primrose Yellow, and Cascade Green. Monowall’s exclusive M-67 plastic finish makes all these Monowall colors clear and lustrous—eliminates the danger of cracking, chipping, or peeling due to steam and splashing water.

Don’t miss out on this new business builder. It’s another fast-selling Armstrong item you’ll find easy to merchandise. For full information contact your Armstrong lumber dealer today or write directly to the Armstrong Cork Company, 1607 Lincoln Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
Don't let old-fashioned radiators stymie modernization plans

IDEAL FOR STORES, SHOWROOMS, SCHOOLS, BANKS, HOTELS, HOSPITALS, THEATERS, CHURCHES, OFFICES, VESTIBULES AND OTHER COMMERCIAL AND PUBLIC BUILDING AREAS

Type C with optional plenum base for floor mounting

Modine Cabinet Units simplify remodeling... save space... permit addition of cooling

THERE'S no need to accommodate unsightly, existing radiators in modernization work. One attractive Modine Cabinet Unit can replace up to three or more radiators... frequently with no change in piping.

Mounted on the floor, wall or ceiling, Cabinet Units take little space. When installed with ducts they can be completely concealed above a false ceiling or behind a partition.

Where desired, chilled cooling and hot water heating can be provided with a single unit for year 'round comfort. Other models for steam or hot water heating only. Fresh air introduction is possible through use of an optional plenum base.

Not as elaborate or expensive as unit ventilators or air conditioners, Modine Cabinet Units are economical to use. What's more, the scrap value of the radiators they replace defrays part of their cost. (For example, a 280 lb. Modine Cabinet Unit replaces 3200 lbs. of cast iron radiation.) Available in five sizes from 120 to 640 Edr.

For complete information write for free illustrated Bulletin 550.

Modine Manufacturing Company, 1501 De Koven Ave., Racine, Wis.
Open to you...

more and more profitable jobs

...with the Weldwood® Solid Lumber Core Door!

You'll find many a new job ready and waiting for Weldwood Solid Lumber Staved Core Doors... new jobs in residential, commercial and institutional applications.

The Weldwood Solid Lumber Staved Core Door offers solid value throughout. It’s a quality product that combines beauty, convenience and ease of working... with durable, trouble-free performance.

The Weldwood Solid Lumber Staved Core Door has all the appeal of beautiful flush veneer faces with the practical advantages of a solid, dimensionally stable wood core. All core pieces, cross bandings and faces are thoroughly kiln-dried and laminated with waterproof glues to form a strong, solid structure highly resistant to warping and swelling. It is unusually suitable for both interior and exterior use.

You can hang the door from either side... and it's specially adaptable to custom-cut lights and louvers.

Hardware goes on quickly, easily and permanently.

The facings are of richly figured hardwood veneers in all popular species.

The doors are made in a wide variety of standard sizes and thicknesses: 1 3/4” and 1 3/8” from stock... also available in 2”.

Weldwood Solid Lumber Staved Core Doors are available in two grades: regular, with a solid softwood core... and Architectural Grade, with basswood core.

Get complete information on this member of the Weldwood door line at your lumber dealer or nearest Weldwood branch or distributing unit.

While there, also ask to see Mengel Doors, both solid and hollow... and Weldwood Fire Doors.

The Mengel Hollow Grid Core Door gives you a low-price, high-quality flush door to meet the demand for a serviceable, durable interior door that provides beauty at budget prices.

The Weldwood Fire Door is the only wood-faced, mineral core door that carries the Underwriters' label for Class "B" openings. It's the only such door on the market that combines striking beauty of fine decorative hardwood veneers with absolute fire protection.

WELDWOOD Partition Panels

... made with an incombustible mineral core

Use these beautiful wood-faced partition panels in offices, hospitals, schools and other institutions... even in homes. They're the most versatile partition panels ever developed... readily adapted to the low-railing, 7-foot and full ceiling height types of partitions.

Weldwood Partition Panels are obtainable with flush, architecturally clean faces of beautiful ash, avondale, birch, elm, gum, Korina, mahogany, oak, prima vera and walnut. Available in all sizes up to and including 4' x 8' or 8' x 4'. Stock thickness: 1 3/4".
YEAR-ROUND air conditioning systems have yet to become standard in speculative home building. But the problem of proper ventilation for tightly-built modern houses—as well as buyer interest in it—grows constantly more pressing and universal.

Advances in the use of insulating materials have heightened the ventilation problem. New houses built in the north as well as in the south suffer from reduced "normal" air change and circulation because of thoroughly insulated walls and windows. This is a factor which seriously affects the comfort of the building, in winter as well as in summer. Another factor is the increasing American preference for shower-bathing. To stratified air caught within a winter-bound house is added a high accumulation of moisture content which is as hard on bodily comfort as on the interior finish of the house.

Everyone knows, of course, how a house traps solar heat. Even though the night temperature may be refreshing after a scorching day, the bedrooms of the house will be stifling until midnight or later. A house is always losing off or heating up by radiation, in response to outside temperature. But there is always a time-lag between inside temperature level and outside temperature. Add modern insulation to the picture and this time-lag becomes about four hours. If the sun is blazing all afternoon, 2 p.m. outside heat will finally have penetrated the insulated attic or roof space by about 6 p.m. Thus the house becomes hottest from 6-10 p.m., a time of day when the house is most used for family activity. It will be coolest between 1 a.m. and sun-up, when supposedly everybody is dead to the world in fitful slumber. So the fact has gradually become obvious that it is as important to cool off the insulation in a modern house, as to cool the rooms themselves.

In winter, the comfort of an insulated house is generally at the mercy of the effects of overheating: the accumulation through the house of cooking odors (this can happen even with a kitchen ventilating fan); tobacco smoke at party times; mould and must from high inside humidities caused by shower-bathing, laundering and the like.

Proper Ventilation the Answer

Proper ventilation is naturally the answer to these problems of inside atmosphere. An adequate system of ventilation cools the house in summer by increasing the rate of evaporation of moisture upon the skin, producing immediate personal comfort; by carrying away accumulated daytime heat stored in walls, roof, furniture, etc., and by drawing fresh outside air into the building mass. In winter, such a system quickly re-establishes proper temperature after a sudden warm-up of the heating plant; rapidly removes smoke and odors, drawing in fresh outside air; dries out high inside humidities, thus eliminating mould; freshens the entire building and improves the functioning of the heating plant by breaking up the stratified layers of stale air—a process which is especially salutary just after the house has been cleaned.

Since nobody is going to forego the advantages of modern insulation, and since few house buyers can yet afford year-round air conditioning plants, the big question is: "Is there such a thing as an adequate ventilating system for average home use?"

The answer is, "Yes, there is." Builders in whatever geographical area would do well to study the possibilities of the built-in fan as a practical and effective system for giving proper ventilation in new houses.

Whether or not the builder actually supplies the fan unit itself as part of the purchase price of the house, he can provide for its installation in the construction of the house. The price of such a fan may run from $250 to $400, depending on the size of the house, plus installation cost; but if installation requirements as to opening for the fan shutter and exhaust louvres have already been met by the builder in his construction of the house, the cost to the buyer of adding fan ventilation should be little more than the cost of the fan unit itself.

Such a practice gives the builder a potent sales point—a roughed-in summer-winter ventilating system which is practical and within the reach of the average buyer.
The Tools You Need

To work with this idea requires familiarity with the principle of fan selection, location, and installation. But fortunately these principles are not overly complicated. Look around for the fan product which you think is best for your market, then get the manufacturer to guide you in calculating fan installation requirements for any given house plan. Certain basic calculating tools are used, and will include—

1. A WEATHER MAP of the U.S. marked for zones which will determine the rate of air change;
2. TABLES which determine the proper fan model, size of grille or louvres, and size of exhaust area.

---

### FAN SELECTION TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fan Cat. No.</th>
<th>Fan Cap. C.F.M.</th>
<th>Zone No. 1 Total Volume Cubic Feet</th>
<th>Zone No. 2 Total Volume Cubic Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*4,700-BV</td>
<td>4,750</td>
<td>4,000 to 5,250</td>
<td>5,200 to 8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*6,800-BV</td>
<td>6,800</td>
<td>5,400 to 7,000</td>
<td>7,000 to 10,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*7,600-GV</td>
<td>7,700</td>
<td>7,100 to 8,300</td>
<td>8,700 to 13,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*95-GV</td>
<td>9,500</td>
<td>8,500 to 11,000</td>
<td>9,500 to 13,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-AXB</td>
<td>5,100</td>
<td>6,500 to 8,250</td>
<td>7,500 to 11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75-BXH</td>
<td>7,500</td>
<td>10,750 to 12,000</td>
<td>11,000 to 13,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-DXB</td>
<td>11,400</td>
<td>13,000 to 16,750</td>
<td>15,000 to 18,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-FXB</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>17,000 to 20,500</td>
<td>19,000 to 23,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-HXB</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>20,000 to 23,000</td>
<td>21,000 to 25,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-HXB-3</td>
<td>22,500</td>
<td>21,000 to 23,000</td>
<td>23,000 to 27,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Package Attic Fans

---

### CEILING GRILLE AND AUTOMATIC SHUTTER SELECTION TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fan Cat. No.</th>
<th>Fan Cap. C.F.M.</th>
<th>Grille Area Sq. Ft</th>
<th>Ceiling Opening For Wood or Metal Grille Width Length</th>
<th>Fan Cap. Automatic Openings for Wood Louvers</th>
<th>Metal Louvers</th>
<th>1/2&quot; Mech Screen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*4,700-BV</td>
<td>4,750</td>
<td>30 1/2</td>
<td>34 1/2</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*6,800-BV</td>
<td>6,800</td>
<td>33 1/2</td>
<td>38 1/2</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*7,600-GV</td>
<td>7,700</td>
<td>38 1/2</td>
<td>40 1/2</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*95-GV</td>
<td>9,500</td>
<td>38 1/2</td>
<td>40 1/2</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-AXB</td>
<td>5,100</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>27 1/2</td>
<td>40 1/2</td>
<td>30 1/2</td>
<td>34 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75-BXH</td>
<td>7,500</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>34 1/2</td>
<td>48 1/2</td>
<td>33 1/2</td>
<td>38 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-DXB</td>
<td>11,400</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>39 1/2</td>
<td>64 1/2</td>
<td>38 1/2</td>
<td>49 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-FXB</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>49 1/2</td>
<td>72 1/2</td>
<td>49 1/2</td>
<td>52 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-HXB</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>46 1/2</td>
<td>96 1/2</td>
<td>60 1/2</td>
<td>60 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-HXB-3</td>
<td>22,500</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>46 1/2</td>
<td>104 1/2</td>
<td>60 1/2</td>
<td>67 1/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Package Attic Fans

---

Draw a line straight across, under the fan which gives the required C.F.M. (cubic feet per minute), and the other data follow automatically.

---

The Tools at Work

To give a taste of these tools at work, and of the line of thinking that will become second-nature to the builder who goes in for fan ventilation, here is a series of actual cases. Popular house types have been selected as they are being built here and there over the country. Each one is analyzed for a built-in fan installation which will function as a ventilating system for the entire house. The tables and map used are those shown on this page, from the Hunter Fan and Ventilating Company, a fan manufacturer, with headquarters in Memphis, Tenn.
2-Story Conventional in Iowa

Volume of the house: 10,659 cubic feet.

Its location in Zone 1 requires a 1-minute air change: 
\[
\frac{10,659}{1} = 10,659 \text{ C.F.M.}
\]

The design of the house makes the package-type of attic installation the best. Tables show that in the package fan models, 95-GV, a fan delivering 9,500 C.F.M., is suitable for Zone 1 houses having from 8,500 to 11,000 cubic feet.

Shutter size must be 38\(\frac{3}{4}\)" by 40\(\frac{3}{4}\)" inches. Exhaust area required in wood louvers is 22 square feet.

Locate fan in ceiling over upstairs hall.

Rough opening is framed as shown in the figure, according to required dimensions as given in the tables. Ceiling trim is included with the shutter in the package.

Ceiling view of fan installed in attic space over upstairs hall. Shutter is motor-driven.

Types of Exhaust Openings

Wood Louver  Metal Louver  Roof Vent  Gable Exhaust  Soffit Exhaust  Dormer Exhaust

Porch Exhaust  Eave Exhaust

Good practice calls for more than one discharge vent—preferably located on sides of the house not facing prevailing winds. Frequently two or more types of exhaust openings are necessary to obtain the required amount of exhaust area.
Enclosed basement stairway, with door at bottom closed when fan is in operation, acts as a suction box. Wood louvered grille opening is cut into stair wall, in this case providing the necessary area of 11 sq. ft. Opening is 40 inches square. The fan crate is part of the installation and is set on a cupboard base against the stair wall. Turkey wire covers the exhaust side. Required exhaust area is obtained by opening basement windows when fan is operating.

Volume of the house: 10,878 cubic feet.
Location requires 1.5-minute air change:

\[
\frac{10,878}{1.5} = 7,252 \text{ C.F.M.}
\]

Design of the house is such that upstairs space is filled in, leaving inadequate room for fan installation. A basement installation is called for.

Table shows that either of two fan types would do the job: 7600-GV, a 30-inch package fan with \(\frac{3}{4}\) h.p. motor delivering 7700 C.F.M.; or No. 75-BXB, a 30-inch fan delivering 7500 C.F.M. The latter would probably be best.

Exhaust area required would be 18 square feet. Open as many basement windows as necessary to meet this need.

_locate the fan against one wall of the enclosed steps to the basement, as shown in the photographs._

*American Builder*
Ranch-Type in Nebraska

Does this long, low design require one fan or two?

If one fan were located above central hall, it would not cool kitchen end and would draw cooking odors through to main part of the house. Therefore it is best to think of this design in two ventilation zones, each with its own fan built in.

Zone 1 would include living room, breakfast nook, kitchen, and recreation room. Zone 2 would include the three bedrooms, bathrooms, and the sunroom.

Volume of Zone 1: 5170 cubic feet.
Volume of Zone 2: 7175 cubic feet.
Location of the house in weather Zone 2 requires a 1.5-minute air change:

\[
\frac{5710}{1.5} = 3800 \text{ C.F.M.}
\]

\[
\frac{7175}{1.5} = 4800 \text{ C.F.M.}
\]

Thus each zone of the house will require one 24-inch fan with 1/6 h.p. motor delivering 4750 C.F.M.

Each fan will require shutter opening of 30 ½ by 34½ inches.

Exhaust area for each fan must be 11 square feet of wood louvers. But it would not be possible to construct wood louvers in this type of house. A sofit exhaust would be required—an inch-wide slot running around soffits at their outer edges, away from wall of house. How many linear inches would be required? 11 square feet equals 12584 square inches, times two (for two fans) gives 3168 square inches as the required exhaust area. Measurement of the periphery of the house shows that 3360 linear inches are available under eaves for exhaust slot. This is more than ample.

Large 1-story, U-shaped, in Southern California

Such a design obviously requires two fans. The house divides naturally into two ventilation zones.

Zone 1 includes living room, dining room, and the bedroom wing. Zone 2 includes the kitchen department, maid's room and bath, and service porch.

Volume of Zone 1: 8965 cubic feet.
Volume of Zone 2: 2580 cubic feet.

Location of the house in weather Zone 2 requires a 1.5-minute air change: Thus a total of approximately 12,000 cubic feet (house zones one plus two) requires fans delivering 8000 C.F.M.

\[
\frac{12000}{1.5} = 8000 \text{ C.F.M.}
\]

Tables show that a combination of fans Nos. 4700 BV and 6800 BV will carry the system. The first is a 24-inch model, the second a 30-inch.

Locate the 24-inch fan as indicated in ceiling of service porch. In this position it will help carry off air from living room.

Locate the 30-inch fan in ceiling of hall in bedroom wing, as indicated.

Both of these fans are package models, and will require a total exhaust area of 27 square feet in wood louvers.

Shutter opening for the 24-inch must be 30 ½ by 34½ inches; for the 30-inch, shutter must be 33 ½ by 38 ½.
**Small Flat-Top in Northern California**

Volume of the house: 6685 cubic feet.
Location in Zone 2 requires a 1.5-minute air change:

\[
\frac{6685}{1.5} = 4400 \text{ C.F.M.}
\]

Table shows that fan No. 4700-BV, a 24-inch package fan, with \( \frac{3}{4} \) h.p. motor delivering 4750 C.F.M., will do the job.

The big question in dealing with a flat top is location of fan. Sometimes a wall installation may be possible; or crawl space area may be available if house is built on uneven ground. But for the flat top built on a concrete slab foundation, there is rarely any alternative to building a cupola on roof to house fan. Such a cupola can be designed to harmonize with the roof line (see drawings).

For this house, a cupola installation would be required, either in wood or metal. Locate the ceiling grille and shutter in hall, as indicated.

Shutter size required: 30\( \frac{1}{2} \) by 34\( \frac{1}{2} \) inches.

---

**A Low-Pitched Roof in Missouri**

Volume of the house: 8310 cubic feet.
Its location in Zone 1 requires a 1-minute air change:

\[
\frac{8310}{1} = 8310 \text{ C.F.M.}
\]

Table shows fan size required: a 30-inch package model with \( \frac{3}{4} \) h.p. motor delivering 9500 C.F.M.

Shutters size must be 33\( \frac{1}{2} \) by 40\( \frac{1}{2} \) inches.

Exhaust area required is 22 square feet of wood louvers. If this total can't be reached in such a low-pitched roof, vents could be cut into eaves to make up required total.

Locate fan in horizontal position in ceiling over the hall, so that it can draw air from all rooms.

A true shed roof would take the fan mounted vertically on the flat portion of the roof under the wide over-hang. In this position it discharges directly into the outside air.
This living room for a 6-room house packs an unusual wallop in its handling of the fireplace wall. Fireplace and adjoining wall section to the left are in common brick with wire-cut edges, applied in pattern. Green paint was applied and wiped off before dry. The fireplace has a raised concrete hearth. A low brick planter is part of the brick wall section adjoining the fireplace. Indirect lighting has been used in the ceiling above this planter. The fireplace is flanked on the right by bookshelves combined with a cabinet with sliding doors. The plants seen back of the sofa are not standing in a planter, but have been placed in a mahogany knickknack case cleverly applied to the living-room side of the entry closet. This closet has a wardrobe built into its door. Designer of the house was James F. Patrick, president of the Pomona (Calif.) Chapter of the Building Contractors Association of California. The house was built as part of that association's home show, then dismantled and moved to a permanent site.
LOCATION
Sacramento, Calif.

ARCHITECT
Albert M. Dreyfuss

BUILDER
Jere Strizek, Inc.

EXTERIORS are varied with stucco, redwood siding, used brick. Most suites have planters at front entrance, which is really the back entrance as these dwellings are designed for rear-garden living. All units are built on concrete slabs with asphalt tile floors. All wiring is underground.

Flat-Top Garden Apartments

Have Air of Small Homes

Known as a builder specializing in flat roof houses, Jere Strizek has used the flat-roof type with outstanding success in a 63-unit apartment development off Marconi Avenue in Sacramento, Calif. For a rental of $90 a month (plus $5 for carport space), a tenant gets a 2-bedroom suite which gives him an unusual atmosphere of individuality and privacy. Everything has been done to minimize the mass living quality which afflicts many apartment developments. Rental includes water, ranges and refrigerators and maintenance of lawns.

BUILDINGS are staggered so that not more than two patios adjoin one another. There are lawn areas and plantings on all sides of each building. The cul-de-sac plan makes for privacy and quiet. A few live oaks were on the property but the builder transplanted many shrubs and trees including large palms and olive trees. The whole development is enclosed by a redwood grapevine fence. There are two play areas for children, enclosed in 4-foot redwood fences.

THERE ARE 12 one-story buildings in the group, some with six suites each, some with four—63 suites in all. Each suite has an area of 950 square feet not including the rear patio. The living-dining room is 15 by 20 feet; the master bedroom, 12 feet 2 inches by 15 feet 2 inches; the second bedroom, 9½ feet by 13 feet. Walls between suites are built with staggered studs and blanket insulation for sound deadening.

92
TWO CARPORTS serve residents, while visitor parking is by curb indentations. The carport design is unusual, is reminiscent of the old-fashioned hitching shed. Tenants like this design because it makes car-handling easy. One end of the carport buildings houses a laundry room for the tenants.
**MODULAR PRINCIPLES:**

**How to Adapt 4-inch Control to Home Building**

**Chapter 7 — The First Floor Platform**

By Griffith S. Clark

TREATMENT of all walls as 4-inch walls is nominally correct in the fundamental 4-inch control method. However, each wall is centered in the 4-inch control area so that the covering material on the studs, no matter what type is used, will constantly encroach beyond the 4-inch control point. Mud sills are cut 3/16 inch short of the over-all nominal length of the foundation and are placed 3/16 inch from the exterior of the outside modular line, which is the vertical plane of the stud face.

Schedule all material for sequence in cutting and delivery at the job site or for use at the shop. Each piece should be detailed and classified with symbols so that it can be readily identified on the sill and girder plan (see Figures 1, 2, 3).

**Mud Sills**

Mud sills should be placed flat upon the foundation walls and not leveled and grouted until the entire platform has been assembled. Half-lapped mud sills can be aligned faster and easier than mitered, butted or housed sills. They also tie the bottom of the joists together in a more substantial way.

When bearing directly on foundation walls, mud sills are firmer for nailing the joists and are leveled as a unit when the top of the rough floor is applied. If there is any inaccuracy in the over-all dimensions of the foundation walls, it should be divided between both sides of the foundation by moving the sills accordingly.

Bore 1-inch holes for 3/4-inch anchor bolts. It is most difficult to register pre-drilled plates with template-spotted anchors. Time will be saved by having the proper equipment available for site boring.

All intermediate sills are cut in 4-inch increments. Sill members which terminate at the outside end of the building are cut 3/16 inch short.

**Joists and Headers**

All headers are also cut in 4-inch increments for intermediate locations and are 3/4 inch short when they terminate at the outside end of the structure. Headers are nailed to the top side of the sill with the outside face set 3/16 inch from the outside edge of the sill.

The floor joist and header detail plan should start with the zero location at the lefthand front of the house, as faced from the street. Details should show center line locations of all partitions. Since all walls are considered as four inches thick and all rooms are designed with their nominal interior dimension in 4-inch multiples, the center lines of all partitions will fall on 2-inch increments.

Before placing floor joists, review the following:

1. All joists should be placed with their crowns up.
2. First, or starting, joists should be doubled to provide proper nailing for the walls above.
3. Joists should be doubled under all partitions that run parallel to the joists and should be spaced apart a distance equal to the partition plate above by full-depth 2x4 blocks two feet on centers.
4. All headers and trimmers for openings should be doubled.
5. Set all joists with tops flush with sill header. Wedge if short in dimensional length.
6. Lay out 16-inch spacing on sill starting from lefthand side facing home.

*The author has been associated for the last 18 years with F. Vaux Wilson, Jr., vice president of the Hamoatone Co., who is recognized as a pioneer exponent of modular principles. Mr. Clark has virtually "lived with" modular development during this time, his lessons being learned the hard way on projects in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Argentina.*
STEP BY STEP ANALYSIS OF THE MODULAR PROCESS

This intensive series in American Builder marks the first time a major publication has explained exactly what modular control is. Each chapter is part of a valuable text being brought up-to-date by a pioneer in the modular field. Collectively, these installments will show the progressive builder how to increase efficiency in home construction. Thus, substantial savings in both labor and material costs are made possible.

After several articles dealing with the general advantages of modular principles, American Builder last month inaugurated its specific study with a discussion of masonry below grade and basement floor problems. Working upward to the roof through a typical house, the chapter on these pages explains construction of the first floor platform (sills, joists, headers, subflooring); the recently developed floor wall procedure (which takes the place of sills and starter joists), and pier construction.

Next month, there will be a discussion of first-story walls, including both exterior walls and interior partitions.

Subsequent chapters will touch on the first-story ceiling, second-story walls, the roof, non-rectangular sections and strapped ceilings. These elements must be considered from the conventional approach, including scheduling and precutting as well as off- or on-site fabrication of the component parts.

Still other valuable chapters will be devoted to use of the saw, roof-rafter cutting, estimating, etc.

Throughout the presentation, there will be frequent deviations from normal procedure. There is a reason for each change, but many of these reasons will be omitted for the reasons of brevity. The editors invite inquiries from readers on this fascinating, but complicated subject.

Every joist should be toe-nailed, with at least one nail on each side of the joist at each bearing point. Joists lapped at girders should be nailed together with at least three 16d nails, and joist framing to sill headers should be nailed through the headers with three 20d nails into the end of the joist. When joists from adjacent spans are butted at the girder, they should be spliced with a piece of 1x6, two feet long, set along the lower side of the joists to bear on the girder; nailed to the joists with six 8d nails three to each side of the joint, and toe-nailed to the girder below.

When ready to install floor joists, the starting joists should first be placed all around the foundation walls. This forms a control for squaring the platform. Precut framing may be used to establish dimensions. All common joists are cut in 4-inch multiples as far as possible to simplify chances of error and eliminate waste. The distance between the centers of exterior walls is in 4-inch multiples; therefore, the inside face of the sill headers is on the same vertical plane as the center line of the stud. If the sill headers are 1½ inches thick and studs 3½ inches wide, the exterior face of the sill header is set back 3/16 inch from the stud face, as explained in the beginning of this article.

After the outside joists and headers have been placed, frame for all openings and place double joists under partitions. In assembling headers and trimmers, nail one of the members of the double header to the ends of all the tail beams that it supports, using three 20d nails for each beam. If the header contains two or more joists, it must be ledgeder with a 2x2 and the joints must be cut to receive it. The second member of the double header should be nailed to the first member with 16d nails staggered 16 inches apart and driven at a cant along top and bottom edges. Trimmers should be nailed to the end of the header in similar manner.

This assembly is important in that it will support required loads. When required by local codes, the ends of headers should be supported by steel hangers. Check over-all with a steel tape for diagonals and adjust. After the frame has been squared, place and nail all remaining joists. If plywood subflooring is to be used, check the center line of every eight feet of joist to provide backing at joints.
**Subflooring**

Subflooring may be 1x6, 1x8 or plywood. If 1x6 boards are used, start the diagonal placement with a 22 1/2 degree angle from in front of the house. A square cut can then be made at joining over joists to save time, eliminate waste and give sufficient bearing for nailing. Use two 8d common nails for intermediate nailing on 1x6’s and three 8d nails for 1x8’s. If tongue and groove boards are used, omit one board every four feet for expansion, but insert them before applying the finished floor.

If plywood is used for subflooring, line up the longest length of the plywood across the joists and square up the entire length before securing nails. Use galvanized or coated 7d nails. After plywood is applied, it is a good practice to mop it down with a half-and-half mixture of crankcase oil and gasoline, then rub this off with a dry mop or rag. The fire hazard is eliminated in a few minutes and the plywood will then withstand weeks of exposure without damage from the weather.

The outside edge of subflooring should be trimmed in the same plane as the mud sill, which is the stud line. The platform should now be leveled. After this has been done, shim with slate and grout, then tighten anchor bolts.

This completes the conventional method of first floor framing. Where site conditions allow or proximity of off-site shop permits, a builder might well consider sectionalizing this operation. Concentration on supervising a few men in the shop could eliminate a large proportion of field labor.

**Floor Wall, Fabricated Floor Framing, Cut Five Building Operations to Two**

Floor walls are of two types in design. Type 1 is composed of a header and sill combination which is used as a header at the ends of the joists and performs exactly as it would in conventional work. Type 2 is used in place of the end joists or starting joists. It consists of two 2x6 members with short 2x6 studs; the overall height of the Type 2 wall being...
numbers start at left side for the front half of the building, with even numbers for the rear half. In shop fabrication, put only one section number on each section. That symbol should be on the “oneby” header facing the front of the building, to prevent reverse placement of the section in the field (see detail in Figure 4). If plywood subflooring is used, check every 8-foot joist and adjust so that its center line will coincide with plywood joint for nailing. When the diagonals of the basement and floor wall have been checked and the sections similarly checked, subflooring can be shop applied. Hold back subflooring 3/16 inch at each end joist and supply a filler 15 1/2 inches wide for field application. This will give sufficient tolerance to avoid delay at the site.

### Underpinning Used to Level Precast Concrete Piers

Pier construction presents the troublesome problem of height and the resultant shimming necessary to obtain a level frame. If precast concrete piers are used, they must be set most carefully to cope with this problem, created by the actual depth of the footing excavation and the exact thickness of the footing. This condition can be eliminated by the use of underpinning.

Locate the piers and excavate to the depth required to satisfy the frost line. Fabricate a 1x8 frame four inches wider in each dimension than the pier and pour this amount of concrete in each excavation. If these forms are fabricated with a quarter-inch cant on each side sloping in toward the top, they can be reused. Pour the footing. The precast pier should have a piece of 2x8, the width of the pier, anchored with three 20d common galvanized nails, which are driven in the underside at least two inches on angles and set in the green concrete. Height of the piers will be the depth of the frost line, less the footing thickness and high enough above grade to meet the grade clearance requirements. All piers will be of the same height; all excavations the same depth. The difference in site elevation is obtained with underpinning (see Figures 8, 9).

Piers are placed when the footings are about to take their initial set and plumbed in alignment to meet the detail of the vertical plane of the building. After a footing has set, use a transit to obtain the variations in elevation. Starting at the highest point, mark on the pier the exact height required, less the thickness of the girders, and make a similar notation on the plan. With a portable saw at the site, cut 4x6 members the desired lengths and toenail the 2x8 block on the pier. As these vertical members are erected, tie together with 6x6 girders in the horizontal plane, one girdre at front, center bearing and rear of the house. Brace uprights diagonally with 2x4 ties. Proceed with subflooring.
A “Cinderella House” Widens the Market for a Low-Cost Subdivision

Sometimes half a house is better than none

“Merryview” is a St. Paul (Minn.) subdivision of 135 units most of which are two and three bedroom houses, with basements, selling at $13,400 and $14,000, on 50- and 60-foot lots. Builder and developer is the Bisanz Bros. Construction Co. Bisanz has introduced a new idea for a development of this kind. It is a double bungalow type scattered sparingly through the subdivision, selling for almost $3,000 less than the single-family models. Thus Merryview reaches out appealingly to those families who would like to live there but who couldn’t quite make the grade otherwise.

Bisanz calls this new house type the “Cinderella house” and is building it with both two and three bedrooms. Price for each 2-bedroom unit is $10,870 (with 40-foot lot); $12,470 for three bedrooms. The price includes a GE automatic washer and dryer, color choice inside and outside, inlaid linoleum in kitchen, bath and on counter tops, automatic hot water heater, double compartment kitchen sink, recessed bath fixtures, choice of blonded or painted woodwork, natural gas heat, all assessments, full city sidewalks.

Cinderella is built on a concrete slab foundation, has asphalt tile floors. Like the rest of Merryview houses, it uses the Insulite system of applying shingle-backer and sideward shingles over Billdrite sheathing. Bisanz says this system saves on time and material waste and makes for a lower price to the buyer of the house. Prefabricated trusses are used on the Cinderella model wherever possible.

On 25-year mortgages, at 4 per cent, non-veterans can purchase a 2-bedroom Cinderella house for $3,170 down, with total monthly payments of $56.53.

President of the Bisanz company is L. W. Bisanz, president this year of the St. Paul Home Builders.
Step by step down the sales receiving line

Bisanz Bros. Construction Co. worked out this lively pattern for Open House Day at its new subdivision, Merryview. Anchor for this one-day campaign was provided by two model houses completely furnished by a local department store, and newspaper advertising and publicity. Results: 22 houses sold.

1. **FOUR MEN** were assigned to handle parking and directing the crowds. On open house day, roads leading to the development were well marked. That evening, floodlights lit up the area.

2. **ONCE INSIDE** a model home, visitors were greeted by a hostess. She gave each visitor a 12-page pamphlet describing Merryview fully. Financing as well as construction points was covered. Visitors were urged to take their questions to the basement.

3. **BASEMENTS** of both model houses were set up as headquarters for the sales staff. Here customers could study displays on Merryview building materials and sales data. The conversations that went on here furnished plenty of ammunition for follow-up calls.

4. **TAPE RECORDERS** took down interviews, thus providing for later analysis of likes and dislikes of Merryview prospects. Bisanz especially likes dislikes. From them a wise builder can develop ideas for improving the design of his houses to meet the tastes of his market.

5. **AFTER MOVING IN,** a Merryview couple is visited by one of the three Bisanz brothers, who presents the Home Owner's Service Policy of NAHB, and the booklet, "Important Information About the Care of Your New Home." Also a loose-leaf binder of construction data.
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MUTE EVIDENCE of the high water level in Pennsauken Gardens is this view taken after a first-day digging operation from the surface through sandy and clayey soil above the solid clay. Once the bulldozer and scoop had dug down more than two feet, tiny rivulets of water oozed out of the sides and into the pit. Thousands of gallons of water had to be pumped out each morning before work could continue. Trench has already been dug and filled in along the rear lot line of houses in the background.

How to Stop Basement Flooding

Maybe you have a condition similar to the false water table which Builder William A. Wegmann discovered under his 179-house subdivision in Camden, N. J. What he did about it makes a story of pluck and ingenuity.

When basements become flooded and all the accepted methods of relief are tried to no avail, something is radically wrong that calls for drastic action.

That's the way William A. Wegmann of Camden, N.J., felt last year when faced with this dilemma for the first time in more than 30 years of home building in the area. His unique solution, a further testimonial to the resourcefulness of the home builder, has been termed by some as "the nation's biggest dry well."

TOUGH GOING. Despite the force of its drive, 10-inch knives of the clamshell rarely penetrated more than halfway into the mass, brought up less than half a bucketful at a time.

25-FOOT DROP from this crane was required by a 3,000-pound clamshell in order to make any impression on the clay. The work of digging and filling was all done from one side of trench.
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FORMIDABLE BARRIER. Typical ground condition in Pennsauken Gardens development at Camden, N.J., sketched above, showing how thick clay mass just below foundation footing level created a high, false water table by preventing surface water from reaching ground water level. After a 20- to 25-foot wide trench was cut as deep as necessary to cut through the clay, and was filled with sand (below), the imprisoned surface water, seeking its lowest level, filtered down through the channel of sand. Only water remaining above the clay was that which was lower than entrance of the cut.

The trouble began when new owners of 20 all-brick, 1½-room houses complained they had a foot or more of water in their basements. Recommendations of engineers from the Veterans' Administration and other sources were followed at considerable expense, but success was fleeting. After a few weeks, there would be the familiar call: "There's a foot of water in my cellar!"

Bill Wegmann was puzzled. The homes comprised the first group of his Pennsauken Gardens development, planned for 179 dwellings. All were on the same side of the street along his tract's northern boundary and on the highest land in the area. Before starting construction, he had made test borings extending three feet below the basement floor level, left the holes open two weeks and found no trace of water.

However, he noted that homes across the street, erected by other builders, were also being plagued by the same trouble for the first time—and then he got an idea.

An area of 60 by 80 feet was marked off in back of the home on the highest ground at one end of the street, and workmen began to dig out. After going down two feet or so, Wegmann struck water, but after going down another eight feet he struck a thick vein of solid clay. This, he decided, was the villain, for it was so hard and so thick that not a drop of water could get through. Water from rain and other precipitation just collected on top of the clay and stayed there, creating the false impression that the water table was extremely high.

So, while water continued to seep through the sides of the hole near the surface, he dug down 15 feet more until he got through the clay to sand. Then he filled up the hole with sand and, ever since, the neighboring house has had a dry basement.

Engineer friends of Wegmann who had come to the site to tell him, "You're crazy," stayed on to watch in growing amazement as water trickled down the sides of the pit and, finally, after the clay bed was cut through, disappeared through the new sand.

Following several test borings in the area, Wegmann discovered that his entire tract had this clay stratum starting at approximately eight to 12 feet below the surface. He reasoned that if he could find the low point of the clay vein, cut a wide trench through it for the length of his development, and fill the trench with sand, then the imprisoned water from all around, seeking its lowest level, would gradually seep down through the sand trench to the real ground water level.

He got permission from local authorities to do this, provided he did not open more than 300 feet of the trench at a time. But a new difficulty cropped up. The lowest clay surface was found to be in the rear yards of the homes having the flooded basements. Owners refused to have their ground ripped up, expressing fear their homes might be undermined, so it was decided to start digging along their rear lot lines.

Wegmann hired a subcontractor with a long crane, scoop, clamshell, bulldozers and half-tracks to excavate a trench 864 feet long, approximately 25 feet wide at the surface and 20 feet wide at the bottom. Depth depended on the thickness of the clay, but at one point it extended from 12 to 37 feet below the surface. Average thickness was estimated at about 20 feet, which meant that some 13,000 cubic yards of clay had to be removed.

The actual digging was both a complicated and dangerous operation because all work had to be done from the side away from the houses. Bulldozers were used to remove surface dirt, followed by a front-end loader to break up large, frozen lumps of dirt and to trim the sides of the pit. The dirt was picked up in a scoop attached to a large crane and piled up near the trench.

When clay removal began, the scoop was exchanged for a ton-and-a-half clamshell with 10-inch teeth. Nicholas Mammico, the subcontractor, had to maneuver the crane, which was mounted on caterpillars, close to the edge of the pit in order to reach all the clay. There was constant danger that the ground might give way under the crane, because the clamshell had to be slammed down from a height of 25 feet or more to get sufficient "bite" into the tough clay. At that, the knives seldom penetrated more than five inches, so that less than half a bucketful was removed at a time.

The operation began last October and has just been completed, lasting eight months. Its success was assured as the clay was removed in back of each house. Owners, once more on speaking terms with Wegmann, reported no more water trouble. Moreover, the neighbors across the street also have dry cellars again.

Unfortunately, the "dry well" cure is not the procedure which every builder who finds a false water table under his land can use, because of the great expense involved. But fortunately for Bill Wegmann, his costs were not nearly as high as they might appear, due to two unusual circumstances:

1. He had a sand pit on one end of his tract with more than sufficient sand to replace the clay. No sand had to be bought and hauled to the site.
2. He found a market for the clay. A Philadelphia pottery has arranged to buy and remove it!
Private Slum Redevelopment

Program Defeats Public Housing

Civic leaders, builders, and realtors of Indianapolis have defeated the public housing menace and started a privately financed program to rejuvenate and rebuild their substandard districts.

None of Uncle Sam's money is wanted by the Hoosier citizens. They defeated public housing by showing that public housing gives too little and costs too much. Backed into a corner after the bitter fight, the private enterprise exponents laid a three point program to raise blighted areas.

The Indianapolis plan for rehabilitation includes three major steps. The first, slum clearance, is to be handled by the City's Redevelopment Commission. Second, border line sections will be repaired and financed through private enterprise. Land re-use, the third step, will see amateur, private builders, and a "Civic Pride" corporation erecting low cost housing.

Slum Clearance

The Indianapolis Redevelopment Commission was made possible by a unique Indiana law. The Indiana Redevelopment Act of 1945 provides a means for solving slum problems on a long range plan of small cost to the taxpayers. To build a fund upon which to operate, local assessments for the first two years are $.10 per $100 rate of taxation. After the two year period, the rate decreases to a nickel, but actually has been much less.

Properties taken over by the Commission never leave the tax rolls. This procedure keeps taxes current for the year of resale. Along with increased taxes, after rebuilding, the sale of the land will replenish the city's treasury. Land deeded to park, school, and other city departments is acquired for less money under the plan. Recreational use of the land can be written off as social rehabilitation expense.

To date two projects have been undertaken by the Indianapolis Redevelopment Commission. Both have been negro slum areas. The redevelopment process is slow due to the complicated workings of the law and the relocation of the people. But as soon as land is cleared and improved it is sold to private enterprise for re-use.

Paul L. McCord, president of the Commission, has led the city's fight for a rehabilitation program.

Falling in line with the Baltimore plan, Indianapolis will enforce its laws. The Indianapolis Times real estate editor, Don Teverbaugh, found a long forgotten state public health law that has teeth. The building commissioner through the Board of Health can fine landlords from $500...
up to $1,000 a day for breaking state health laws. Since March 1, 30 per cent of the complaints have been settled without recourse to legal process. It is estimated that 10,000 houses in the area need some type of repair before they will be acceptable under the law. This Baltimore approach, however, is not one sided on the part of the civic leaders. They are going to argue in behalf of landlords for rent increases when remodeling and rebuilding is accomplished. It is hoped that a one per cent per month increase will be granted by the rent board.

The “Civic Pride” corporation, now in the formative stage, will buy structures, remodel them, and then rent or sell them. They will also lend money for the remodeling of sound substandard structures.

Rebuilding Cleared Areas

Three methods of land re-use are under way in Indianapolis: (1) Cooperatives; (2) Private Builders; (3) “Civic Pride” corporation.

Cooperatives

A nationally recognized negro settlement group (Planner House) raised over $140,000 by local subscription to finance a revolving construction fund for 60 houses for negro veterans of World War II. Armed with the money and with plans by Alden Meranda, local architect, the group successfully bid on the first 21 lots sold by the Redevelopment Commission. After the houses were erected, ready financing was obtained from a local building and loan association and an insurance company.

The group built a $35,000 shop and equipped it with $9,000 worth of tools. Veterans helped each other to reduce costs. Savings were estimated at from $1,000 to $2,400 per structure.

Private Builders

Many local builders have erected low-cost rental units. Largest single development is the 338-unit Barrington Heights negro rental project built by L. and L. Construction Corp. Barrington Heights tenants pay $55 a month rent for two-bedroom units of 700 square feet. Kitchens are furnished with range, refrigerator, sink, and ample cabinets.

“Civic Pride” Corporation

Local civic leaders, builders, and realtors are planning a corporation which will finance modernization of substandard dwellings and build low-cost rental units.
One of 60 single-family units financed by Flanner House, negro settlement group, and designed by Indianapolis architect Alden Meranda. Owners helped each other in the construction in an effort to reduce costs. Idea of the negro foundation is one of "sweat equity." Floor plan is at right.

James Hurt, president of the Real Estate Board, is behind the organization of the "Civic Pride" enterprise. Tentative plans call for purchases of stock to be limited to $500 per individual. Stock return would be between three and four per cent. The corporation plans to buy and rebuild peripheral slum property and build low-cost rentals on land cleared by the city planning commission. Local builders will receive contracts for the remodeling and construction work.

Hurt is hopeful of building rental units which will rent for $30 to $50 a month. He believes that families that cannot afford that figure must be treated as welfare cases. Concerning the corporation, Hurt also stated that a private enterprise program would offer low rent housing cheaper and faster than public housing, and it would not saddle the city with a tremendous tax burden.

One bedroom duplex rentals have cement floors and cement shower stalls. Walls are painted insulating concrete block. Back to back plumbing and simplicity of design reduce costs of these units.

Proposed duplexes to be built by the "Civic Pride" corporation will resemble these rentals built by Palmer and Son, Indianapolis builders. Special emphasis will be placed on concrete construction.

Barrington Heights privately owned multi-family negro rentals contain 338 two-bedroom units. The development was designed by Paul I. Cripe, Inc., designing engineers. Multi-family low-cost rental units incorporate back to back plumbing, ample closets.
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How to
Sell More Homes
All Year 'Round

By tying in with 1952 NATIONAL HOME WEEK promotion

The MODEL HOME is the greatest sales device for selling Homes

The Perfect Program for Manufacturers whose products flow through the established distribution channels
At $60 a month, for instance, a renter pays out $18,000 in 25 years and has nothing but regrets and a stack of rent receipts to show for it. Rent is an out and out expense—it goes on and on—year after year. You become less and less secure. You always live in constant fear that your lease won't be renewed, or renewed at higher rentals.

**HIGH COST OF RENT RECEIPTS**

The renter has no security. He and his family move every few years and usually pay a higher rental with each move. His children feel insecure—moving from school to school, church to church—losing old friends—always having to start all over making new friends. And when the renter reaches middle or old age, he is worse off. His earning power is on the decline, yet his expenses remain the same.

For the same $60 a month, the renter can get a mighty fine home designed to his special needs. Home ownership helps maintain a decent standard of living. It ANCHORS his living costs—turns rent-paying into home-savings. At the same time, the new home owner always has the feeling that each month he is gradually reducing his mortgage and getting closer to owning his home clear and free.

**REASONS FOR BUILDING NOW**

You protect yourself against increasing rents. Prices are right—may go higher.

Interest rates and financing charges are lowest in history. You make low monthly payments like rent, but instead of paying the landlord, these payments pay for your own home.

A Home is your best protection against inflation or a boom that means higher rents and prices, as well as higher wages.

A Home continues to provide shelter and security no matter what happens to economic conditions.
then follow Through and SELL

Bringing the Public to the Home

Because every day living revolves around the home, it holds top interest in every family. Records prove that well planned demonstration homes outpull many events because of the family interest it promotes. Sound, inexpensive planning and good promotion that focuses public attention on advantages of home ownership, pays off every time, all year around in large as well as small communities.

In Chicago...
1,300,000 People Visit 86 Display Houses

Chicago observance of Week differs slightly in timing and detail but objectives is the same—promotion of home sales. During 1951 event, participants sold 966

HOME DEMONSTRATION

The Model Home is the greatest sales tool for Builders and Dealers. It is their one great opportunity to combine their talents with the modern materials and equipment of manufacturers to show Mr. and Mrs. America, the best home values for the money.

CLOSING THE SALE

Once today’s building values have been thoroughly demonstrated and explained, thousands of renters and owners of older homes become prospects for new homes. “You get More House for Your Money Today,” will sell for you.
Here is the greatest merchandising idea in all home building history. It brings the prospects to your place of business—the Model Home. This program doesn't have to be limited to National Home Week. The idea is good anytime. It's a year-round sales opportunity.

How to Organize a National Home Week in your own Town

If you are a Builder

No community is too small or too large to participate in National Home Week. No solicitation of funds necessary—no trick promotion. Merely focus public attention during National Home Week on the houses you already have to show. The AMERICAN BUILDER folders shown below explain how, in co-operation with your retail lumber dealer, you can stimulate public interest in home ownership and remodeling. If you wish, send for both folders—and give one to your lumber dealer.

If you are a Dealer

National Home Week is a natural, inexpensive, made-to-order merchandising and public relations activity, designed to make money for all lumber dealers all year round. The folder shown below describes 4 simple outlines to help you organize demonstrations to fit your operation—either alone or with your builder customers.

PLAN NO. 1
For dealers who build homes or act as contractors.

PLAN NO. 2
For dealers who offer design, financing and supervising services and work with local contractors.

PLAN NO. 3
For dealers who confine their services to selling materials to builders and home owners.

PLAN NO. 4
For dealers who will have no houses of any kind for demonstration purposes.

Tie into the greatest merchandising idea in all Home Building History

MAIL COUPON for these AMERICAN BUILDER Manuals

AMERICAN BUILDER
79 West Monroe St., Chicago 3, Ill.
Send me your Manual on How to Plan Home Demonstrations
I am a [ ] Builder; [ ] Dealer
[ ] Send me one of each Manual

My Name
Firm
Street
City State

These Manuals show you how

Each of these folders—one for the Builder, and one for the Dealer—described in simple language, Home Demonstrations that have proved successful in many parts of the country. Send for your copy today.
This house is just what we've been looking for... but what about its resale value?

It couldn't be better! We've used only top-quality, nationally advertised products... like Kentile Floors throughout.

Colorful Kentile Asphalt Tile retains its beauty for years of the hardest wear... requires only minimum maintenance effort and expense.

Kentile Floors add extra years of value to small homes construction

Prospects know that the day may come when they'll want to sell their home. That's why they insist on the added durability of Kentile Floors... the colorful, modern beauty that will last under the most rigorous use yet still retain all of its famous sales-appeal!

And, architects and builders know that the initial low cost of Kentile Floors... plus the speedier, more economical installation... provides them with a practical means of keeping costs down—quality up!

Kentile can be installed over any smooth, firm interior surface... even below grade over concrete in contact with the earth. Once down, Kentile's sparkling colors remain part of the floor for its long life because they can't wear off... resist dirt, stain and wear... stay fresh and appealing with only mild soap and water... an occasional no-rub waxing. For full information, contact your local Kentile Flooring Contractor... or any of the offices listed below.

KENTILE®

The Asphalt Tile of Enduring Beauty

Kentile, Inc., 58 Second Avenue, Brooklyn 15, New York • 350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N.Y. • 705 Architects Building, 17th and Sansom Streets, Philadelphia 3, Pennsylvania • 1211 NBC Building, Cleveland 14, Ohio • 900 Peachtree Street N.E., Atlanta 3, Georgia • 3030 Walnut Street, Kansas City 8, Missouri • 4532 South Kolin Avenue, Chicago 32, Illinois • 1113 Vine Street, Houston 1, Texas • 4301 Santa Fe Avenue, Los Angeles 58, California • 93 Market Street, Oakland 4, California • 452 Statler Building, Boston 16, Massachusetts
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Paint types currently in professional use for finishing interior walls and ceilings may be grouped in four main classes: (1) the oil-base flats, with semi-gloss and gloss finishes for use on woodwork and walls where frequent washing is necessary; (2) the rubber latex type; (3) casein and resin emulsion paints; and (4) flat wall enamel which has an alkyd resin vehicle instead of linseed oil.

No. 1 is perhaps the easiest to use and is usually preferred by painters. It has a low sheen and hides imperfections in the wall, especially when a stippler is used over the finish coat. However, an oil-base flat cannot be applied until the plaster is thoroughly dry. In freshly plastered walls, unreacted lime is readily available to combine with the oils in a paint vehicle, to form soaps. These soaps attack the paint coating at its foundation, and if this action is sufficiently strong, the coating will powder off, and is spoken of as having been "burned."

Generally, it is considered risky to paint fresh plaster walls until they have aged at least a week. Then the first coating should be a so-called primer-sealer, which is an undercoat designed to have a good alkali resistance, completely seal the surface and give adhesion to the finish coatings. When freshly applied, an oil-base flat remains tender for a day or so and must be protected from injury. When used on dry wall construction, three coats of this type will usually be necessary to cover the joints adequately. A wall painted with an oil-base flat is semi-washable.

The use of rubber-base paint has certain advantages, not the least of which is the high degree of washability of such a coating after it has aged for about a month, and its pleasing low luster. Latex paint can be applied to plaster almost as soon as the plastering has been done; no lime burning will occur. This paint also seems made to order for excellent performance on wallboard, and acts as its own sealer. It is odorless and dries very quickly. Its sheen is somewhat greater than that of the oil-base flat, but in the opinion of some, its effect is less rich, and it inclines to be sloppy in its working. It will rust metal and should not be applied directly to wood. Also, since its adhesion is not as good as that of other paints, it may come off in patches.

The water-mixed paints included in Type 3—casein and resin emulsion paints—are tending to drop out of the picture for wall finishes because such paints are not washable. Also, they have created difficulties in repainting, especially if it is desired to apply a different type of coating to the surface. If an oil-flat is applied directly over casein, for instance, scaling will usually result because the oil paint won't penetrate the casein. The removal of casein often turns out to be a major problem. Sometimes steaming it off will do the job, if it has been applied over wallpaper. Ceilings call for a scraping process.

For painting wallboard, special undercoats have been developed. One such coating was pioneered by builder Andy Place of South Bend, Indiana. It was formulated to enable painters to prime the dry wall in the morning and then go back in the afternoon and apply the finish coat. One finish coat seems to do the job.
RUBBER-BASE PAINT may be applied with brush, roller or spray, and is especially suitable for roller application. It dries fast, has great washability, but is not quite so fool-proof when used on dry wall construction. Spot-priming of joints and plaster over nailheads is necessary when using it.

The term “alkyd resin” perhaps needs amplification at this point. It does not mean simply “synthetic,” but refers to a class of products made usually by combining soybean or other non-yellowing oil, glycerine (or penta) and phthalic anhydride in exact chemical proportions. It is perhaps the most outstanding vehicle used in paint finishes at this time. The alkyls are the base for finishes used on refrigerators, automobiles, boats, railroad equipment and war equipment. Their superior performance in such finishes has naturally placed the alkyls at the forefront of newest developments for interior wall paints.

Trim is usually painted an eggshell enamel, applied in two coats, but three coats give the best effect. There is a tendency to use flat wall paint on trim, but this isn’t sensible, since woodwork needs periodic washing.

Best practice on walls and woodwork is to use factory-mixed paint and avoid the high cost of mixing paint on the job to suit the fickle whim of the buyer. A favorite indoor sport of buyers and painters alike is often to make a paint job look so bad that the buyer will never use that paint in the future. A certain hypothetical shade or tone.

RUBBER-MATCH January 1952

New Jersey Zinc Co.

HOW TO LOAD A BRUSH

Dip it in about 1/2 the bristle-length. Tap gently on sides of can to “settle” the paint into the brush. Never scrape on rim of can. Always start with a clean brush.

HOW TO PATCH PLASTER

To fill large cracks, undercut as shown in drawing, and fill with a suitable compound. Sand smooth and prime with a sealer or with thin shellac.

HOW TO PREPARE WOODWORK

Remove wax, furniture polish, grease or oil by washing with turpentine or mineral spirits. Wipe dry with a clean cloth. When dry, sand glossy surfaces with No. 30 sandpaper and dust with a clean cloth dampened with turpentine or mineral spirits. Always sand new wood surfaces before finishing.

HOW TO APPLY SPATTER-DASH FLOOR FINISH

Spattering is done after the floor has been painted a solid color and allowed to dry. Have the brush well filled with the contrasting color selected, and strike the brush sharply against a stick or piece of iron pipe held in the other hand. Small spatters are made with less paint in the brush and by striking the brush against the stick held about one foot from the floor. Make large spatters with a brush full of paint and by holding the stick about three feet from the floor.

Preparing Surfaces

Woodwork should be clean and free from resin. Any physical imperfections should be smoothed out by sandpapering. Seal any knots before painting, with WP-578 White Pine Association Knot Sealer or with shellac. Nail holes should be puttied after the priming coat of paint or varnish has been applied. If the painting is being done over old coatings, spot-prime any damaged spots and then sandpaper lightly after the

sandpapering.
HOW TO APPLY AN OIL PAINT TO WALLS AND CEILING
Use a 3½- or 4-inch brush. Finish ceiling first. Complete a 3-foot strip across the ceiling, doing the final brushing in the same direction on each section. Finish another 3-foot strip, and so on, until ceiling is completed. On side-walls, start at ceiling and work down in about 3-foot square sections, cross-brushing horizontally and finishing with vertical brush strokes toward the ceiling. Completely finish a 3-foot strip from ceiling to baseboards.

HOW TO REMOVE WALLPAPER
Soak the paper thoroughly with warm water, using a large sponge and plenty of water. Use a putty knife to lift off wallpaper. Remove all traces of paste on wall by washing with a solution of 1 to 2 tablespoonsful of paint cleaner in a gallon of warm water.

PAINTING BASEMENT WALLS
with cement-water paint helps to keep out moisture and decorates the room. (1) Wire brush all surfaces to remove dirt and loose particles. Fill any large cracks with a heavy paste made by mixing the dry paint with a little water. Before painting, spray the surface (unless it is non-absorbent) with a fine fog spray from a garden hose and allow the water to drain completely before applying paint. (2) Use a scrub brush for applying the first coat to a rough surface, using circular motion. (3) For a smooth surface, use a bristle, whitewash or calcimine type of brush, keeping the brush full of paint. Do not brush the paint out. (4) Cure the coating by applying a fine spray after the first coat has hardened and maintain in a damp condition for 24 hours. Apply a second coat, using a whitewash or calcimine brush. Cure in the same way, keeping damp for 48 hours.

primer has dried. If the surface is being changed from a varnish finish to paint or enamel, all the varnish must be removed, and any wax left on the surface by the varnish-remover must be cleaned off with paint thinner. Alligatoring (cracking) of a new coat may occur if it has been applied over dissimilar coatings.

Natural Finish
There is a great variety of natural finishes for interior woodwork other than floors. A simple method recommended by the Forest Products Laboratory is a varnish finish with or without stain, and filler if a hardwood with large pores such as oak is used. On softwoods such as Southern yellow pine or Douglas fir, a thin coating of shellac should be used as a sealer if stain is to be applied. After the stain has been used, hardwoods with pores larger than birch should be filled with wood filler. This may be colorless or colored. The colored filler will emphasize the grain.

When working with woods of large pores the filler mixture should be stiffer than when used with other woods. The filler mixture is brushed well into the wood, and excess filler is wiped off before it has had time to set; wipe at first at right angles to the grain and then wipe with clean rags in the direction of the grain. This filling process is followed by the application of three coats of interior varnish, each coat drying at least overnight; if possible sandpaper lightly between coats. The final coat can be left with its natural gloss or rubbed to the appearance desired.

For natural finish floors, when oak or other hardwood with large pores is used, the first operation is that of filling the pores. Softwoods, and hardwoods with small pores such as maple, do not require filling. Next, two coats of sealer are recommended.
by the Forest Products Laboratory, the sealers usually being mopped on to the floor with a suitable applicator. Let it stand a few minutes to allow most of the volatile thinner in the sealer to escape. Then buff it with steel wool, using a possible a power buffing machine. Repeat this process the next day. The buffing makes sure that all of the material is held within the wood near the surface and is not left over the wood. Wax is generally used to preserve sealer finishes. The last coat of sealer should be dry for a week or more before the wax is first applied.

**Painting Dry Wall**

Dry wall construction of gypsum board presents a painting problem because of the porosity of the surface, especially the joints, which must be built up to a surface suitable for paint adhesion. The perforated tape process of filling the joints is standard practice. Over the joint a perforated paper wall tape or gauze is embedded in joint filler compound; when dry, a second layer of filler is applied and feathered out several inches on each side. The joint is sanded smooth before painting.

Whether painted or papered, wallboard should be sealed and prepared. If paper is used, then decide to remove the paper later on and paint, unless the surface has been sealed in the first place. Several manufacturers have developed special undercoats for use on wallboard, and one such coating was pioneered by builder Andrew Place of South Bend, Indiana. It was formulated to enable painters to prime the dry wall in the morning and then go back in the afternoon and apply the finish coat. One finish coat seems to do the job. The sealer dries to a hard, opaque finish in less than four hours.

The new rubber latex emulsion paints seem made-to-order for 2-coat use on wallboard and are highly recommended for this type of surface. They act as their own sealers.

Some builders, especially of large projects, get around the wallboard painting problem by using a fabric wall covering which can be applied without filling the joints.

**Plywood and Hardboard**

The most perfect plywood wall paneling job can be ruined unless the correct finishing technique is used. Simple yet attractive light stain finishes for interior walls of Douglas-fir plywood have been developed. The procedure is to subdue the grain contrast yet preserve the natural beauty of the wood. Basic steps are:

1. An application of interior white undercoat thinned one part undercoat to one part turpentine or painter's thinner. This may be wiped with a rag or dry-brushed for more grain show-through. When it is dry, it should be sanded lightly with fine sandpaper.

2. One coat of thinned white shellac or clear resin sealer. This sealing coat may be thinned more or omitted completely if greater color penetration is desired. This should also be sanded lightly with fine sandpaper, when dry.

3. One-color coat, which may be an interior finish undercoat or an enamel, thinned as for the first step; or color in blending oils. Light stains may also be used. The color coat is applied thinly and wiped or dry-brushed to proper color tone. When dry, it should be sanded lightly with fine sandpaper.

4. One-coat flat varnish. To achieve the best effect here, the varnish coat may be buffed with No. 0 steel wool. A variety of colors and shades may be obtained with this method by changing the color coat.

An inexpensive but pleasant blond finish can be obtained on Douglas fir plywood with a single coat of interior white undercoat thinned so the wood pattern shows through. The undercoat may be thinned if color is desired. Then apply a coat of clear shellac, lacquer or flat varnish for durability. Attractive and economical one-coat stain finishes in various colors are marketed by a number of manufacturers.

When the natural appearance of fir plywood is to be retained, a simple coat of white shellac and flat varnish will do it, although a normal amount of darkening will take place under exposure to light. When using conventional stains on fir plywood, the method is to apply a clear resin sealer, followed by successive coats of stain and varnish. The sealer may be omitted if greater color contrast is desired.

Smooth, jointless enameled walls may be obtained with fir plywood
panels by first covering the plywood with painter's canvas or an inexpensive unbleached muslin. Panels should be butted closely and all nail holes, hammer marks and joints filled with crack filler. Then the paneling should be primed with flat white oil paint. Next, hang the muslin as wallpaper with wallpaper paste, strained to remove all lumps, taking special care to get neat joints. When this is dry, a coat of glue size is applied. Over this apply any conventional enamel finish.

When water-thinned paints are to be applied over br plywood, the panels should be treated with a clear resin sealer to prevent grain raise. Paint coats can then be applied according to the manufacturer's directions. Textured surfaces are obtained by priming with a regulation undercoat followed by a heavy coat of stippling paint, worked with a stipple brush, roller or sponge.

Handboards: Paint handboards as you do hardwood surfaces, following the instructions of the manufacturer of the particular product applied. Practically any type of finishing material may be used in decorating the Masonite "Preshoods," for instance, and may be applied by brushing, spraying, wiping, dipping, knife or roller. For especially smooth finishes, sand lightly between coats with fine sandpaper. Novel effects on handboard may be obtained by tinting. Such tints, made by mixing color in oil, turpentine and white flat paint to the desired shade, are brushed on and the excess immediately wiped off with a clean cloth. Softly colored flat paints, thinned with turpentine, may be used in the same manner with similar results.

Radiators and Grilles

The U.S. Bureau of Standards reports that the last coat on a radiator is the only one which has an appreciable effect on heat emission from the radiator; so while it may be desirable for various reasons to avoid the use of metallic paints on radiators, no appreciable saving in fuel will result from the use of non-metallic rather than metallic paints.

The trick of painting radiators is to avoid blistering and cracking of the finish, and changed color due to excessive heat. Gloss wall paints and enamels should be avoided since they tend to blister and flake more than flat or eggshell finishes. Prime new radiators with a thin coat of interior trim primer. When this coat is thoroughly dry it can be followed with a thin coat of finish paint. Coatings should go on as thin as possible to minimize danger from blistering and flaking. Under no circumstances should the heat be turned on full until the finish has hardened thoroughly.

Painting Basements

Cement-water paints are much used for inside basement walls, and give a decorative cement-like finish to concrete, stucco or masonry. They repel moisture effectively. This type has portland cement as a base with other ingredients added to give high hiding power and color. The paint is mixed with water. No thinner or special sealer is required.

For basement floors, use a rubber-base (chlorinated rubber) paint which will be unaffected by moisture and resistant to grinding of dirt and grit, oils and grease. From many years of experimentation in treating basement walls, the Melusia Portland Cement Company recommends the following method:

1. Wash all surfaces to remove dirt and loose particles. Make a heavy paste by mixing the dry paint with a little water, and fill the large cracks. 2. Spray the surface with a fine fog spray from a garden hose. Let the water drain off completely before painting. If the surface is dense and non-absorbent, do not wet it before painting. 3. Apply the first coat to a rough surface by using a scrub brush and working in the paint with a circular movement. For smooth surfaces, use a bristle, whitewash or calamine type of brush. Use a sweeping horizontal motion to apply the paint, keeping the brush full of paint. Do not brush the paint out. 4. Cure the coat by applying a fine fog spray of water after the first coat has hardened. Keep damp for 24 hours. 5. Apply the second coat in long, even, horizontal strokes, using a whitewash or calamine brush. To cure, apply a fine fog spray after the coat has hardened and keep damp for 48 hours.

If the basement wall has been painted before, it is best to remove the old coatings. A solution of caustic soda mixed 1 1/2 pounds to one gallon of hot water will remove oil paint, oily stains, soot, grease, shellac and glue so. Wash with water after the old film softens and then rinse thoroughly. Muriaic acid mixed one part to five parts of water will remove whitewash, calamine, cold water paints and efflorescence. Scrub surface and then water wash and rinse. Be sure to wear rubber gloves and avoid contact with either the acid or the solution.

For concrete floors which require a chlorinated rubber coating to resist alkali, the Melusia formula is: 1. Clean thoroughly, using a lye solution if necessary to remove grease or soap, then rinse. 2. Etch the floor with a 10 percent solution of muriatic acid, letting it stand 10 minutes. Rinse and dry thoroughly. 3. If a few drops of water are readily absorbed on the surface, point is insufficient for rubber-base paint. Stir the paint and apply as it comes from the can, usually in two coats. 4. Apply second coat when first is absolutely dry to the touch. This coat and any third coat should be brushed out to give an even spread and good coverage. 5. Paint if possible when heating equipment is in use. Otherwise, ventilate by use of an electric fan placed on the floor. Condensation of moisture will prevent the bonding and hardening of the paint.

Rules-of-Thumb for Estimating

For interior estimating, it is simple enough to figure the area of floor and ceilings. For stairwell ceilings, figure the entire width and length of the stairwell so that you will have enough to paint the under part of the stairs.

For walls, one of the large paint manufacturers, Devoe & Raynolds, recommends that you multiply the distance around the room by its width, and deduct 15 square feet for each window and single door. Other rules, as this company gives them, are as follows:

Windows may be figured as 35 square feet for one side, sash and frame; or 20 square feet for one side, frame only; or 15 square feet for one side, sash only. For doors: 35 square feet for one side, including frame; 70 square feet for two sides, with frames; 20 square feet for one side without frame; 20 square feet for one side frame only.

Baseboards can be considered as linear square feet. This will include picture molding. The average stairway in a house can be considered at 135 square feet for treads, risers and stringers. With balusters, make it 300 square feet. For radiators multiply front area by four.

It is useful to remember that an average small room will take one gallon of paint per coat for smooth finish walls; one gallon of enamel per coat will cover the average kitchen; rough plaster walls will need about two gallons of paint per coat; a bathroom will take from two quarts to one gallon depending on size.

Failures

Failures of paint on interior surfaces are most commonly due to moisture in the walls from leaking plumbing or a construction defect such as no flashing over a window. In penetrating through the plastered wall, the moisture picks up alkali and
WHAT TO USE - WHERE AND WHY

This table recommends suitable paint materials for most types of interior structural surfaces. The descriptions of special properties and functions will help to make the right choice in the light of requirements of the individual job.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interior Material</th>
<th>Recommended Paint Material</th>
<th>Special Properties and Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walls</td>
<td>A. Oil-type masonry paint.</td>
<td>Long durability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. Cement-water paint, primer followed by top coat.</td>
<td>Moisture-resistant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. Chlorinated rubber masonry paint.</td>
<td>Alkali-resistant. Water-resistant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D. Rubber or polystyrene emulsion paint.</td>
<td>Alkali-resistant. Seals against moisture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone</td>
<td>A. If virtually alkali free after treatment with neutralizer, apply first coat of oil-type flat, semi-gloss, or glass finish; or a flat wall enamel which has an alkali resin as a vehicle instead of linseed oil.</td>
<td>Excellent washability. Flashing and ghost-free. Alkali and moisture resistant. Good humidity vapor barriers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinder Brick</td>
<td>B. Rubber or polystyrene emulsion paint.</td>
<td>Uniform sheen, durable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(In cellar)</td>
<td>C. Oleoresinous emulsion paints and casein paints.</td>
<td>Non-penetrating, uniform sheen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D. Calcimines.</td>
<td>Not washable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>Special non-penetrating oil-type wallboard primer, followed by flat, semi-gloss or glass finish. May apply rubber emulsion paint directly.</td>
<td>Easy to apply, only semi-washable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaster</td>
<td>Oleoresinous emulsion or rubber latex based paints.</td>
<td>Uniform sheen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallboard or Plasticboard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric or papered walls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodwork</td>
<td>A. On bare wood apply one coat of enamel undercoat, followed by semi-gloss or flat enamel, one or two coats. If white, use alkyl resin type non-yellowing enamel. On previously painted wood the undercoat may be omitted. Surface must be clean.</td>
<td>Good washability, glass and color retention. Long lasting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. For clean finishing system, stain with oil stain, if desired, or bleach for grease resistant. Apply varnish type low solids sealer-filler. Follow with one or two coats of exterior varnish. (Do not use spar varnish.)</td>
<td>Good appearance, glass and color retention, washable, oil and grain fill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Trim etc.</td>
<td>Metal primer, followed by any desired oil type or emulsion finish.</td>
<td>Corrosion-resistant, durable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floors, wood</td>
<td>A. Stain with oil stain if desired, and apply first coat of varnish type sealer-filler, or a coat of two pound gloss shellac cut. Follow with two coats of floor varnish. Wax, if desired.</td>
<td>Hard, tough, wear-resistant finishing system. High solids sealer-filler.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linoleum</td>
<td>Use linoleum lacquer. Do not use varnish because of discoloration.</td>
<td>Abrasion and wear resistant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt Tile</td>
<td>Wax only. Solvents in paint or varnish would be harmful to asphalt tile.</td>
<td>Abrasion and wear resistant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>If alkali is present, paint with chlorinated rubber floor paint. Otherwise all type floor paint may be used, two or more coats for longer wear.</td>
<td>Abrasion and wear resistant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>Use special clear synthetic resin finishes designed specifically to give frosted effect.</td>
<td>Abrasion and wear resistant.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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reacting with it will saponify with the oils on the painted surface. The result is that the paint will soften and change in color. White may turn brown, or a blue may turn green.

But for new homes, the real failure is that situation which arises from a slap-dash job, with colors selected without regard for decorative values, with too few coats applied (resulting ultimately in washing through), and little care taken with details. The paint may be applied to woodwork for instance, without sandpapering the woodwork first, and the result will be a rough, crude finish. Poor quality work detracts from the potential value of the house.

The various technical troubles encountered with wall finishes can be listed as "ghosting" or flashing, color bleeding or streaking, spotty hiding, sagging, peeling, and cracking (alligatoring).

-Ghosting is the condition in which the surface becomes porous in spots of lighter color than the rest of the wall. It is caused by an improperly sealed surface. Color bleeding is caused by using the wrong tinting colors for the paint type selected. Tinting-color designed for use with casein or water paints won't work, for instance, with paint which has an oleoresinous binder. Spotty hiding is the result of poor brush technique and insufficient mixing. Failure to taper off at the end of one stroke and start lightly at the beginning of the next stroke will cause it. This trouble is encountered particularly with the use of deep tones. For such jobs, in addition to correct brush work, see to it that the surface is really sealed, and tint the sealer the color of the finish coat.

-Sagging is also due to poor brush work. If a surface is properly brushed out, the general downward flow of the wet film is uniform throughout and no sagging takes place. Peeling may be caused by painting over a dirty or greasy surface, the presence of moisture, an earlier coating of inferior quality, or a gloss surface which has not been sanded. Gloss finishes are very hard, and putting on another coat of gloss over an existing one requires going over the old surface first with sandpaper or steel wool to create adhesion for the new coating.

Cracking, or alligatoring, usually comes from applying a fast-drying, quick-setting coat over a more flexible, improperly dried coat. As the undercoat continues to dry, shrinking in it will continue, and this tears the finish coat apart, because the finish coat is highly pigmented, is quite set, and is not subject to the same degree of shrinkage.
Got a problem you haven't solved? Can't solve? Haven't the time to solve?

Have you solved a problem with an answer you aren't sure of?

Are you doing some particular job—big or little—in a way that you think might be improved?

Then “ASK THE EXPERTS” — a group of industry authorities—experts in their fields. They'll give you the answer.

Address your questions to: “Ask The Experts,” American Builder, 79 West Monroe St., Chicago 3, Ill.

As many questions and answers as space permits will be published monthly in American Builder, under the head—“Ask The Experts.”

Three in One

I have read many of the questions that are answered in your columns, so would appreciate it if you could help me out with the following:

No. 1. Could you send me a pamphlet on operational procedure for operating a transit leveling instrument.

I.R.M., Sarnia, Ontario

We are sending you a copy of our 1952 Solar Ephemeris which we think will be of assistance to you. We would suggest that you contact McGraw-Hill Publishers who are in a position to recommend the most suitable book covering surveying.

Kemfel & Esler Co.

No. 2. Please give the proper simple method of figuring the number of bags of cement to the yard per different strength mixes. (Canadian measurements please).

I.R.M., Sarnia, Ontario

The strength of concrete is chiefly dependent on water-cement ratio, and not on the proportions of aggregate to cement, assuming of course that the concrete has proper workability for the conditions of placement. Since U.S. gallons and Imperial gallons are unequal (5 U.S. gallons, equal to about 4½ Imperial gallons) and since the American sack of portland cement weighs 94 pounds, whereas the Canadian sack of portland cement weighs only 87½ pounds, the various tables on mixtures published in the U.S. showing quantities of materials are not valid for use in Canada.

In general, in order to adjust U.S. tables for Canadian use, multiply the water-cement ratios, when shown as gallons of water per sack of cement, by 58 for equivalent Canadian units.

In other words, take any U.S. table and multiply the water by .78.

Canadian companies operating in Canada issue handbooks in which the tables showing quantities of materials are given in Canadian units.

Portland Cement Association

No. 3. I would appreciate the most up-to-date data on perimeter warm air heating as shown in the January issue of the American Builder, both for installation and for economy.

I.R.M., Sarnia, Ontario

I'm sorry that as yet we do not have enough information about the design and installation of such systems to make it possible to give acceptable rules. As you know, this system was developed only recently.

Quite a number of similar systems have been installed in different parts of the United States but we find that all of them have been designed by local heating contractors in cooperation with the builders. No “standardized” rules for design procedure have been followed.

National Warm Air Heating & Air-Conditioning Association

What is the Proper Way to Lay a Slab Floor?

We have a problem that is troubling us and maybe you can help us solve it. In our business of making home loans we also make loans for the construction of new homes and quite a number of them are of the ranch type, one story house with concrete slab floor. Now the question that we have is: “What is the correct way to build a concrete slab on the ground?”

One contractor told us that he levels the dirt off inside the foundation and then puts in some sand fill and pours his concrete slab on it. Another contractor does much the same except that he uses a stone sill. We have insisted that the soil should be leveled and compacted. Then there should be a layer of stone or gravel at least six inches thick. Above that a vapor or moisture barrier in the form of roofing felt or Sisalkraft, should be laid. We would appreciate it very much if you would let us know the proper way to build a slab floor so that we can settle the questions.

M.F.S. and L.A., Bowling Green, Ohio

Chimney Trouble

I am a carpenter by trade, but, in my building experience I have laid up two chimneys. Each chimney has a flue for the fireplace and one for the heating plant. The flues extend above the chimney cap about four inches on one, and one inch on the other. Both fireplaces draw well. However, when the wind is blowing from a certain direction the smoke has a tendency to rise into the chimney.
to drive down into the heating flue and come out into the basement through the flue openings on the gas water heaters and the furnaces. Any suggestions that you can make will be greatly appreciated.
A.C.D., Auburn, N.Y.

In regard to the chimneys and the hack drafts there are several assumptions which I am making in this reply. I am assuming:
1. The chimneys were constructed according to accepted construction standards and practice; that is, the top of the chimney should extend a minimum of 3 feet above flat roofs, and 2 feet above the ridge of peak roofs.
2. The flue for the heating system is the one that extends one inch above the chimney cap, while the flue for the fireplaces is the one which extends four inches above the chimney cap.

There are a number of things that could be causing your trouble and several possible solutions. Assuming that the chimneys in question are properly proportioned and of sufficient height in relation to the flue size, I am inclined to think that the hack draft is caused by eddies set up by a high building, nearby trees, hill, or a down draft caused by wind conditions since the problem seems to arise only when the wind is from certain quarters. Both causes can be eliminated by installing a metal hood over the chimney top with the open ends parallel to the ridge; or a revolving jack which swings away from the wind and sets up a suction in the flue.

Structural Clay Products Institute

How can a Floor Slab be Heated Economically?

I would like to be advised as to the most reasonable floor inserted heat unit equal to 45,000 or 51,000 B.T.U.'s. There is a Coleman heater, but are there others using a simple installed fresh air intake at two-direction distance of 12 to 15 feet?

I am using a concrete floor slab system here, but find that the overhead circulating units are not sufficient for concrete floors here. I also found that the standard down-draft heating unit is too expensive an installation for the type of house we have designed and for which there is such a great demand.

W.F.M., Middletown, N.Y.

The majority of heating contractors with whom I have discussed the problem of heating houses having concrete slab floors laid directly on

Building on Filled Ground

I want to build a house out of hollow concrete blocks, but the building inspector in my area will not give me a permit unless I can show him a drawing of a special footing with all the figures to prove that the house would remain in a fixed position. His reasons are:
1. It is filled ground—15 years ago it was part of the bay. The elevation is approximately one foot and the sub-ground is always wet.
2. The weight of the frame house is approximately 1400 pounds per square foot, and that a concrete block house would be approximately 2000 pounds per square foot. The footing would have to be figured on the basis of 2000 pounds per square foot.
3. The lot still requires another 18 inches of fill to bring it up to the sidewalk level. What would you suggest?

S.J.A., Alameda, Calif.

We have studied the details contained in your letter very carefully, but have come to the inescapable conclusion that it is impossible for us to express a long range opinion on this problem whereas so many local factors are involved.

We feel sure that your particular construction problem—based as it is, on the limitations of unstable soil—is one that can only be solved by a local engineer familiar with the actual foundation possibilities in your immediate area. He is also the only person qualified to give you an expert opinion on your specific building problem in relation to the local building code.

I am sorry that we cannot come up with a quick answer for you. Good luck with your problem and thank you for your interest in concrete.

Portland Cement Association

How to Get Rid of Termites

I am writing to see if you can help me out. I've noticed termites in the attic of my home and I would like to know if there is anything that I can do to exterminate them. I have a paint sprayer available, so if there is any chemical on the market that could be used in a paint sprayer, or for that matter, any other way, would you please inform me.

J.W., Indian Orchard, Mass.

Poured-concrete foundation walls and piers that are easily inspected, offer complete protection against hidden termites. Poured-concrete foundation walls and piers that are easily inspected, offer complete protection against hidden termites. A copy of your letter has been forwarded to this office for reply. A copy of Farmers' Bulletin 1911 is being sent to you for your information on termites and their control. Please note that the species present in the Northeastern States nest in the ground and whenever they go above the surface of the soil they construct earthen shelter tubes in which to travel back and forth. The Department of Agriculture emphasizes structural changes in order to make foundations of buildings permanently termite proof. Chemicals should be used only where such changes are found to be impractical. The bulletin referred to describes the best methods of treatment.

If you are not absolutely sure on the determination of the insect found in your house, we would suggest you pack up a few wood chips, keep one container and mail them to your State Entomologist or local Experiment Station for identification. The proper identification of the insect may save you some unnecessary expense.

Entomologist,
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
Sand Floors nearly Twice as Fast with

AMERICAN SUPER 8

Shift into high gear in your floor sanding operations . . . step up production with the sensational American Super 8 . . . increase your profits!

Contractors say "It's tops!"—because the Super 8 meets their needs today . . . saves time and labor . . . reduces costs! Check these American Super 8 features that mean high production . . . low upkeep . . . long-life dependability! Powerful 2 H.P. motor . . . drum driven by vari-speed transmission . . . drum speed range from 1600 to 2800 r.p.m. for greatest efficiency under varying conditions . . . drum speeds easily selected by "dialing" Drum Pulley . . . great range of drum pressures selected by variable control . . . 52 Ib. to 103 Ib. to meet all conditions in floors. Operates efficiently with low voltage! Has double volume dust pick-up . . . low center of gravity . . . many more plus features!

SAVE LABOR WITH THESE "PLUS" FEATURES!

No. D-92
Wood Stairs

The charm of the provincial house and the exquisite detail of entrance hall and stair, which is an integral part of the design of authentic early American homes, has been captured in this modern Colonial dwelling, shown in the photograph and drawing on the opposite page.

In considering the portion of the plan that is shown, it is found that an interesting grouping of levels centered around the stair landing. The landing is formed to form an approach to the main entrance door and also to provide access to the living room, which is located three steps below the dining room and landing level.

The railing, which forms a portion of the dining room wall treatment, and the open area on one side of the rake of stair leading to second floor, is extremely well placed, providing a splendid view from any portion of the living room. The curved face of the newel extension blends well with the angular lines of the stair hand rail, balusters and V jointed pine boards.

How to Make a Doweling Jig

A doweling jig can be made quickly and easily by using several pieces of scrap wood. Drill as many guide holes as may be required depending upon the number of dowels that are to be used. This insures perfect spacing between the holes of the two pieces to be joined.—R. L. Rogers, New Britain, Conn.

The American Floor Surfacing Machine Co.
511 So. St. Clair St., Toledo 3, Ohio

Please send free description and prices on the new American Super 8 Floor Sander—No obligation.

Name: ........................................ Street: ...........................................

City: ........................................ State: ........................................

AMERICAN FLOOR MACHINES • PORTABLE TOOLS

AMERICAN BUILDER
NO. D-92 WOOD STAIRS

- Handrail section:
  - Maple handrail
  - Maple flooring

- Plan:
  - 7/8" risers, 10" treads
  - Framing covered with 3/8" plywood, "Y" joints

- Elevation:
  - 2"x4" framing covered with 3/8" plywood
  - 6" risers, 12 treads
  - 3"x5" post, variable width, "Y" joints

- Section A: 2"x4" stringers cut to receive risers, treads & wood wedges
  - Wedges driven up tight and glued

- Section B: 2"x6" stringers
- Section C: 2"x4" plate
NEW PRODUCTS
Offered by Manufacturers

SMALL ROOM VENTILATOR AB75208
Designed for small rooms and kitchens is this dual blower ventilator. Designated as model 1501, this Trade-Wind Clipper can be used in rooms up to 1000 cubic feet. The unit develops 300 cfm using 1/30 h.p. motor turning twin 6-inch squirrel cage blower wheels at 1450 rpm. The unit is quiet in operation and can be discharged either horizontally or vertically. Trade-Wind Motorfans, Inc., Dept. AB, 5725 S. Main St., Los Angeles 37, Calif.

LARGER GLASS BLOCK AB75221
The "Big 3" are 12 inch additions to the existing lines of 8-inch glass blocks now made by the Pittsburgh Corning Corp. The new, larger units have patterns for varying the amount of light that passes into the interior of the house. They weigh a third less than 8 inch concrete blocks. Pittsburgh Corning Corp., Dept. AB, 307 Fourth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

STEEL DOOR FRAME AB75206
Now available for low-cost installation is a new interior 1½-inch steel door frame. The unit comes in three pieces for rigid installation. The edge of the jamb provides the plaster ground. The unit comes with jambs punched and recessed for standard ¾ x 3½-inch butt hinges. Kewanee Manufacturing Co., Dept. AB, Kewanee, Ill.

ALUMINUM RINDOW WALL AB75209
Welded aluminum window wall frames are available in sizes of a single sash high and a single sash wide to a multiple of three in both width and height. Operating lights are complete with hardware. Standard sizes of Thermorzone can be installed in the unglazed units. Manzel Corp., Dept. AB, Wausau, Wis.

PORTABLE LIGHTING AB75225
Known as Rolla-Duct, this portable branch circuit extension rolls power, light, and heat to any location. It can be raised to a height of 5½ feet, and in the collapsed state it can be rolled under a job. It is approved for a 20 ampere load and has a built-in circuit breaker. National Electric Products Corp., Dept. AB, Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

ACOUSTICAL TILE AB75213
Made of glass fibers, a new acoustical tile may be installed in suspended ceiling construction and existing ceilings with standard acoustical tile adhesives. Available in two surfaces, textured or perforated, and many thicknesses, it is manufactured by Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Nicholas Bldg., Dept. AB, Toledo, Ohio.

SPOT ACCENT LIGHT AB75205
The Silver-dot is an incandescent down-light fixture for special effect lighting in commercial or residential interiors. The unit requires a ceiling opening of 6½ inches in diameter and a recess depth of 7½ inches. It provides a six foot diameter circle of light at a vertical distance of six feet. Silveray Lighting, Inc., Dept. AB, 100 W. Main St., Bound Brook, N. J.

TOOTHPUSH HOLDER AB75220
A new space saving disappearing toothbrush holder that fits into the bathroom wall. The unit is easily installed and holds four brushes, a drinking glass, and a bar of soap. The complete unit is molded in white Plaskon urea by Wilcox Plastics Co., Dept. AB, Los Angeles, Calif.

PHILLIPS SCREW DRIVER AB75216
A new hand driver has removable low-cost insert bits for driving Phillips recessed head screws. The unit is adaptable for the factory line and home work shop. The driver and holder take interchangeable bits for various size Phillips head screws. Continental Screw Co., Dept. AB, New Bedford, Mass.

New Products continued on page 122
HAUNTED

DON'T BUILD

HAUNTED HOUSES

NO CORE PATTERN GHOSTS WITH Roddiscraft HOUSEMART

7-PLY CONSTRUCTION

GHOSTS usually don't show up until the finish is applied and the door hung. Customer complaints and call-backs are mighty costly then. Insure against core-pattern ghosts with Roddiscraft Housemart Doors.

Roddiscraft 7-ply construction is one reason why architects prefer Roddiscraft doors 2 to 1. Priced for the residential market.

NATIONWIDE Roddiscraft WAREHOUSE SERVICE

Cambridge 39, Mass. 229 Vassar St.
Charlotte 6, N. C. 123 E. 27th St.
Chicago 32, Ill. 365 W. 41st St.
Cincinnati 2, Ohio 836 Depot St.
Dallas 10, Texas 3800 Medill St.
Detroit 14, Mich. 11824 E. Jefferson St.
Houston 10, Texas 2403 Sabine St.
Kansas City 3, Kans. 31 Southwest Blvd.
Los Angeles 38, Calif. 2670 E. Vernon Ave.
Louisville 10, Ky. 1201-5 S. 15th St.

Marshfield, Wis. 115 S. Polkette St.
Miami 38, Fl. 235-315 N E. 73rd St.
Milwaukee 8, Wis. 4601 W. State St.
New Hyde Park, L. I., N. Y.
Phoenix Ave. & S. 18th St.
New York 55, N. Y. 920 E. 149th St.
Port Newark 3, N. J. 103 Market St.
Philadelphia 34, Pa. Richmond & Toronto St.
St. Louis 16, Mo. 3214 Morganford Road
San Antonio 6, Texas 277 N. Cherry St.
San Francisco 24, Cal. 345 Williams Ave.

JULY 1952

Roddiscraft

RODDIS PLYWOOD CORPORATION
Marshfield, Wisconsin
NEW PRODUCTS

(Continued from page 120)

ACOUSTICAL CEILING

ACOUSTILITE has a flanged tongue and groove joint for fast, easy application with staples or nails, or a beveled butt-edge joint for adhesive application. High light reflection is assured from the white surface which may be cleaned with a brush, damp cloth, or by dry cleaning. It may be repainted many times without loss of its acoustical efficiency. Insulite, Dept. A8, 500 Baker Arcade Bldg., Minneapolis 2, Minn.

DOOR OF THE MONTH

A new packaged Door of the Month idea features 48 door styles. The doors are manufactured in two sizes, 2 feet 8 inches and 3 feet models. Both are 6 feet 8 inches high and 1 1/2 inches thick and are guaranteed by the manufacturer, Angel Novelty Co., Dept. A8, 340 Broad St., Fitchburg, Mass.

PATTERNED ASPHALT TILE

Four designs are being added to the group of patterns offered by Kentile. Each of the new ThemeTile designs is a factory made standard 9" x 9" inch square. A bar-biboned Scottie pup in black and a dove grey, a sail boat in aspen green and yellow, a maple leaf in toledo red and yellow, and a champagne glass in quarry red and yellow are the new designs. Kentile, Inc., Dept. A8, 58 Second Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

New Products continued on page 124
"Home buyers are sold on electric water heaters,"

These Cliffwood houses in suburban Shaler Township are in the medium-price bracket—from $13,500 to $18,500 including equipment. Built on hilltop sites, of simple modern design, all are equipped with Electric Water Heaters.

says Pittsburgh builder NOBLE S. CLAY

"People like the features of Electric Water Heaters—so completely automatic, and with the attractive appearance that blends so well with other kitchen and laundry equipment," says Mr. Clay. "They're pleased, too, with the cleanliness of operation, and the operating economy that results from short hot water lines and fully-insulated tank. And frequently we find that the Electric Water Heater permits definite savings in construction and installation. Because it requires no chimney flue connection, we can locate it in the utility room or kitchen—for most efficient operation—or in the combination kitchen-laundry so often used in modern plans."

Equip Your Homes with electric water heaters

THEY'RE WHAT PEOPLE WANT!
Smart Individuality
with a screen of
PATTERNED GLASS

The extra touch—the eye-opener that wins instant admiration and approval—that's what you get when you use Blue Ridge Patterned Glass.

It brightens rooms, it decorates, it adds a lot of salable charm to a home. Patterned Glass lets light through, but guards privacy. Use it in partitions, in panels flanking the entrance door. Its use is as wide as your imagination.

Blue Ridge Patterned Glass is economical to use. Your L.O.F Distributor or Dealer can give you an estimate. And remember, every square foot you use means just that much less plastering, painting or papering.

You can choose from more than 20 attractive patterns—linear, textured and checkered—with pronounced design or over-all soft diffusion. Ask your L.O.F Distributor or Dealer to show you samples.

---

Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company
Patterned & Wire Glass Sales
B-172 Nicholas Building, Toledo 2, Ohio

Please send me my free copy of "New Adventures in Decorating"

Name (please print): ____________________________

Address: ____________________________

City: ____________________________ State: ____________________________

---

BLUE RIDGE
Patterned GLASS

---

NEW PRODUCTS

(Continued from page 122)

WINDOWS IN ROLLING DOORS AB75231
Narrow, transparent, panes of heavy-duty plastic are available in commercial and industrial rolling doors. Interlocking steel slots can be replaced by the plastic materials. The fenestration in the door allows more light and vision to the outside. The Kinneir Manufacturing Co., Dept. AB, Seventh and Field Ave., Columbus 16, Ohio.

WALL TYPE GAS FURNACES AB75212
A jet principle moves heated air with a velocity of 300 feet per minute without the aid of moving parts. The furnace is installed in the wall, and only the air intake and discharge grilles are visible. The furnaces are available in capacities at 25,000, 35,000, 45,000 and 55,000 BTU inputs. They are gas-fired and fully approved by the A.G.A. Royal Heaters, Inc., Dept. AB, 1024 Westminster Ave., Athabasca, Calif.

SAW BLADE AB75236
With fewer teeth, combined with a heavier, more stable blade, the manufacturer claims this unit will result in smoother cuts with less power expended. The reduction in the number of teeth lowers the work load on the rim. It also corrects the tendency of some saws to go "wild" at high speeds. Many different types of arbor holes are made for any standard make of portable power saw. Henry Diston and Sons, Dept. AB, Philadelphia, Pa.

New Products continued on page 126

AMERICAN BUILDER
"EVERYTHING HINGES ON HAGER!"

C. Hager & Sons Hinge Mfg. Co. • St. Louis, Mo.
Founded 1849—Every Hager Hinge Swings on 100 Years of Experience
here's the genuine plastic laminate of TOP SURFACE QUALITY...
low enough in cost to use for WALLS!

**LAMIDALL**

**DECORATIVE PLASTIC LAMINATE**

Gives Walls New Lifetime Beauty!
Rich, natural wood grains, smart, decorative patterns and colors resist stains, heat, hard blows and abuse... maintenance-free; wipes clean with a damp cloth... no polishing.

Low Initial Cost—Low Application Cost!
Lamidall comes in structural panels up to 4' x 12', 1/8" thick... easily worked on the job with ordinary carpenter's tools—quickly and simply applied to walls and top surfaces.

Durable, Decorative and Economical!
Lamidall opens up many possibilities for uses in institutional, commercial and residential buildings... for walls, ceilings, counter tops, cabinets and furniture.

Matching Mouldings for Beautiful, Continuous Walls!
Considered by Architects and Designers to be the ideal solution for "unbroken" wall installations... not possible with ordinary mouldings. Available in Lamidall wood grains and patterns.

Send for Free Samples and New Full-color Folder!
Prove it to yourself... see the beauty... test the durability.

**LAMIDALL PLASTIC LAMINATE IS A PRODUCT OF**

**WOODALL INDUSTRIES INC.**
3504 OAKTON STREET, SKOKIE, ILLINOIS


NEW PRODUCTS
(Continued from page 124)

**PLASTIC BULLNOSE CAP AND OUTCORNER A875211**
Added to this firm's line of complete plastic tile installations are a bullnose cap and outcorner. Six additional colors have also been added to the manufacturer's complete line of plastic products: sunlight yellow, burgundy marble, olympic gray, foam blue, coral marble, and foam green. Tilemaster, A. 1 Plastic Moulders, Inc., Dept. AB, 1415 Diversery Parkway, Chicago 14, Ill.

**ILLUMINATED VALANCES A875210**
Combining fluorescent lighting with a conventional valance this unit can be used over windows, across walls, over pictures, beds and tables, and in many other locations. Face boards are eight and 10-inch all 1/2-inch plywood. Included also with the valance is a traverse rod, fluorescent fixture, radio and TV interference filters. Four standard lengths of 33, 48, 66, and 96 inches are available. Joleco Corp., Dept. AB, 2513 Baldwin St., St. Louis 6, Mo.

**SIMPLIFIED MOUNTING A875201**
A mounting stop has been designed to overcome some of the problems in hanging recessed light fixtures. This feature makes it easier for one man to install the unit. After inserting the stops, all the workman has to do is tap each Red-Set prong a couple of times and the housing is fixed firmly in position. Then the workman has both hands free to drive additional nails or screws. The mounts eliminate framing-in and allow the housing to be positioned exactly. Pyne and Company, Dept. AB, Pomona, Calif.
Here's the ultimate in year 'round conditioning...with independent humidity control

says S. H. Baldwin,
S. H. Baldwin and Company, Lubbock, Texas

"Recommending all-weather conditioning to a homeowner is like selling a man a Cadillac. While thousands will buy, all have to be sold on the extra values. That's where the Bryant All-Weather Conditioner fits into the picture! Not only does it control the temperature, but closely controls the humidity, too...a brand new development in residential air conditioning.

With the Bryant it's even possible to remove excess moisture from the air without lowering room temperature. Completely automatic, the All-Weather Conditioner heats, humidifies, cleans and gently circulates the air when warmth is needed; also cools, dehumidifies (then reheat, if necessary) the air for summer comfort.

Independent, automatic humidity control takes the Bryant out of the "me too" class of year 'round conditioning. Naturally, many other features have made Bryant tops in the field.

If you want the ultimate in year 'round conditioning, get acquainted with the Bryant All-Weather Conditioner. Your Bryant distributor has the facts, or write Bryant Heater Division, Dept. 186, Affiliated Gas Equipment, Inc., 17825 St. Clair Ave., Cleveland, O.
The beauty is more than skin deep

Underneath that handsome exterior, you'll find the last word in construction, from the basement right up to the FOAMGLAS-insulated roof.

It's hard even to imagine an insulation that will give more trouble-free service than FOAMGLAS. Even without a protective finish, FOAMGLAS will not absorb water. It acts as a vapor seal all by itself. It will not harbor vermin or fungi. And, since FOAMGLAS contains no binders or fillers of any kind, it has all the chemical resistance of a true, unadulterated glass.

You can build a better home, and sell it easier, if you include FOAMGLAS in your list of materials. For roofs, floor perimeters or under slabs, no other insulation will give your customers such lasting protection.

Send the coupon for a free sample of FOAMGLAS and our latest booklet.

PITTSBURGH CORNING CORPORATION • PITTSBURGH 22, PA.

FOAMGLAS®

The cellular glass insulation

PITTSBURGH CORNING CORPORATION
Dept. A-72, 307 Fourth Avenue
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Please send me, without obligation, a sample of FOAMGLAS and your FREE booklet on the use of FOAMGLAS for homes.

Name, Address, City, State.

NEW PRODUCTS

(Continued from page 126)

SCREEDING MACHINE AB75239
Adaptable to slab floors, walks, driveways, narrow winding roads, bridges, approachers, shoulders, limited and inaccessible areas, the unit vibrates and puddles concrete throughout the depth of the area without the heavier aggregates settling to the bottom. Moisture is brought to the surface and the slab is screeded to level preparatory to floating and finishing.


TENSION SCREENS AB75234


FOAMGLAS®

The cellular glass insulation

Pittsburgh Corning Corporation
Dept. A-72, 307 Fourth Avenue
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Please send me, without obligation, a sample of FOAMGLAS and your FREE booklet on the use of FOAMGLAS for homes.

Name, Address, City, State.

BATHTUB PROTECTION AB75223

You'll find it in the bathtub is a statement heard all too often in construction jobs. Protek protects bathtubs against common damage often installed on jobs. It is a powdered material that is mixed with water to form a paste which is brushed on the bathtub surface. It remains tacky for a reasonable time allowing a plumber to cover a sizable area with newspapers. As many layers as are desired can be applied. The material comes packaged in 1½ pound bags sufficient to cover an average tub. Kohler Co., Dept. AB, 44 High St., Kohler, Wis.

New Products continued on page 130

AMERICAN BUILDER
In Beautiful Colors that last

Johns-Manville

Smoothgrain!

The smooth-surfaced asbestos siding with deeply embedded ceramic granule texture and color

J-M Smoothgrain Asbestos Siding is fireproof, rotproof, weatherproof and never needs paint to preserve it.

VIEWED FROM ANY ANGLE, J-M Smoothgrain Asbestos Siding has a strikingly "grained" texture, yet the surface is actually smooth.

This smooth surface resists soiling because it has no grooves to catch dirt. The rich "grained" texture and lasting colors are achieved by colored ceramic granules deeply embedded in the asbestos-cement. And this "graining" is so striking, it is hard for the eye to distinguish the vertical joints.

Smoothgrain Asbestos Siding has the same cross-section throughout. This makes it stronger, easier to cut sharp edges without chipping.

Send for the free full-color brochure that shows the outstanding variety of beautiful colors in which Smoothgrain Asbestos Siding is made. Write Johns-Manville, Box 60, New York 16, N. Y.

*Ask about the new pastel colors that provide "Springtime beauty, the year 'round"—Sun tan, Coral, Pastel Green!
NEW PRODUCTS

(Continued from page 128)

AUTOMATIC DOOR OPERATOR AB75219
A new automatic door operator called the Auto-Check is a concealed type, completely silent, pneumatically operated and hydraulically controlled. The unit is competitively priced and factory adjusted for the weight of the door. Vern Manufacturing Co., Dept. AB, Sportswood, N. J.

FLOW CONTROL VALVE AB75214
On zoned heating installations a Thrush Flow control valve with vent tube is used at the boiler. Then each zone has a horizontal flow valve located at any point in the building nearest the zone being supplied. Locating the valve near its respective zone saves piping and fittings. Available in three sizes 1, 1 1/2, and 1 1/2 inch, the units are made with a threaded inlet and a union outlet. H. A. Thrush & Company, Dept. AB, Peru, Ind.

NEW LOCK AB75207
Designed for use in sliding doors with narrow metal or wood stiles, this reversible lock can be operated by handles from one or both sides. It can be locked from the outside by a key and the inside by a slide button. Adams-Rite Manufacturing Co., Dept. AB, 340 W. Chevy Chase Dr., Glendale 4, Calif.

LOW COST PREFAB AB75222
A prefabricated house that can be sold for $7,000 including land in the majority of the nation’s critical defense areas has been developed by Harnischfeger. Builders need only furnish land, foundation, erection, plumbing, electrical work, finish carpentry, and decorating. Harnischfeger Corp., Dept. AB, 4400 W. National Ave., Milwaukee 14, Wis.

WIDE FLANGE CEILING TILE AB75234
Nu-wood wide flange tile is a companion product to the regular line, featuring applications with the Nu-Wood clip. The wide flange tile is available in 1 inch thicknesses in the Stolite finish in sizes of 12x12, 16x16, 12x24 cross scored, and 16x32 inches. The wide flange product can be stapled to the joists or to furring strips. Wood Conversion Co., Dept. AB, First National Bank Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

ROOFING KNIFE AB75225
The blade of this carbide-tipped roofing knife approaches diamond hardness for long-life cutting. It score-cuts mineral surfaced roofing and siding materials, asbestos cement flat sheets and shingles, corrugated asbestos cement roofing and siding, and other abrasive composition siding and roofing materials. The unit can combine a trimming blade and the carbide-tipped blade keeping the carbide blade sharp. Stanley Tools, Dept. AB, New Britain, Conn.

CERAMIC TILE ADHESIVE AB75204
Lighter, more versatile, faster installation, and faster drying are claimed by the manufacturer for this product in setting ceramic tile. The new application method is suited to remodeling work. The material can be used in a floating or battering operation. Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co., Adhesives and Coatings Division, Dept. AB, 411 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.

WOOD FOLDING DOOR AB75240
A new folding door is made up of a series of wood panels 3 1/2 inches wide by 1 1/2 inches thick with a T-shaped piece of wood between each panel. Concealed springs, acting as hinges, hold the door together and a metal track supports the door at the top. Suggested uses are ceiling to floor movable partitions, closet and wardrobe fronts between church and Sunday school rooms, in hospitals, and between classrooms and study halls. Available in heights up to 12 feet and widths up to 20 feet. The doors are assembled at the factory. Available in three standard paint colors, natural wood finish, unfinished, or with oak, birch, or mahogany veneers. Reliable Co., Fella, Iowa.

USE THIS COUPON FOR MORE INFORMATION ON NEW PRODUCTS IN THIS ISSUE
Save Time—Just Insert Key Numbers and Mail To:
American Builder, 79 W. Monroe Street, Chicago 3, Illinois
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No. No. No. No.
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No. No. No. No.

When you address inquiries direct to manufacturers concerning a new product described here, please mention that you saw it described in American Builder.
EXPOSED INTERIOR MASONRY

THE SCR* INSULATED CAVITY WALL

SCR Insulated Cavity Wall construction will give you all these advantages:

Contemporary Beauty — By leaving the inside surface of the wall exposed, you can take advantage of today's trend to natural finishes, capitalize on the natural beauty of brick and tile.

Construction Economy — Interior walls of brick or tile, left exposed, eliminate furring, lathing and plastering costs.

Proved Performance — Cavity walls of brick and tile are noted for their resistance to moisture penetration and heat loss — this wall involves no change in construction methods or code requirements.

Added Insulation Value — With the new Fiber-glas** Cavity Wall Insulation, Pouring Type, this wall has a tested U value of .12 — excellent protection in the most severe climates. The insulation pours easily, resists settling and moisture absorption.

For technical data or "how-to-build it" information, please write us on your own letterhead. Address: Dept. AB-7.

*Reg. Trade-mark, Structural Clay Products Institute  
**Reg. Trade-mark, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation

STRUCTURAL CLAY PRODUCTS INSTITUTE

1520 18th Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
YOUR OWN Model HD
CLIPPER IS CONVERTIBLE

Now use your HD or DHD Clipper to saw Concrete or Asphalt Floors, walls, etc., plus Stone Slabs, Transite Sheets, etc.—in addition to the countless masonry materials you’re now cutting. All you need is the CHD Convertible Cart and tracks.

PATENTED FEATURES

AUTOMATIC BLADE PRESSURE
SELECT A NOTCH
ADJUST A CUT CONTROL

WET OR DRY PUMP

CLIPPER BLADES
The finest WET & DRY Abrasive, B R (Break Resistant), and Bronze, Nickel and Steel Diamond Blades in over 100 specifications to answer any cutting problem.

CATALOGS —
and Manufacturers Literature

246—PLYWOOD DOORS
A two color, 32 page booklet fully describes the company’s plywood doors and allied products. Such items as hollow core doors, solid core doors, fancy plywood, garage doors, counter top material and insulation are included in the catalog. Roddickraft, Roddis Plywood Corp., Dept. AB, Marshfield, Wis.

247—POWER DRILLS
A catalog of Super-Duty power drills features photographs and specifications of the company’s 7/8 inch drill line. Three models of standard, heavy and extra heavy duty models are available in three low, standard, and high speeds. The drills are in either pistol or saw-type grips. Pet Tools, Portable Electric Tools, Inc., Dept. AB, 320 W. 83rd St., Chicago 20, Ill.

248—CONVECTOR HEATING—Dimensional and connection data are featured in this 28 page catalog. Tables of approved ratings and rough-in dimensions are included. The National Radiator Co., Dept. AB, 223 Central Ave., Johnstown, Pa.

249—LOCK CATALOG—Released by the Schlage Lock Company is a new 2-color catalog describing the company’s line. Also included in the new publication are details of the various lock installations. Schlage Lock Co., Dept. AB, 220 Bay Shore Blvd., San Francisco 19, Calif.

250—MOBILIZED INTERIORS—A 48-page catalog on Mills movable metal walls is available for architects and builders who require information on space requirements in offices, factories, schools, hospitals, and laboratories. Included are details on erection and fastening of these walls as well as suggestions on where such walls can be used effectively. The Mills Co., Dept. AB, Cleveland 10, Ohio.

(Continued on page 134)
The compact, handsome Standish affords practical space-economy for homes, apartments, hotels, dormitories and motor courts, and for remodeling. Shorter and wider than the average bath, it is roomy and deep for showering—and suitable for bathing. The low front, 14" off floor, makes it especially useful for bathing small children.

The bench rim is five inches wide at center. The lustrous Kohler enamel is fused to non-flexing iron, cast for strength and rigidity. The chromium-plated Niedecken mixer fitting simplifies control of water temperature.
For all who use sawhorses
AT WORK or AT HOME

Jiffy
SAWHORSE BRACKETS
NO NAILS
NO SCREWS
NO BOLTS

Set Up or Knocked Down in a Jiffy
Use 2 x 4's for legs, and a 2 x 4, 2 x 6, 2 x 8, 2 x 10, or 2 x 12 for the crossbar.

Easy to Move from job to job
Easy to Store between jobs

Now you can have a rugged, sturdy sawhorse whenever and wherever you need it. No longer is it necessary to carry a big, cumbersome sawhorse from place to place.

A set of Jiffy Brackets and five pieces of 2 x 4 make a sawhorse any time anywhere. Put together or knocked down in a jiffy.

For sale in hardware and building supply stores everywhere. Order direct if your dealer cannot supply you.

GRAND HAVEN STAMPED PRODUCTS CO., Grand Haven, Mich.
Only the Dua-Laps* process gives you the hard, BAKED-ON SURFACE needed to withstand color deterioration...

Hundreds of infra-red lamps bake on this durable protective coating.

* Reg. U.S. Trade Mark

Now All Dua-Lap® colors are finished with the infra-red baked-on process for a more durable finish.

The American Stained Shingle Co.

General Offices: Spruce and Dennison Ave., Columbus 8, Ohio
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No job's too big  
No job's too small  
We're the labor-saving Hardboard Twins

Yes, we're Stan and Temp, the Weldwood Hardboard twins...  
two of your busiest and best helpers on any job!  
You probably know us best by our full names...  
Weldwood Standard Hardboard and Weldwood Reztemp  
Hardboard, the resin and oil treated, water-resistant surfacing  
material.

But, called by any name, we're known as just about the most  
versatile helpers in the building business.

That's because we're rugged and tough, sturdy and strong.  
We're hard working but easy to work. And we cut with sharp,  
clean edges.

Light in color, too, we're easy to paint. No wonder we're such  
a help on so many different projects.  
Let us help you on your next job.

WELDWOOD® Hardboard  
Manufactured by Abitibi Power and Paper Company  
Distributed Exclusively By  
UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION  
53 West 44th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

Branches in Principal Cities * Distributing Units in Chief Trading Areas

Catalogs  
(Continued from page 134)

256—FLUSH DOORS—An eight page booklet covers solid  
and hollow core doors, fire resistant, and X-ray doors. Typical  
details and glazing specifications are included in the booklet.  
Diagrams of applied moldings for flush doors can be of interest  
to the builder who wants something different. Roddicsraft Doors,  
Roddis Plywood Corp., Dept. AB, Marshfield, Wis.

257—SCALE PLANNING BOARD—A pamphlet describes  
the method and materials used in a 1/4-inch scale planning  
board. A model can be set up for study of planning, building,  
decorating, or architecture for a proposed structure. Hoyt Rust,  
Dept. AB, 173 Marion St., Denver 3, Colo.

258—HEATING COMIC BOOK—A 16 page comic book  
combines cartoons and jingles to inform readers that the  
manufacturer has a type and model of heating equipment for  
every home. The comic format is expected to have a longer life  
expectancy in the prospect's home. Entitled "The Case of The  
Colmanized Families" the book is published by the Coleman  
Company, Dept. AB, Second and St.  
Francis St., Wichita, Kans.

259—FLEXIBLE DOORS—A folder issued by the  
manufacturer describes the cost saving qualities and  
installations of the Ra-Fox flexible doors. Size and color  
information are also included in the folder. Hough Shade  
Corp., Dept. AB, Janesville, Wis.

260—TACKLE BLOCKS—  
The catalog lists the manufacturer's comprehensive line of  
tackle blocks. Information in the catalog is presented in five major  
sections: ordering, service, design, mechanics, and size. Each  
description includes a photograph showing the block as it appears  
assembled. Upson-Walton Co.,  
Dept. AB, 12500 Elmwood Ave.,  
Cleveland 11, Ohio.

SERVICE COUPON—CLIP and MAIL to CHICAGO

Readers Service Department  
79 W. Monroe St., Chicago 3, Ill.

Please send me additional information on the following product  
items, or catalogs, listed in this department:

Numbers  
Name  
Street  
City  
State  
Occupation*  

*Please note that occupation must be stated if full service is given.
But with cement, it’s not that easy . . . and air-entraining cement . . . like a shirt . . . must fit TWOWAYS!

From size 14-30 to 17-36, shirts come ready-made to fit almost any man. But when you’re using air entraining cement, remember—there’s only one “size”—set by rigid Federal and ASTM specifications. And on many jobs it just won’t “fit.”

Naturally, you wouldn’t buy a shirt that’s right around the collar but has sleeves reaching down to your fingertips. And it works the same way when you’re ordering cement. Before you’ll get air entrained concrete that’s perfect, you must make sure of the measure two ways! First, determine how much air entrainment is right for your particular job . . . and then, the air entraining effect of your aggregate, its gradation—and even the temperature of the mix . . . all factors that can change the amount of air actually entrained in your concrete, you’ve got to be right on both counts—to be sure of “form-fitting” concrete!

You may find that air entraining cement measures up perfectly. But more likely you’ll discover that it’s safer . . . and smarter, to add the required amount of a well known air entraining agent with regular portland cement at the mixer. Just remember to use air entraining cement only when you’re sure . . . and remember, too—you can’t buy better regular portland or air entraining cement than Marquette.

If you have any problems or questions on the use and mixing of air-entrained concrete, the Marquette Service Engineer will be glad to help and advise you—contact any Marquette office.
WHY DO SO MANY PREFABRICATORS RELY ON PRE-STAINED CEDAR SHAKES?

Experience proves they BUILD BETTER...SELL FASTER

Gentlemen:

Peaseway Homes are now going into their 13th production year. Their success is based on wide public acceptance and no small measure of this can be attributed to the Stained Cedar Shakes that we have been using as a sidewall covering.

The reasons for the preponderant use of stained shakes are very obvious. They are economical compared competitively with other types of siding; they are easy and inexpensive to apply; they are durable, yet if damaged can readily be replaced; they are easy and inexpensive to maintain, and last, but not least, the double coursing gives them a deep shadow line which adds character and attractiveness to the exterior wall.

Sincerely yours,

Pease Woodwork Company
John W. Pease

STAINED SHINGLE & SHAKE ASSOCIATION
4403 WHITE BLDG., SEATTLE 1, WASH. • CANADIAN OFFICE, VANCOUVER, B.C.
You'll build and sell faster with Westinghouse Micarta panels

Now you can install attractive Micarta® Laminated Plastic work surfaces at a big saving in time, trouble and material. These convenient Westinghouse Micarta panels are pre-bonded to Weldwood plywood panels—delivered to you ready to cut to size. You eliminate the bother of bonding, the need for special expensive tools. Micarta can be sawed, drilled, trimmed and planed by any carpenter. It cuts with a minimum of waste, too.

Once you install Micarta its warm colors and patterns will work to help you sell homes faster. Women will appreciate the fact that it never requires maintenance. It stands up forever against food, alcohol, ink, oil—even boiling water! It resists denting, scratching, chipping, and burning. The super-smooth surface can be cleaned to a gleam with a wipe of a damp cloth.

The easily installed panels come in four sizes ...24" x 96" ...48" x 96" ...30" x 60" ...30" x 96" (all 1/8" thick). Ask your lumber dealer about Micarta. For further information on this modern material fill out the coupon below.

UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION
55 West 44th Street, New York 18, N.Y.

Please send color guidebook and full application information on Micarta.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY Zone STATE
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The best feature of Barcol OVERdoors is that they can be used in so many different ways. They can be made to fit almost any size opening. You can get special design sections to match decorative ideas. You can get special hardware arrangements to take care of low headroom, high headroom, all-vertical and other situations. Yet you get the same distinctive and outstanding features for all these conditions. You get a cam closing action that insures weathertight closing without sticking. You get easy working doors, due to anti-friction rollers, tailored twin coil springs, straight-line cable connections. You get long life and low maintenance costs, due to good engineering and quality construction all the way through. You get, in the Barcol OVERdoor — and at reasonable cost — practically all the value you could hope for; and you get it in any size door for any type of building.

Standardize on Barcol OVERdoors — others are doing it, with great satisfaction.
Get more profitable remodeling jobs!

Speed the sales of NEW Homes...

with these two beautiful, easy-to-work products

PLANKWELD® PANELS

You might be surprised at how many, many prospects you have for Plankweld remodeling jobs.

Plankweld has tremendous appeal in luxurious, lasting beauty, long-range economy and first cost. And builders who install one or more Plankweld-paneled rooms in new homes know how Plankweld helps sell houses.

Plankweld is top-quality Weldwood Plywood, pre-finished at the factory. No staining or other finishing is needed. It is available in birch, oak, and Philippine Mahogany—pre-cut to 6', 7' and 8' room heights in 16¼" panels, ¾" thick.

There are so many places in a home where Plankweld can be used beautifully. For setting off fireplaces, for example. For framing picture windows...turning attics into extra bedrooms...for beautifying a foyer.

Plankweld panels can be easily and economically installed over old plaster walls without furring strips—used vertically or horizontally. They're edge-grooved to provide a neat lap joint, designed with a simple, concealed metal clip that holds Plankweld firmly to the wall...eliminating nailing through the face of the panel.

Go after those profitable Plankweld remodeling jobs! And if you are building new homes, plan to put in at least one Plankweld paneled wall!

NOVOPLY*

Just see how home owners and home buyers react to the magic appeal of Novoply!

Show a piece of this completely new and different wood paneling to someone with remodeling problems...and you've got yourself a job or two.

Use Novoply in the homes you build...as wall paneling, sliding doors, partitions, cabinet doors, distinctive built-ins...and your new houses are already half sold!

Yes, there's magic in Novoply!

It's the flattest paneling ever produced...virtually warp-free. It is light in weight...spectacularly beautiful. It's easily worked by ordinary woodworking tools. Can be sawed, screwed, planed...stained, painted, veneered...or left natural.

Take advantage of all that this beautiful, easy-to-work material offers you. Visit your Weldwood supplier for Novoply today.

*Patented. Other patents pending. T.M. registered.

UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION

Largest Plywood Organization in the World

55 West 44th Street, New York 36, N.Y.

Branches in Principal Cities • Warehouses in Chief Trading Areas • Dealers Everywhere
A team you can trust

There's a Worthington Blue Brute team to lick every clay, rock or concrete breaking job.
These job-tested air tools give you more action for every cubic foot of air. They're as easy-handling as ever an air tool could be—and their rugged construction from special heat-treated metals gives you longest life.

Teamed up with the famous Worthington Blue Brute Air Compressor, they'll speed your work and cut your costs every time.

See your Worthington distributor who will point out the Worthington design features that guarantee more work for your money. As for bulletins, write Worthington Corporation, Construction Equipment Sales Division, Plainfield, New Jersey.

Buy Blue Brutes
WORTHINGTON

AMWELD, the original knocked-down steel sliding closet door unit has been copied but never duplicated! There are more AMWELD “K-D” Units in use than any others. What makes AMWELD so popular? There are many reasons — here are a few:

- Low Original Cost
- Costs Less to Install than Wood
- A Screwdriver is the Only Tool Needed
- Won’t Warp, Crack, Shrink or Burn
- Silent, Easy, Lifetime, Trouble-Free Operation
- Prime Coated — A Smooth Satin-Like Surface
- Will Take Any Desired Color, Finish or Wallpaper
- Quiet — Adjustable Guide Keepers Keep Doors Quiet and Prevent Derailing
- Available for 3, 4, 5 and 6-foot openings
- Available NOW

... and look at all the space you save

AMWELD Sliding Closet Doors permit use of all this space PLUS wall space and full access to closet contents.

DEALERS ask us to send you complete information on how to become an AMWELD dealer.

BUILDING PRODUCTS DIVISION

THE AMERICAN WELDING & MANUFACTURING CO.
310 DIETZ ROAD
WARREN, OHIO
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New! 4 closet combinations by RICHMOND

The actual appearance and features of these 4 new closet combinations are your best reasons for specifying and installing them. Their addition to the Richmond line of plumbing fixtures now makes it even more modern, even more complete than ever before.

Whether it's a vitreous china closet combination, lavatory, urinal or an enameled cast iron bathtub, lavatory, sink in "whiter white" or pastel colors, you'll find Richmond offers the widest possible selection in size and style, the finest quality in design, engineering, and manufacturing skill.

G-212—14" Tank with fittings and shelf-type cover.

LARCHMONT Close-coupled syphon jet, round-front bowl. Tank with adjustable float valve, brass tank fittings, chrome operating lever and shelf-type cover.
G-218—14" Tank with fittings and shelf-type cover.

CORTLAND Close-coupled reverse trap. Elongated bowl, self-draining jet.
G-213—12" Tank with fittings and shelf-type cover.
Biggest SAW VALUE on the Market today—Milwaukee Power Saws

No other portable power saws have all these Milwaukee “Big Saw” features.

Model 650
6 1/2" Blade $66.50
1 1/2 H.P. Motor

Steel carrying cases at slight additional cost

Model 825
8 1/4" Blade $89.50
1 1/2 H.P. Motor

"BIG-SAW" FEATURES

1 — Deeper vertical and miter cuts than other saws of same dia. Blades. Model 650 miter 2" dressed lumber at 45°.

2 — Full-rated H.P. at cutting edge assures ample reserve for tough-job cutting—green lumber, hardwood, concrete, etc.

3 — Exclusive spring-loaded blade drive — no back-lash ... longer gear life ... smooth stops.

4 — Lifetime lubricated ball and roller bearings — double guarantee of longer service.

5 — Rigid construction and lighter weight — perfect balance ... greater safety ... greater accuracy ... greater ease of handling in ANY position.

CALL YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE US

With continuous rising costs, you'll profit immediately by the savings of time and labor now assured by these latest-design Milwaukee Power Saws. See your distributor or write us for free Bulletin SW-12.

MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC TOOL CORP.
5356 WEST STATE STREET • MILWAUKEE 8, WISCONSIN

Canadian Distributor: MATTHEW MOODY & SONS CO., Montreal

PHOENIX CO. yard in Kingsford, Michigan. Firm takes full advantage of buildings and trucks to display name

How a Dealer Merchandises in Small Farm Area

Although the farms it serves in the upper Michigan peninsula are small and scattered, the five-yard Phoenix Lumber Co., with headquarters at Iron River, is nevertheless getting practically all the farm business it can handle.

The firm's secret, according to Earl Frechette, general manager, is designing a merchandising program to reach its unusual type of market. Much emphasis is placed on personal contact and "out-of-the-way services" which prompt word of mouth advertising; but this method is backed by a carefully planned combination of media to cover the scattered trade area.

As an example of the sales value of what one customer tells another, Frechette said Phoenix had made

INSULATING AGGREGATE is seemingly poured between joists and studs. Phoenix features Zonolite vermiculite products in farm trade

from 10 to 15 milk cooler installations as a result of one farmer's putting in a cooler and being satisfied. The firm also follows the premise that small sales grow to bigger ones. Frechette said that farmers, seeing the insulation value of the coolers, made with vermiculite concrete aggregate, have used the insulating product for their homes and other structures; the floors in hog houses for example.

Phoenix "preaches" the doctrine that well-constructed buildings and proper improvements will result in

(Continued on page 146)
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Monotop surfacing is the biggest news in kitchen equipment in years! It's a streamlined, super-sanitary beauty for the kitchen—from backsplash to curved front edge—in one molded piece of G-E Textolite plastics surfacing. Monotop is easier to install, too, because there's no fitting of pieces, no metal trim needed. Available in five beautiful colors in the "Cross Current" pattern (exclusive with General Electric), Monotop surfacing is ideal for bathroom vanities! For full information on Monotop, and the full line of G-E Textolite plastics surfacing, contact your fabricator or write to General Electric Company, Section 141-3B, Chemical Div., Pittsfield, Mass.
Redwood in the News

The growing variety of uses of California redwood invites greater attention to machining practices which assure satisfactory results in surfacing and remanufacturing.

A concise listing of recommended practices in surfacing, resawing, trimming, and sanding operations has been published by the California Redwood Association. The causes and corrections of raised grain, shipping, machine burn, and other problems affecting quality are shown. For information, write 405 Montgomery St., San Francisco, 4, Cali.

Dealer in Farm Area

(Continued from page 144)

long-term savings and finds the farmers very receptive. Its field men not only talk about immediate sales but help the customer with his long range planning. In keeping with its belief that personal contacts mean more than all the advertising it can do, the company plans to add men in the field, assigned exclusively to the farm trade. Farmers appreciate having someone stop," Frechette said. "They enjoy it and feel they are being honored."

The company is a firm believer in radio advertising. Its results from spot announcements are better than from any other medium, Frechette said. Three one-minute spots are carried each week for each of the

You can count on CRA Redwood for top performance on the job—for durability, stability and paintability. You can count on CRA Redwood for uniform quality—for accurate grading, uniform milling, proper seasoning. And you can count on CRA Redwood for sure, profitable sales. That's why it pays to feature only CRA Redwood—the grade-marked, trade-marked Certified Dry Redwood, processed by the reputable member firms of the CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION.

ROCKPORT REDWOOD CO. • SIMPSON LOGGING CO. • UNION LUMBER CO. • WARM SPRINGS LUMBER CO. • WILLITS REDWOOD PRODUCTS CO. • ARCATA REDWOOD CO. • COASTAL PLYWOOD & LUMBER CO. • HAMMOND LUMBER CO. • HOLMES EUREKA LUMBER CO. • NORTHERN REDWOOD LUMBER CO. • THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO.

PHOENIX makes its own displays, emphasizes a variety of single items on low islands because they are more eye-catching than large quantities of one item yards. Sports broadcasts are sponsored, especially basketball games in winter. Although people in the area are very sports-minded, the majority prefer radio accounts of the games to braving rough weather to see them first-hand, according to Frechette.

Radio is stressed during winter months, but from May to October emphasis is on newspaper advertising; one ad a week is carried, usually on the building page, of two dailies and two semi-weeklies in the area. Regular insertions, about three column by 10 inches, are preferred to alternation of very large and small ads. Manufacturers’ mats are used about 50 per cent of the time, supplemented by additional information and a “plug” for local service.

Direct mail pieces are used about once every two months. Manufacturers’ pamphlets are mailed with monthly statements.
A home that has Milcor Louver Ventilators is more comfortable to live in all year around. These ventilators draw off summer heat, help to prevent winter condensation—keep the house cooler in summer and drier in winter.

Only Milcor offers all these advantages:
- Low Cost — yet a valuable addition to any home
- Complete range of sizes and types for wood, concrete block, brick, stone or concrete construction
- Easy installation — for old or new construction
- Durability — heavy galvanized steel — reinforced louver blades
- Aluminum painted — no exposed parts or edges
- Framed, removable insect screen

Don't compromise with quality—standardize on Milcor Louver Ventilators.
Gentlemen:

In 1948 I had my home built at the address below and after living there about six months my cellar started to leak from several places along the seam and walls. At first I didn’t pay much attention but the following Spring after a rain, it leaked worse. I called the Research Laboratory of Rutgers University in New Brunswick and was informed that in order to make the cellar 100% dry proof, I would have to have the outside dug out and have the footing and walls retarred.

Needless to say, it was going to be a big job and an expensive one too, because several contractors wanted from $350.00 to $450.00 to do the job. The upstart was I couldn’t afford it, so in August 1950 I was transferred to Korea and when I returned last year (1951) my wife told me the cellar was worse, anywhere from 40 to 60 buckets of water coming in during and after a rain—in fact, if it looked like rain, it would start coming in, almost. Then there was always the dampness and musty smell after or during the dry-up period.

Several months ago my wife heard from a party about your KAY-TITE and not being sure, I visited this party and he showed me his results—a dry cellar, although his was not leaking—only dampness. So what did I have to lose by getting several cans, which I did. I put two coats of KAY-TITE from the base to about 1½ feet up the wall. I also discovered I have several large holes and without a word of lie, after reading the directions carefully, then applying KAY-TITE, I have a dry cellar. Not a drop of water or dampness. As you no doubt know, we have had quite a lot of heavy rain these past several weeks. Now I intend to do the whole walls up to the ceiling.

The reason I am writing you, Gentlemen, about KAY-TITE is I want to say I’m grateful and pleased beyond words. You not only gave me a nice dry cellar but you also save me a lot of money and time. I wish you could send someone over and just see the good results of KAY-TITE, and my cellar was really bad. Try and send someone before I finish the rest of cellar.

I’ve had quite a lot of people over and they all agree. At present I’m stationed in Philadelphia and a few persons tell me they can’t buy it here and last week I bought four cans for a friend of mine who lives in this area, so he could dry his cellar.

In closing, many, many thanks because for the first time my children and we can really enjoy our cellar now—because KAY-TITE makes it dry and cozy.

Respectfully yours,

(signed) H. J. Kupper

To: KAY-TITE
West Orange
New Jersey

From: Msgt. Hubert J. Kupper,
U.S.M.C.
148 Second Street
Dunellen, New Jersey

---

ADVERTISEMENT

Insulating Perimeter Heating Ducts with Perlite Aggregate

Maximum efficiency in a perimeter heating installation was obtained by use of a perlite concrete aggregate, according to the F. E. Schindler Co., manufacturers of the aggregate, "Coralux."

The building was a Catholic church in Marseilles, Ill. Here's a summary of the firm's report on the installation:

Materials: 600 bags of Coralux concrete aggregate, portland cement.
Mix: 6 cubic feet (two bags) of aggregate to one bag (1 cubic foot) of portland cement. Approximately 14 gallons of water to this mix.

Problem: In order to insure maximum insulation around the perimeter heat pipe, it was necessary to have a minimum of three inches of efficient, constant insulation that would retain continuous form around the pipe.

Perlite concrete is poured to 4-inch thickness over pipe in perimeter heating

Application: three to four inches of perlite concrete was poured first, over an economical vapor barrier laid on dirt, under the proposed pipe position. Material was curved up four inches on the wall.

No forming was necessary, it was reported, since the mix was sufficiently dry and plastic to be placed up on slants, cant, curves or drops with hand tools.

The pipe was laid the next day. An outside form was then constructed and the insulation poured up to a 4-inch thickness over the pipe. Material was allowed to dry for two to three days, then surfaced with a 2-inch topping of regular concrete.

According to the report, the results were completely satisfactory, with no surface cracks, no shrinkage cracks and no expansion pressure.

CHANGING YOUR ADDRESS?

Then please send your new address to Subscription Dept., American Builder, Emmett St., Bristol, Conn., together with your old address, three weeks in advance of next issue date.
Skill of Volunteer Workmen Startles Experts in Novel "House Raising Bee"

Upson Panels Applied In Record Time

As the result of a real old-fashioned "House Raising Bee" in which 700 volunteer workmen from seven states took part, 19 preacher students and their families occupy comfortable homes today while attending Clear Creek Mountain Preachers Bible School near Pineville, Kentucky.

Southern Baptists from seven states including experienced carpenters, electricians, and plumbers worked side by side with pastors, students, faculty members, businessmen and mountaineers.

Lumber and giant-size Upson Strong-Bilt Panels were hauled up Holly and Bear Mountains over slippery roads.

Use of Upson Strong-Bilt Panels in full wall sizes eliminated the task of taping or covering seams. Even in the hands of inexperienced workmen, panel application was accomplished quickly and smoothly. Immediate painting followed the installation and the houses were soon occupied.

Apologies to Art Ellis

Some time ago, Ellis Lumber Company of Burlington, Iowa was publicized as having been an Upson Dealer for 27 years. Art Ellis now writes to correct this figure to 37 years. "During this period," he said, "we haven't had what we can call a single justifiable complaint on Upson Products, Upson Panels were installed on our office ceiling in 1920 and are still in good condition."

One Way to Keep Mother-in-law Happy!

An Upson dealer in Akron, Ohio reports that one of his customers was recently faced with an age-old dilemma. His mother-in-law announced that she intended to move in with him and he had no room for her. He solved the problem rather neatly by letting his mother-in-law help build her own room in the attic with Upson Panels. Moral: Mothers-in-law prefer Upson Panels.

UPSON HELPS—Volunteers from Upson Sales, Advertising, and Public Relations Department help unload Strong-Bilt Panels measuring 8 x 18 feet.

Washable Features of Upson Ceiling Tiles Making Big Hit With Customers

"We underestimated the market," Upson sales executives frankly admit when discussing the new Upson Ceiling Tiles. Jobbers and dealers, clamoring for shipments, report customers enthusiastic, particularly over the washable surface. Application is very simple.

The new tiles are 12 inches square, made of 6 ply laminated board, with surface edges beautifully beveled. Pre-finished and waterproof surface withstands repeated washings. Toughness of material used and application of matching color pins overcomes the complaint of loosening and sagging so prevalent in ordinary tiled ceilings.

Stamping Feet Cause Plaster To Fall

Immediately after feet stamping patrons in a Union City, N. J. burlesque house demanded "Take It Off", 49 square feet of plaster fell on their heads.

—American Magazine

Television Stations Offer New and Growing Market For Upson Panels

Many dealers report increasing demand for Upson Panels for use in building television sets and displays. Construction usually must be hurried and of a movable type. The light weight and fine painting surface of Upson Panels are making them really outstanding favorites.

NOW—They're Wadding Shotguns With It!

In Geneva, Nebraska, the local gun club load their own shells and find Easy Curve ideal for wadding. A special die tool is employed. Easy Curve is preferred because of the smooth edge which can be achieved.

THE UPSON COMPANY
World's Largest Maker of Fibre Wall Panels
817 Upson Point, Lockport, New York
superior features
make the
big difference
in popular....

Quickly and easily adapted to
any door thickness 1¾" to 1½"

NATIONAL LOCKsets normally used on inte-
rior doors are adjusted at the factory for
standard 1-3/8" door thickness. Those nor-
mally used on exterior doors... for standard
1-3/4" door thickness. If it be de-
sirable for you to change NATIONAL
LOCKset for specific applications, this can
easily be accomplished. Merely remove lock-
ing screw and turn escutcheon one complete
cycle for each 1/16" increase or decrease
in door thickness. Then replace and tighten
escutcheon locking screw... quickly, easily.

Mechanism made of selected
cold rolled steel... no die cast

The operating mechanism of NATIONAL LOCKset is rust-
proofed, selected Cold Rolled Steel. Knobs are one-piece
Wrought Brass. Bolt and face plate are Solid Brass. You'll
find no zinc die cast parts in this skill-
fully-engineered product. With
NATIONAL LOCKset you can count on
years of troublefree performance.

sold
only
through
jobbers

America's Outstanding Lockset Value!
Compare NATIONAL LOCKset with all others

distinctive hardware... all from 1 source

NATIONAL LOCK COMPANY
Rockford, Illinois • Merchant Sales Division
Helps you glorify the Nation’s Kitchens!
Cabinet Hardware by...

Glistening, Bright Chrome Hinges, Pulls, Catches and Knobs...a broad selection

You'll find a steady demand for NATIONAL LOCK chrome plated cabinet hardware. It's smartly styled, easily installed, inexpensive for the consumer to buy. It's consistently advertised in several national magazines regularly read by your customers. You can stock the complete yet short line, No. 129 assortment including handsome display board or you can purchase on open stock your specific selection from a wide assortment of items. Ask your supplier. NATIONAL LOCK cabinet hardware is proven-popular and profitable to handle.
Sliding Glass Doors
Called Major Asset
In Tract Selling

Sliding glass doors in tract developments are a major asset in promoting unit sales, according to J.
L. Eichler, president of Eichler Homes, whose subdivisions recently won the 

national "Award of Merit" presented by the architectural review board of the Housng Research Foundation. Eichler got the award for four developments in Palo Alto and Menlo Park, Calif.

The architects associated in the

prize-winning projects, Anshen and Allen, San Francisco, and Jones and Emmons, Los Angeles, were also honored at a special award luncheon in San Francisco.

In the Eichler homes, an entire wall of glass with sliding doors divides the living room and one of the bedrooms from the patio. This feature, along with other improvements, helped sell the homes in advance of construction, Eichler said.

Supplier of the doors was Arcadia Metal Products, Arcadia, Calif.

Cites Need for 50,000
More Apprentices in
Construction Trades

The number of apprentices now in training in the construction industry falls short by 56,630 of meeting long-range needs, according to director W. F. Patterson of the U. S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Apprenticeship.

Speaking at a recent apprenticeship completion ceremony in East Claire, Wis., Patterson said that fully 1,200,000 craftsmen will be required on the various construction projects this year.

"In order to maintain a skilled work force that size," he said, "at least 150,000 apprentices should be in training at all times. This is a conservative figure, for it allows for only one apprentice to every eight skilled workers.

"At the present time, according to our records of registered apprentices, only a little more than 93,270 are in training in the building trades. There should be 56,630 more, or an increase of around 30 per cent."

How to Construct Forms
for a
Concrete Flagstone Walk

A number of interesting designs can be worked out. Since the forms will be used several times, they should be assembled so that they may

be taken apart easily. Oil them well before concreting. Recommended mixture for the concrete: 5 gallons of water per sack of portland cement, when sand and pebbles are in a wet condition. For a trial mixture, use one sack of cement, 2/3 cubic feet of sand, 3 cubic feet of pebbles.
Go by these plain, hard Facts...and SAVE!

CHEVROLET Advance-Design TRUCKS

Fact No. 1
Saves you money on purchase
Check the price on a Chevrolet truck that’s the right size, type and capacity to handle your work. You’re going to find that this Chevrolet truck lists for less than any other make of truck capable of doing the job. Here’s an immediate, cash saving.

Fact No. 3
Gives you the right truck for the job
Chevrolet trucks are factory-matched to the job—tires, axles, frame, springs, engine, transmission, brakes. It’s the Chevrolet idea to provide you with exactly as much truck as you need and no more. Chevrolet truck users know this idea pays off.

Fact No. 2
Cuts operating costs
Day in, day out a Chevrolet truck works for rock-bottom "wages" on fuel and upkeep. It brings you the proved economy of Valve-in-Head engine, with 4-Way Lubrication to reduce engine wear. Extra-rugged features cut maintenance costs.

Fact No. 4
Saves money on trade-in
It’s right in the records that Chevrolet trucks traditionally bring more money on the used truck market—and that can mean more money for you when you trade or sell. There’s another reason why more truck users choose Chevrolet than any other make.

CHEVROLET ADVANCE-DESIGN TRUCK FEATURES

- TWO GREAT VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINES—Loadmaster or the Thriftmaster—to give you greater power per gallon, lower cost per load
- POWER-JET CARBURETOR—for smooth, quick acceleration response
- DIAPHRAGM SPRING CLUTCH—for easy-action engagement
- SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION—for fast, smooth shifting
- HYPOID REAR AXLE—for dependability and long life
- TORQUE-ACTION BRAKES—for light-duty models
- PROVED DEPENDABLE DOUBLE-ARTICULATED BRAKES—for medium-duty models
- TWIN-ACTION REAR BRAKES—for heavy-duty models
- DUAL-SHOE PARKING BRAKE—for greater holding ability

CHEVROLET DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS, DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN
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**IF you are not a subscriber**

**THIS COUPON IS MEANT FOR YOU**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMERICAN BUILDER SUBSCRIPTION ORDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMERICAN BUILDER, EMMETT STREET, BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Enter my subscription to American Builder for THREE YEARS (36 issues) at your money-saving rate of $5. My remittance of $5 is enclosed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Enter my subscription to American Builder for ONE YEAR at your regular price of $3. My remittance of $3 is enclosed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Your name ..........................  
2. Street ................................  
   Postal ................................  
3. City ..................................  
   Zone .................................  
   State ..............................  
4. The name of the firm which you own or for which you work  
5. If owner of business, please state or position  
   If employee of business, please give title  
6. Of the various types of business listed on the right, please indicate the principal one in which you are engaged or employed. PLEASE CHECK ONLY ONE.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Builders and contractors specializing in residential or light commercial or light industrial building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Contractors specializing in heavy building or other heavy construction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Builders and contractors engaged in both residential or light commercial or light industrial building and heavy building or other heavy construction, not specializing in either.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Subcontractors subcontracting for only such parts of building construction as carpentry, masonry, plumbing, roofing, heating, ventilating, electrical, painting, concrete and excavating.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISTRIBUTORS:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Retail Dealers—lumber, building materials and installed equipment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Wholesalers, jobbers, and manufacturers’ agents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Distributors of construction equipment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If none of the foregoing applies, please advise the type of business with which you are affiliated. 

MAIL IT NOW—while the extra-low rates are still in effect—and keep posted on all the latest building news—as it happens—as it directly affects you!

In these challenging times, a constant source of sound, qualified building information is a vital need that no forward-looking builder can afford to be without.

The advantage of knowing what to build and with what to build . . . the advantage of knowing how other builders are successfully solving today’s problems of labor and scarce materials . . . the advantage of money-saving ideas—short-cuts—new designs—new products—new building opportunities . . . These are the type of AMERICAN BUILDER advantages that pay for themselves—over and over again!

Send us your order today—and invest in your own building future!

"Biggest Bargain in the Building Field"
First ... there's this complete CROSLEY KITCHEN...

You'll sell your homes faster with this "back-door" approach!

Instead of showing prospects for your homes through the front door into a bare room ... why not have them taken straight into the Crosley Kitchen ... in through the back door!

Mrs. Prospect will be more than half-sold from the very moment she steps into your up-to-the-minute Crosley-equipped kitchen. She'll love everything about it ... the way all the Crosley Kitchen units fit together so beautifully ... the more than adequate Crosley Cabinet space ... the efficient, reliable Crosley Kitchen Appliances!

Mr. Prospect will be pleased to learn that this marvelous Crosley Kitchen may be included as part of a package mortgage.

And you'll appreciate the fact that any of the many Crosley Kitchen units may be combined to fit perfectly into your home or apartment plans.

INSTALL THESE FINE CROSLEY PRODUCTS
- WALL CABINETS
- RANGE PANTIES
- REFRIGERATOR PANTIES
- UTILITY CABINETS
- BASE CABINETS
- ELECTRIC RANGES
- SHELVADOR® FREEZERS
- SHELVADOR® REFRIGERATORS
- SINKS AND FOOD WASTE DISPOSERS

Free Booklet available to architects and builders. For information or booklet write: Builder Sales, Crosley Division, Avco Manufacturing Corporation, 1329 Arlington Street, Cincinnati 25, Ohio.

ATTENTION ARCHITECTS!
When you are drawing up plans, specify and recommend Crosley products. Your clients will be more than satisfied.

CROSLEY BETTER PRODUCTS FOR HAPPIER LIVING
"I save $115 per home

BILDRITE SHEATHING goes up faster, easier.
Cuts application time at least 25%. 4-foot sheets
have twice the bracing strength of horizontally-
applied wood sheathing thus save corner-bracing.
Waterproofed throughout . . . eliminates need for
building paper. No matching loss or waste.
with new Insulite
Shingle-Backer system!"

Application time cut in half; greater insulation and bracing strength; deep, modern shadow-lines; money saved on every home—that's why R. F. Metscher, Huntington, N.Y. contractor demands Insulite Shingle-Backer and Bildrite Sheathing.

R. F. METSCHER, General Contractor, Huntington, New York


DEVELOPED BY INSULITE, this combination makes a strong, tight exterior wall with more than twice the insulation value of wood sheathing, felt and double-course wood shingles: (1) Bildrite Sheathing (2) Shingle-Backer (3) Outer-course Shingles (4) Grooved Nail. Gives you a better wall for less money!

FREE KIT FOR BUILDERS. This helpful Special Insulite Kit for Builders is yours for the asking. Contents include Insulite's Cost-Comparison Folder with which you can easily figure your actual savings with Shingle-Backer and Bildrite. For your free kit, write Insulite, Minneapolis 2, Minnesota. Or, for immediate information, contact your Insulite sales representative or Insulite dealer.

Build and insulate with double-duty

INSULITE

INSULITE DIVISION, Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company, Minneapolis 2, Minnesota
In times like these it's just good business to take a second long look when selecting windows for the homes you build.  • Cost of course is a factor, but the WAY cost is figured is the important thing.  • How long will the windows last? What about maintenance? Those two questions are keys to better buying and here Ceco-Sterling Aluminum Double-Hung Windows win on both counts.  • You can be sure they will outlast any home. Engineered with exacting care, and made of ageless aluminum, they give rugged lifetime
...any home

...won't rust, rot, warp, or swell. They resist climatic change...provide the tightest weather seal ever. • When it comes to maintenance Ceco-Sterling Aluminum Windows deliver a plus value. No painting is necessary and cleaning is a mere matter of wiping. There are other advantages too, such as easy installation ...simplified anchorage...smart styling. • We like to sum it all up this way...when you use Ceco-Sterling Aluminum Windows you know you use the very best, you're sure of savings too.

In construction products CECO ENGINEERING makes the big difference
Simonds, sawmakers for woodworkers since 1832, now offers this complete new line of high quality saws at new popular prices... 13 types of blades up to 12" diameter (including Dado Heads and Carbide-Tipped Saws)... all made of Simonds Steel and fully guaranteed.

Get them at your hardware dealer or local saw shop.

ASBESTOS-CEMENT SHINGLES for siding were responsible for the major item of transformation of this over-age farm house into a trim, attractive home. Breaking the roof with small dormers permitted the addition of second-story windows and a better use of living area. A new front entrance gives the final touch to this job of giving new life to an outmoded structure.

Plan NOW to participate in NATIONAL HOME WEEK Sept. 14-21

ACOUSTICAL TILE NAILS
... designed for the job

When installing acoustical tile choose a job-designed nail that combines ease of application with these special features: a head end which allows the nail to be driven home without damaging the tiles... a collar which holds the tiles firmly in place... annular threading which gives superior holding power. The nails are furnished with a plated finish to prevent rust streaks where moisture is present. Send for free samples and descriptive literature.

JOHN HASSALL, INC.
182 Clay Street
Brooklyn 22, N. Y.

The James Knights Co.
Manufactured Products Division
Sandwich 4, Illinois
BRIGGS
refuses to compromise with Quality!

It's a time of keen competition in the plumbing ware industry—with every manufacturer on the alert for ways and means to increase his sales. Naturally there is a temptation to accomplish this by cutting prices. But with costs on the rise, as they are today, this usually means reducing quality.

THIS THE MAKERS OF BRIGGS BEAUTYWARE REFUSE TO DO!

Briggs will not lower the traditional high quality of these fine plumbing fixtures to meet the current competitive trend. Briggs will not make an undersize bathtub or one without a rim seat. Briggs will not manufacture a second, cheaper grade of fixtures—all Briggs fixtures are acid-resistant; all Briggs colors are non-fading.

The modern porcelain enameled formed steel bathtubs and lavatories developed and perfected by Briggs are the finest obtainable. Briggs high-density vitreous china lavatories and closets are the very best we know how to produce. Briggs brass fittings are of excellent design engineered for long, dependable service.

Briggs is proud that over the years every modification in its plumbing ware design—every change in materials and manufacturing techniques—has been made to improve the product. This is the way Briggs will always do business.

WHEN YOU ORDER BRIGGS BEAUTYWARE YOU BUY THE FINEST!
more
batches
per
day
with

Jaeger "Speedline" Mixers

Seconds saved at both ends of every mixing cycle add up to more batches per day for Jaeger owners. Famous "Skip Shaker" loader speeds the batch into the drum in 5 to 7 seconds. Batch discharge is just as fast because bigger bucket and flight blades carry more concrete to discharge spoon. Free from break-down over many years: machined steel drum tracks, Timken bearing car-wheel type drum rollers, heavy-duty automotive transmission. Sizes 6, 11 and 168. Ask for Catalog M-10.

THE JAEGER MACHINE COMPANY
521 Dublin Ave.
Columbus 16, Ohio

PUMPS - COMPRESSORS - HOISTS - TOWERS - PAVING EQUIPMENT

"TROUBLE SAVERS"
for Busy Builders

LADDER JACKS
- ONE-MAN Ladder Jacks adjust to any pitch on either side of the ladder. Takes weight on three rungs.
- RAIL-TYPE Jacks use side rails of ladder for extra safety.

Used by thousands of builders. Write for literature giving information on all money-saving "Trouble Saver" Scaffolding Accessories.

The Steel Scaffolding Company, Inc.
856 Humboldt Street, Dept. AB - Telephone EVergreen 3-5510 - Brooklyn 22, New York

Prefabricated Door
Speeds Construction

A "Ready Hung" door and frame packaged unit for inside hinged doors, said to require only 20 minutes for installation, is now being produced by the Haskelite Manufacturing Co. of Grand Rapids, Mich.

The unit is adjustable for wall thicknesses from 4 3/4 to 5 1/2 inches and comes in all standard door sizes. The doors are either Hasko Arch-Kor or the lower-cost Hasko Mobile type. Both are flush models, made in a number of woods and finishes.

FIRST STEP is to uncrate completely packaged unit. All hardware, except the knobs, is installed.

ABOUT SEVEN MINUTES LATER halves are being slipped into place. Unit should be tight and plum.
New deep-grain texture!
New color harmony!
Same lifetime durability!
Same low price!

CHROMA-TEX SIDING SHINGLES have a deep, natural-looking texture. Color is two-toned—dark in the valleys, light on the ridges—for a pleasing new kind of decorating effect that lends itself perfectly to modern color-planning ideas for exteriors. Like all Asbestone products, Chroma-Tex Siding Shingles are rock-like in their ruggedness—fireproof, weatherproof, rot-proof, termiteproof. Made of asbestos-cement, they need no painting, no preservative treatment, no maintenance of any kind.

Put more color, more style, more SELL into every home you build—at no increase in cost.

Give home buyers the rich, textured effect of the costliest sidings on the market—for the same price as regular asbestos shingles.

Use any of 5 appealing CHROMA-TEX colors to style exteriors with true "decorator harmony."

NOW! Cash in on the nationwide boom in Exterior Color

NEW profit-builder from Asbestone

ASBESTONE
Chroma-Tex SIDING SHINGLES

COLORS: Twilight Gray · Poplar Green · Pheasant Brown
Dusty Coral · Mellow Ivory

ASBESTONE CORPORATION
5380 Tchoupitoulas St., New Orleans 15, La.

Please send me samples and full information on NEW CHROMA-TEX Siding Shingles.

NAME
FIRM NAME
STREET & NO.
CITY ZONE STATE

ASBESTONE—Rugged as the rock it's made from
Roofing & Siding Shingles Wallboard Corrugated Roofing & Siding
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THE PARKS No. 20

A modernly designed, low-priced, high-speed 20° x 6" planer that meets the surfacing needs of every type of woodworking shop. Ruggedly built for vibrationless operation—ensuring quality work, increased production and low operating costs. Provides two feed speeds—20 and 40 F. P. M. and 40 and 80 F. P. M. Four-knife cutoffs have speed of 3500 R. P. M. Complete descriptive literature on request.

Also Available

12" THICKNESS PLANER

A compact, heavy-duty 12"x4" machine that offers precision and ruggedness at low price. Literature on request.

The PARKS WOODWORKING MACHINE COMPANY

Manufacturers of Quality Woodworking Machines Since 1887

DEPT. 30-1, 1546 KNOWLTON STREET, CINCINNATI 25, OHIO

ADDS THAT EXTRA QUALITY TOUCH!

leco-latch with the PERMANENT MAGNET!

USE LECO-LATCHES FOR:

Kitchen Cabinets • Music Cabinets
Medicine Cabinets • Tool Cabinets
House Trailer Cabinets • Ship and
Boat Lockers • Any Cabinet Door!

Lasts forever—nothing to get out of order. Works perfectly—even if doors sag or warp. Doors open easily—without snap, noise or jerk. Holds door in place firmly, yet gently. Easily installed. Improves appearance.

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED—In Better Homes & Gardens, House Beautiful, Sunset, Popular Mechanics.

Adding Leco-Latches is the easy way to add extra sales appeal to that next new home you build!

For literature, prices and name of distributor, write

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

ST. JOSEPH 15, MICHIGAN

HALVES ARE NAILED TO WALL.

Elapsed time at this stage is given as about 15 minutes

KNOWS ARE INSTALLED and checked to see that lock operates smoothly. Far set for the course (rough opening to finished door): 20 minutes


A joint development of the Connecticut State Education Department and the publishers, designed to meet specific teaching requirements, this book covers blueprints, trade sketches and specifications used by the mason, carpenter, plumber, electrician and other building tradesmen.

Material is divided into three major sections. Part I includes a series of instructional units on the principles of interpreting trade blueprints; Part II deals with trade sketching procedures and practices, and Part III makes practical applications of blueprint reading principles.

Review tests on the text are supplied in the appendix.
New plant building of the Unistrut Corporation, Wayne, Michigan, where outside and inside walls, ceiling, and roof lining were built of % "Century" APAC asbestos-cement structural sheets.

"CENTURY" APAC asbestos-cement sheets slide into channels quickly and give lasting, economical walls and lining.

The men in the picture above are using a unique method of fabricating a ceiling with % "Century" APAC: the strong, durable Asbestos-Cement Sheets are being secured in steel channels without the use of fasteners. As can be seen, the Unistrut Corporation building, inside and out, was erected this way, even to a lining under the built-up roof.

But, as you know, the conventional methods of applying economical "Century" APAC are also time- and labor-saving. The big sheets (standard 4' x 8') are easy to handle—go on any wall fast, and can be secured with screws or ring-fettered nails. Cutting and drilling on the job is a simple matter. And first cost is last, for "Century" APAC never needs painting though it takes standard paints well if plans call for decorative colors.

Add to these economy features the fact that "Century" APAC, a tough combination of mineral asbestos and portland cement, is fire and weather resistant... and gives permanent protection against costly attacks by rats, termites and destructive insects.

"Century" APAC fits progressive design and construction like a glove! Your Keasbey & Mattison distributor can give you complete details on "Century" APAC and other "Century" Asbestos-Cement Sheets. Or write us direct.

Nature made Asbestos...

Keasbey & Mattison has made it serve mankind since 1873

KEASBEY & MATTISON
Company • Ambler • Pennsylvania
Adaptable to any type of installation or floor plan, The Norman Southerner is one of the most flexible forced-air gas furnaces on the market. Fits in any small unused space—saves on installation, chimney and piping costs. Four sizes: 40,000 to 100,000 BTU. Send for literature, specifications and name of nearest representative or distributor.

"Moves Better!" Bermico doesn't gather dust in slow-moving inventory. It turns over fast—returns you a profit quickly. Easy to stock and stack. Strong, cellulose fibre structure, pitch-impregnated, absorbs jars and jolts without damage.

"Lays Better!" Bermico is simple and easy to install. Convenient 8-foot lengths and a complete line of bends and couplings make it a sweetheart to handle. No cement, leading or joining compound needed. A few hammer taps seal joints tight.

"Serves Better!" Bermico seals out roots—puts an end to drainage problems—gives users a lifetime of dependable, trouble-free service. Non-corroding, resistant to acids, alkalies, sewage. Ideal for house-to-sewer connections, septic tank disposal, downsprout farming, farm drains.

Write Dept. HB-7 at our Boston office for information.
2 BILT-WELL DOORS
FOR CONTEMPORARY AND RANCH TYPE HOMES

OPEN UP...
NEW DOOR SALES POSSIBILITIES
with these beautiful doors
designed and built to meet the
exacting demands of
today's home owners
for elegance and lasting,
satisfying service.

Nationally advertised Bilt-Well Doors—
designed to CREATE new business, quick
sales and to realize larger PROFITS!
The demand for beautiful doors to fit
the homes of today has been constantly
increasing. Here are two new doors to meet
your customers' demands—doors that are
architecturally correct for Contemporary
homes . . . doors are made of properly
killed-dried Ponderosa Pine, accurately ma-
chined and sturdily constructed.
Write us for literature and name of
nearest supplier.

CARR, ADAMS & COLLIER, CO. Dubuque, Iowa

Here's a list of the Bilt-Well line • Superior Unit Wood Windows • Nu-Style &
Multiple-Use Cabinets • Carr-door Garage Doors • Combination Doors • Screens &
Storm Sash • Basement Unit Windows • Shutters • Exterior Doors • Interior
Doors • Entrances • Louvers & Gable Sash • Corner China Cabinets • Ironing
Board Cabinets • Mantels • Telephone Cabinets • Stair Parts
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with SISALKRAFT
you'll do many jobs better

Use SISALKRAFT to protect materials
Prevent weather-damage of costly supplies and equipment

Use SISALKRAFT under and over all concrete slabs
to assure tougher, harder, drier, non-dust concrete

Use SISALKRAFT as sheathing paper
and under all flooring
stops drafts and entry of dust, dirt and moisture

Effective insulation and vapor-barrier combined . . . at low cost.

Concrete block used for the walls may be secured from a local dealer. Mortar used in laying up the block should be of the following mixture: one sack of portland cement, 0-½ cubic feet of hydrated lime, 2-3 cubic feet of mortar sand in damp, loose condition. Enough water should be added to produce a plastic, workable mix. The bottom course is laid with half units at the corners, leaving draft holes as indicated. The succeeding courses are placed spreading a bed of mortar ½-inch thick on each preceding course. Butter each unit on the ends. Allow the mortar to harden for two weeks before using the burner.

BRADFORD
ELECTRIC SAWS

Model 160—6” Saw
Vertical depth of cut 2”
Bevel cut at 45°: 1½”
Net weight 10 lbs. 8 oz.

Model 180—8” Saw
Vertical depth of cut 2 29/32”
Bevel cut at 45°: 2 1/16”
Net weight 17 lbs. 8 oz.

These new 6” and 8” Bradford Portable Electric Saws are ruggedly constructed and fully powered to take on the toughest sawing jobs! They're better designed — inside and out — for easier handling, smoother sawing, more accurate work. You can feel the difference in the Bradford design!

And Bradford Saws are built to last. Ball bearings with permanent lubrication are used throughout. Gears are helical cut to give maximum driving power. A powerful 110 volt AC/DC motor drives the blade with quiet, cool-running efficiency.

These new 6” and 8” Bradford Portable Electric Saws are the choice of craftsmen everywhere. See your Bradford dealer for a demonstration. Write for bulletins giving specifications and prices.

THE BRADFORD MACHINE TOOL CO.
654 Evans Street
Cincinnati, Ohio
Precision since 1840

THE NEW
DOOR AND FRAME
PACKAGED UNIT

ASK FOR
READY HUNG
DOORS

THE SISALKRAFT CO.
205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois
New York 17, N.Y. - San Francisco 5, Calif.

Use SISALATION
to insulate walls, ceilings and floors

Many other uses, too. For SISALKRAFT PRODUCTS — See your lumber or building supply dealer or
MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FREE SAMPLES

THE SISALKRAFT CO., Dept. AB-7
205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois
Please send samples of SISALKRAFT and SISALATION, and data on their many uses.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City & State ____________________________

Save 3 ½ days of running out on the job—With READY HUNG DOORS 4 days work is done in ½ a day.

Portland Cement Association
How to drive a HARD BARGAIN

Get the plus value of CEDAR Shingles at no extra cost...

There's an old saying, "If you go looking for a bargain, you'll get the worst end of it." This is especially true when you buy roofing material that seems inexpensive, but proves to be just plain cheap in the long run.

Builders who want to drive a really hard bargain are using Certigrade Cedar Shingles for roofs. They know that the applied cost of a cedar shingle roof is mighty low because cedar shingles require only half the sheathing lumber needed for ordinary roofing materials.

Yes, for long life, low applied cost, and minimum upkeep expense, Certigrade Red Cedar Shingles are the best true bargain in the roofing field.

Always identify the shingles you buy. Look for the Certigrade label of inspection . . . your guarantee of quality . . . on every bundle.

RED CEDAR SHINGLE BUREAU

5510 WHITE BUILDING, SEATTLE 1, WASH. • METROPOLITAN BUILDING, VANCOUVER 1, B. C.
WEATHER-BLOC
Single Unit VENTILATOR
FOR GLASS BLOCK PANELS

NO SACRIFICE OF
BEAUTY OR PRIVACY
* Controlled Ventilation
* Stainless Steel Body

WEATHER-BLOC is available in 3 models in all standard glass block sizes. STANDARD — glass louvers outside and inside. UTILITY — stainless steel louvers outside and glass louvers inside. ECONOMY — stainless steel louvers outside and inside, 6 and 8 inch sizes only.

WEATHER-BLOC is engineered for use in Homes, Stores, and Offices. The outside presents a series of horizontal louvers which blend with glass block. The two louvers on the inside can be closed or opened to any degree with the flip of a finger, thus controlling the flow of air either upward or downward to any desired degree. Aluminum screen inside.

Purchase Through Your Glass Block Dealer or Jobber
Nationally Distributed by WINCO DISTRIBUTING & MFG. CO., Inc.
533 Bittner Street, St. Louis 15, Mo.

THE BOSTWICK STEEL LATH COMPANY

Separate Billing of Labor and Material May Save Sales Taxes

By Francis George

The Ohio Supreme Court has decided that dealers erecting prefabs must pay all sales taxes on the sale and erection of a packaged housing unit. De Witt-Jerking Realty, a dealer in Gunnison Homes, brought the test case.

Gunnison Home dealers erect each unit, furnish all labor, erecting materials and equipment, foundation, steps, plumbing, and electrical appliances, site improvements and landscaping. The customer deals only with the local dealer and Gunnison has no responsibility in the contract except to guarantee the materials.

The price is a matter between the buyer and the dealer. Gunnison prices its unit but there are so many variables in each job that final pricing, in reality, is an individual and local thing.

When the sale is made, financing is arranged with a bank and the order sent to the Gunnison plant at New Albany, Indiana. The contractor puts in the foundation while the order is being shipped. The shipment is consigned to Gunnison Homes, Inc., attention of the dealer and can be unloaded only after the bank forwards the full price to the factory.

The dealer never sees this money. His profit is based on a 15 per cent discount between the list price and the price he pays. When the job is done he gets any money left in the bank after all bills are paid.

Ohio decided that the house was sold to the dealer, even though the dealer never owned the house and never saw the money used to pay for it! Ordinarily, a merchant does not pay a tax on goods he buys to resell. Sales taxes are aimed at consumers, not distributors. However, the judge decided that a building contractor is a consumer and not a merchant when he erects a building even though he resells the building or does not own it while he is working on it.

There is a way out of this for the dealer. If he bills his customer separately for labor, so that materials are on one bill as a sale and labor is on another bill he would be a merchant selling material and a contractor installing it. As a merchant he would pass the tax on and, as to the labor, there would be no tax. That would require some basic changes in business custom in the prefab industry and mean the end of the "packaged" (Continued on page 172)
INSIDE as well as Outside
NATIONALS
LEAD in
SALES APPEAL!

National's attractively-designed exteriors and
carefully-planned interiors, including such ap-
pealing features for comfortable living as spa-
cious living rooms . . . step-saving kitchens . . .
roomy closets, thrill home hunters and sell
more houses for National Homes dealers. Dealer
franchises are available for certain areas. Write
today — your locality may still be open.

"National Homes prefabricated panels and
structural parts are recommended by Parents' 
Magazine as advertised therein." And rec-
commended by 30,000 delighted owners.

NATION'S LARGEST PRODUCERS OF
QUALITY HOMES AT THRIFT PRICES
Low-Cost Home Cooling

Hunter Attic Fan cools the entire house

This modern ventilating fan pulls in cool air through windows, exhausting hot stuffy air through attic louvers. In hottest summer months it circulates cooling breezes through every room in the house. The quiet, powerful Hunter Attic Fan requires little or no maintenance, costs only a few cents a night. It is backed by Hunter's 65 years of fan experience.

Easy to install—This compact unit is complete with automatic shutter and modern metal trim to cover the ceiling opening. No suction box to build; no accessories needed. Fan requires only 17 in. attic clearance. Available in capacities to fit any size home and any climate.

(Continued from page 170)

The dealer would have to act as a building supply house with an erection department. Such a split contract would shift the sales tax directly onto the buyer. There might be some psychological advantage in this, because as things now stand dealers are forced to raise theirquoted prices to include a pretty stiff chunk of taxes. Under a system whereby the buyer was billed separately for his taxes he would be more conscious of how much money the government was 'taking', although the total amount taken for taxes would be less than it is under the present system, as only the materials would be taxed, while now everything is taxed.

Building Pattern Book Is Dealer Sales Tool

A counter display book of "Build It Yourself" patterns has been announced by the Easi-Bild Pattern Co. of Pleasantville, N.Y. The book, designed for dealer promotion of over-the-counter material sales to the home owner trade, illustrates more than 150 patterns, from lawn ranges to seven-room houses.

Hand chiselers may end up with a mortis
cuta instead of a mortise. READY HUNG
DOORS eliminate chiselers.

The NEW DOOR AND FRAME PACKAGED UNIT

Ready Hung Door Corp., Dept. A
Fort Worth, Texas

SEE OUR FILE IN SWEET'S
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Here’s a new gas-fired horizontal-type heating unit designed to save floor space...

The PAWNEE
Winter Air Conditioner

- The new horizontal Pawnee winter air conditioner saves valuable floor space in one-story houses. It can be installed in an attic, suspended under the floor in crawl space, or overhead in a hallway, closet, utility room or similar out of the way place.

  In an attic installation the Pawnee may be used as a ventilator to circulate cooler air in summer. No change is necessary, other than a simple by-pass to discharge the air drawn from the living zone into the attic space where it will flow outside.

  Installed in the crawl space under a basementless house, the Pawnee allows complete freedom of duct layout... any type of system may be used. The warm air registers may be located on either inside or outside walls. This horizontal unit can be easily installed in perimeter heating jobs, too.

  The compact Pawnee winter air conditioner is made in four sizes and burns manufactured, natural, mixed and liquefied petroleum gas. With its smart Forge Red jacket and trim lines, the Pawnee makes a neat, attractive installation. American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation, P. O. Box 1226, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.
Do the BIG JOBS Faster with this Rugged Mall Drill

Here's power aplenty for any operation within its working capacity. "Centerized" balance makes this heavy-duty power tool easy to hold and maneuver in any position. Trigger switch for instant power control at finger pressure. Equipped with Jacobs geared chuck. Capacity 3/4" in metal, 1/2" in wood. Universal motor operates on 115 V. Many practical attachments available.

Ask for latest Mall Drill Catalog. 40 Factory-Owned Service Warehouses, Coast to Coast, To Serve Our Customers and Thousands of Dealers.

BUILT-IN RADIOS WILL SELL YOUR HOMES!

- Fits in Standard 4" Partition
- Approved by Underwriters' Laboratories
- As easy to install as any Electrical Receptacle Outlet.

LOW COST!

Retail Price only $34.95 plus installation.
Special Trade Prices on Request.
Specifications on Request. Territory franchises available to qualified jobbers and dealers.

Harry Kendall Dies; Held High Posts in Lumber Industry

Harry T. Kendall, 69, chairman of the board of Weyerhaeuser Sales Co., died May 2 of a heart attack in White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. Mr. Kendall was attending a meeting of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, of which he was a director.

A leader in the lumber field for many years, Mr. Kendall had served both the industry and government as an advisor on natural resource problems. He first entered the lum-
Why
Barrett's new
**Spun Wool** with
Extra
"Spring Back"
is better for
your customers and
you!

Saves you **time and labor in installation** because SPUN Rock Wool's longer fibres make batts firm and full bodied for easier handling, cutting and fitting on the job.

**Doesn't pack or mat!** New process produces a more "shot-free" product that won't crumble or settle.

**Easier to store!** Batts can be compressed into 60% of their normal bulk, yet spring right back to full thickness.

**Greater insulation value** for your customers, because of greater thickness when installed and greater number of permanently-retained air spaces.

**Costs no more than ordinary rock wool** despite all these extra advantages. Both you and your customer benefit.

And Barrett's new Spun Rock Wool is backed by a company whose reputation for quality has been gained in almost a **century** of experience in the field of construction materials.
Now You Can
BUY OR RENT
SAFWAY
SCAFFOLDS
IN 137 principal cities

THERE'S A REASON FOR GROWTH!

Only Master Welders work
on SAFWAY Equipment
Interchangeable parts con-
structed by safe, strong, life-
time welding of high carbon
fubing.

All SAFWAY Equipment
Treated with Rust Inhibitor
Maintains accurate fit of parts
and fasteners to assure safe,
rigid scaffolds.

Enamel is Baked on All
Surfaces, Inside and Out
Improves appearance of
equipment—helps insure last-
ing fit of parts and long life.

All SAFWAY Equipment
is Engineered to Last
With only routine care, Safway
equipment will deliver a life-
time of safe, efficient service.

Write for this Free Bulletin
RENTED and SOLD
by distributors everywhere.

SAFWAY
STEEL PRODUCTS, Inc.
6221 West State Sr.
MILWAUKEE 13, WISCONSIN

How to Install
Hardwood Floors

The important steps and necessary
precautions in laying hardwood
floors are outlined in a new booklet
published by the Maple Flooring
Manufacturers Association.

The booklet, called "How to Lay
Lifetime Floors of the Northern
Hardwoods," is available without
charge in single copies from the as-
sociation, 548 Pure Oil Building, Chi-
cago 1, Ill. Here are some of its sug-
gestions and illustrations:

Over Wood Joists

When hardwood floors are laid
over wood joists, the subflooring
should be of softwood, surfaced on
one or both sides, 25/32-inch thick,
not over 8 inches wide, and well-sea-
soned (preferably kiln-dried); green
or wet boards are sure to shrink and
open cracks between finish flooring
strips. Subfloor boards should be laid
diagonally (see Figure 1), with at
least two 10d nails at each joist and
each board end. Firmness of top floor
depends on this.

Pine, Douglas fir, spruce or hem-
lock are satisfactory. Subfloor of 3/4-
inch plywood (Figure 2) is also
highly recommended. Its strength
factor is very high. Floor joists
should be spaced on 16-inch centers
and bridged at least every eight feet.
If subfloor is omitted (this is not rec-
ommended) 25/32-inch flooring or
thicker must be used, with joists
spaced 12 inches O.C., bridged every
four feet.

Vikon Metal Tile is sure-to-please the
hard-to-please . . . sure to delight your
most particular clients with its last-
ing beauty and modest price. Consider
these outstanding Vikon features:

- Will not Warp, Chip or Craze
- Resists Heat and Ordinary Household Chemicals
- Fireproof, Waterproof, Seals Against Insects
- Can Be Bent for Corners or Cut to Fit
- Choice of 30 Fade-resistant Decorator Colors
- Economical to Buy and Install
- Approved for Government Installations

STEEL - ALUMINUM - STAINLESS STEEL
VIKON COLOR TILE
BEAUTY ECONOMY DURABILITY
The Original
Individual Metal Tile
Est. 1926
VIKON TILE CORP. WASHINGTON, N. J.

Vikon Metal Tile is sure-to-please the
hard-to-please . . . sure to delight your
most particular clients with its last-
ing beauty and modest price. Consider
these outstanding Vikon features:

- Will not Warp, Chip or Craze
- Resists Heat and Ordinary Household Chemicals
- Fireproof, Waterproof, Seals Against Insects
- Can Be Bent for Corners or Cut to Fit
- Choice of 30 Fade-resistant Decorator Colors
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- Approved for Government Installations

STEEL - ALUMINUM - STAINLESS STEEL
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Individual Metal Tile
Est. 1926
VIKON TILE CORP. WASHINGTON, N. J.
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American Builder
This sale can be made

ONLY after locating a prospect

who has a need you can fill

That all-important first step in every sale is the one Dodge Reports take for you! This 60-year-old construction-news service tells construction marketing men who and where their prospects are, what they're going to build and when they should start to sell them.

Dodge Reports cover all types of new construction in the 37 states East of the Rockies. They save valuable time for you and your salesmen . . . eliminate beating the bushes and chasing down rumors . . . Dodge Reports provide more opportunities for doing business than you can get in any other way . . . point out more new prospects coming into the market . . . show up more opportunities for profitable contacts among the people you already know.

Dodge field men — more than 900 strong — continually comb the construction market — your market — for detailed information about what is coming up — being planned — out for bids — who got the contracts. This timely and vital information is mailed to Dodge users every day. Dodge Reports Service today takes this first sales step for most of the leading firms and salesmen in construction. It can for you. Write today for free book on Dodge Reports.

DODGE REPORTS

Dept. AB7, 119 W. 40th St., New York 18, N. Y.

Timely, accurate, comprehensive construction news service

THE FIRST STEP IN EVERY SALE
The NEW HESTON & ANDERSON 58-60 Jointer!

Speed, long 60-inch table and 37-inch fence step up production!

Here is fast, smooth operation with all the quality and fine workmanship long associated with Heston & Anderson. Modern and compact, built for heavy duty, the new 58-60 Jointer makes a sound addition for any plant or work shop.

WRITE TODAY! For FREE Literature . . . name of nearest authorized dealer.

HESTON & ANDERSON
DIVISION OF ST. PAUL FOUNDRY & MFG. CO.
FAIRFIELD, IOWA

HOME BUYERS LIKE THE KITCHEN-AIRE EXHAUST FAN BECAUSE IT’S DIFFERENT

Different, because it is FIRE-SAFE, grease laden air is NOT drawn over motor.
Different, because intake grill may be mounted above cooking range even on inside wall.
Different, because ordinary 6" stove pipe will serve for making connection between intake grill and exhaust fan.
Different, because it is QUIET, operating mechanism is mounted OUTSIDE the wall.
Different, because it is weatherproof, back draft damper protects against heat loss, operating mechanism is housed in corrosion-free aluminum.

Yes, the Kitchen-Aire is different. Electrically operated, easily installed, the Kitchen-Aire adds that plus-value which makes new homes salable. It is the last word in kitchen ventilation, a feature your buyers will like. Underwriter Approved, Advertised in Better Homes and Gardens.

STEWART MANUFACTURING CO.
320 E. St. Joseph Street, Indianapolis, Indiana

(Continued from page 176)
layers tightly and stagger all joints.
Mop layers with hot asphalt pitch and carry membrane at least six inches up walls behind baseboard.

Figure 3

General Recommendations
Sleepers or screeds should be treated with preservative to retard deterioration. Dimensions may be 2x2, 2x3 or 2x4, 16 inches O.C. (12-inch centers if subfloor is omitted). Good results may be had if sleepers or screeds are laid in mastic (Figure 4). Air circulation should be provided, especially if there is no basement (Figure 5).

Figure 4

A good quality flooring paper should be applied beneath subfloor and finish floor to help protect finish flooring from moisture that may arise from concrete slab (see Figure 5). Tarpaper and ordinary building papers are not recommended, as they sometimes absorb moisture and pass it slowly to the wood floor above. Sealed-in dampness should be avoided. Proper waterproofing and good air circulation are essentials.

Figure 5

Laying the Top Floor
Laying finish floors should be the last operation in building. Never lay floors in a cold, damp building. Heat it for 10 days to at least 70 degrees regardless of the season, and store flooring, piled loosely, in the building at least three days before laying.
After all plastering is done, and all woodwork except base shoeing or quarter-round is installed, the finish flooring may be laid. If it is done earlier, the clean wood is almost sure to be scarred or soiled. Start laying flooring at one sidewall, square with the room, face-nailing the first piece.
"the Pioneer prefabricated Chimney"

VITROLINER

for ALL FUELS

For 1 or 2 Story Buildings

Here's your opportunity to install America's finest prefabricated packaged Chimney. Functions as a complete chimney for ALL heating equipment.

LIGHTWEIGHT—only 10 to 15 lbs. per ft. Installs easily and quickly in less than an hour. The chimney is mounted between ceiling joists, directly over heating unit, saving valuable floor space.

Vitroliner is designed to fit the individual roof pitch, with a TAILOR-MADE roof flashing and flue housing—no cutting or fitting is required on the job!

In two-story construction (TYPE "L") the flue can be boxed in a corner of a room, closet or bath room.

Quality-built for long life—time tested for over 10 years and proven successful. Nationally accepted by large project home builders and single contractors. Accepted by F.H.A. and listed by Underwriters Laboratories for ALL fuels.

SAVES VALUABLE FLOOR SPACE
INSTALLED IN 1 HOUR OR LESS
HIGHEST QUALITY AT LOWEST PRICE
HIGH HEATING EQUIPMENT EFFICIENCY
PROVIDES ATTIC VENTILATION
ELIMINATES CONDENSATION
AVAILABLE IN 6", 7", 8" AND 10" DIA.
DIRECT FACTORY SHIPMENTS
AVAILABLE IN ANY QUANTITY

Ask about our new Deluxe Chimney top designed for "large ranch houses!"

Investigate this fast-selling modern low-cost chimney today. Write for new illustrated circular or phone 6-5070 for quotations.

Like REINFORCING STEEL in a CONCRETE BUILDING

Blok-Mesh is a high tensile steel reinforcing, laid in the mortar joints of masonry walls, to serve the same purpose as reinforcing bars in a concrete building. Blok-Mesh adds strength and rigidity... reducing the possibility of cracking at points of strain.

Masonry Wall REINFORCING

BLOK-MESH

Masons will tell you of the ease of laying Blok-Mesh. Architects and engineers recommend it because they know Blok-Mesh may save costly repairs. Cracks above lintels and below sills are practically eliminated... ordinary shrinkage cracks minimized. Blok-Mesh is manufactured in widths to accommodate all standard thickness of masonry walls. It is available in either plain or galvanized wire.

BLOK-MESH DEALERSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE

Write for descriptive literature... bulk quantities of which are available to Blok-Mesh dealers. Why not get the particulars and cash in on this profitable and greatly-in-demand product?

CONDENSATION ENGINEERING CORPORATION
3511 W. POTOMAC AVE., CHICAGO 51, ILL.

JULY 1952

CARTER-WATERS
KANSAS CITY 2440
PENNWAY

JULY 1952
TACK CORNERITE RIGHT with HANSEN Heavy-Duty TACKER

MORE SPEED from the zip-zip action of Hansen compound-leverage principle. Fast as you grip, you drive Hansen Tackpoints up to 1/2 inch length. Self-contained, ready for instant, continual use.

MORE POWER from Hansen trip-hammer driving action. The power of several hammer blows is contained in a single blow of Hansen. Balanced design insures accurate driving —easy, powerful action.

MORE PORTABILITY is combined with greater power in this readily portable unit. Light in weight. Take it to the job. Save time—steps—materials.

MORE RESULTS: Insulation is tacked better. Ceiling tile is tacked securely, neatly. Cornerite and metal lath held in place with one hand—tacked with the other. Choose Hansen—the Tacker it pays to use!

ASK FOR BOOKLET
A. L. HANSEN MFG. CO.
5059 Ravenswood Ave.
CHICAGO 40, ILL.

HOW TO SELL MORE HOMES
EVERY MONTH IN THE YEAR
Organize in your own town
NATIONAL HOME WEEK
A request on your letterhead will bring you a COMPLETE HOW-TO-DO-IT MANUAL
Write today to
NATIONAL HOME WEEK
AMERICAN BUILDER
79 W. Monroe St. Chicago 3, Illinois

NEW AMERIBOW MEANS ECONOMY!!
Clear-Span Support for Your New building. Lowest Ameribows delivered direct to your job site. We handle all details. Write...

AMERICAN Roof Truss
1038 East 87th
Est. 1922

(Continued from page 178)
(base shoe will conceal nails). Leave not less than 1/2-inch horizontal expansion space at all walls (see Figure 6).

Figure 6

Continue flooring through from room to room (Figure 7). Usual practice is to plan flooring so strips run lengthwise through halls or narrow spaces and extend from one adjoining room to another with direction unchanged.

Figure 7

Each lot of flooring contains a certain proportion of shorter pieces, depending on the grade. These are useful in closets and for finishing out courses near end walls. When it is necessary to cut a short length to finish out a course, it is well to cut it from a piece long enough to permit the remaining part to be used to start a new course.

Always use a waste scrap of flooring as a block when tapping home the edge or end of a strip (Figure 8), to avoid marring.

Figure 8

Nailing

Smooth, squeak-free floors require special nails. The average carpenter finds the screw-type nail more satisfactory because it minimizes splitting. Recommended types and sizes are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10

(Continued on page 184)
If you put this Carrier Weathermaker in the next house you design, you can give your client all these advantages of a Carrier Weathermaker Home

1. You give him year-round comfort, independent of outdoor ventilation, with the Carrier Weathermaker that heats and cools.
2. You save him the cost of wings and jogs with a simple rectangular floor plan.
3. You save him money by eliminating louvers, screens, porches, attic fans.
4. You save him money by setting glass in simple frames, with no sash, no weatherstripping.
5. You save him money by planning exposures, overhangs and shade trees to reduce the cost of heating and cooling.
6. You save him space by locating bathrooms in the interior.
7. You give him more freedom of furniture arrangement by placing some windows high on the wall.
8. You give him privacy by leaving windows off the wall facing the street, or nearest to his neighbors.
9. You give him more outdoor living space because the walls without windows can be placed close to the lot line.
10. You give him a feeling of interior space by grouping the windows.
11. You give him more closet space by using solid exterior walls for storage.
12. You give him the most of a good view by having floor to ceiling windows that aren't grayed down by screens.
13. You give him better natural light by placing some windows high on the wall, or on the wall which gives best light.
14. You give him a better looking house because you leave off the casements, louvers and vents usually needed to flank picture windows.
15. You give him more convenience because you planned the interior with that end in mind, unhampered by any need for outdoor air circulation.
16. You give him . . . for about the same money an old-fashioned house would cost . . . a Carrier Weathermaker Home. A modern, completely air conditioned house . . . a house built from the inside out . . . with all the advantages we've talked about.

And, chances are, you can add to them

*This is it*

*This is the Carrier Weathermaker Air Conditioner.*

You can put it in any new house and many old ones. It is designed for a duct system like that used for forced warm air heating. The Weathermaker cools and heats. It burns gas for heating . . . uses a sealed electric refrigerating unit for cooling. It is only a little larger than an ordinary furnace. It can fit in a space not much bigger than five by four feet. It can be installed in attic, basement, utility room, closet, under the stairs, in the garage, anywhere.

**Carrier**

AIR CONDITIONING • REFRIGERATION

For 50 years—the people who know air conditioning best

CARRIER CORPORATION

314 S. Geddes Street, Syracuse, New York

Please send me "How to Have a Carrier Weathermaker Home."

NAME: ___________________________

STREET: ___________________________

CITY: ___________________ STATE: ________
Says Washington, D. C. builder of 1000 homes...

"Prospects are enthusiastic about...

...and this packaged payment plan!"

Mr. Joel T. Broyhill, general manager and partner of M. T. Broyhill & Sons, says:

"Four out of five prospects for our homes in the $10,000-to-$13,950 class want General Electric Kitchens. The big hurdle that first comes to their minds, however, is how they can pay for these wonderful electric servants.

"The answer is the Packaged Mortgage under which these fine G-E appliances are included as a part of the long-term mortgage, making the cost to the homeowner less than five dollars extra each month toward mortgage payments."

Here you see Mr. Broyhill calling on Mrs. Alfred C. Malboeuf of Arlington, Va. The Malboeufs have lived in this home for two years now, and Mr. Broyhill is "calling back" to get Mrs. Malboeuf's firsthand reactions to her all-electric G-E Kitchen.

"How do I like my G-E Disposall,® Mr. Broyhill? Why, I'm so used to turning on the water to flush food scraps away, I just don't know what I'd do without it. We never think about garbage pails any more!"

"As a builder, one thing I've always liked about G-E kitchen equipment is that all the appliances are matched," says Mr. Broyhill.

"Yes, it's so nice to have all my appliances of the same height and same shade of whiteness," replied Mrs. Malboeuf. "By the way, I just love my G-E Range. It heats up so quickly!"

"Look, Mr. Broyhill, our food packages and plates just don't get all jammed in. It's very convenient to see what you want as soon as you open the door! This G-E Refrigerator certainly makes ice cubes very fast too!"

AMERICAN BUILDER
our G-E Kitchens

"I'll confess now that the G-E Dishwasher was one of the things that sold me on the house, but we couldn't have afforded one if it had not been included in our regular monthly payments. It's one of those items that we would have had to wait for! By the way, just look how clean and sparkling this glass is!"

"You've certainly designed a most efficient kitchen, Mr. Broyhill—and topped it off with these wonderful G-E Cabinets. The doors swing open and close so easily, and are easy to keep clean."

"Thank you, Mrs. Malboeuf. As you know, we've put a lot of thought and care into planning and building houses like yours."

For your houses:

Luxury appearance and convenience without the luxury price tag!

M. T. Broyhill & Sons have erected and sold about 1,000 houses in the $10,000-to-$13,950 price class within the last few years. They are one of the most successful builders and developers on the East Coast.

Why not take a page from their success story?

Equip your houses with General Electric Kitchens and offer them under the Packed Mortgage Plan. Your houses will sell much faster.

Today, even families with incomes of $50 a week are enjoying the comfort of G-E Kitchens!

See your local G-E distributor, or write to the Home Bureau, General Electric Company, Louisville 2, Kentucky.
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No. 1 sandpaper is applied by merely brushing on a thin layer of the sanding mixture. Allow it to dry for five to ten minutes and sand in the manner suggested above.
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From Coast to Coast the reports roll in:

"OFFERS MORE VALUE"

"REAL SELLING FEATURES"

"CHEAPER TO INSTALL"

**RUSCO** Fully Pre-Assembled Hot-Dipped Galvanized **PRIME WINDOW**

(VERTICAL SLIDE)

Comes Factory-Painted, Hardware Attached — All Ready to Place in Window Opening!

**GLASS • SCREEN**
**BUILT-IN WEATHERSTRIPPING**
**INSULATING SASH**
**WOOD OR METAL CASING**
—OR STEEL FINS

*Optional

**GIVES YOU MORE VALUE—MORE SELLING FEATURES**

The Rusco Prime Window provides the most complete window protection money can buy. There's nothing else like it on the market. Precision-built of finest hot-dipped galvanized steel, bonderized and finished with baked-on outdoor enamel.

And **plus** selling features galore! Year 'round rainproof, draft-free ventilation. Most efficient insulation against heat and cold. Smooth, effortless operation. No screen or storm window problem. Big savings in fuel consumption—and many more.

**SAVES YOU CONSTRUCTION TIME AND MONEY**

This unique, ready-to-install window makes truly remarkable savings in installation time and costs. It can be fully installed on many types of construction in **as little as five minutes**. No glazing, no fitting of hardware, no field painting, no call-backs for adjustments and re-fitting. This all means **speedy construction and profitable construction**. Many builders report that the installed cost of the Rusco Prime Window is even less than that of the **cheapest** wood window they can buy!

For illustrated literature and specifications, write or wire

**The F. C. Russell Company**
DEPT. A872, CLEVELAND 1, OHIO * IN CANADA: TORONTO 13, ONTARIO
BEST for BUILDERS

NEW IMPROVED TRI-SAW
All-Purpose Portable Power Hack Saw
only $37.50

Zips through wood, sheetrock, plaster, pipe, nails, etc. in seconds! Attaches to any heavy duty 1/4" or 5/16" drill.

Use this sensational time and work-saving tool. You'll say it is the best portable, all-purpose saw on the market. Write for circular.

ATTENTION!
JOBBERS AND DEALERS
Profitable possibilities for aggressive distributors. Wire, write or phone.

TRI-SAW CORPORATION
6611 Clayton Road • St. Louis 17, Mo.

Figure 13

pouring it directly onto the floor (Figure 13), then "squeezing" it with a rubber applicator and, after a few minutes, "burrishing" it with a motor-driven device faced with fine steel wool.

Offers Precut Porches
A group of precut, ready-to-assemble porches, suitable for addition to any dwelling, is being introduced by Paragon Builders of Mineola, L.I., N.Y. Smallest unit is 14x9 feet and includes either shed or gable roof, wood ceiling, screen doors, hardware, nails and plans.

The Only CAULKING GUN GUARANTEED for LIFE

Uses Cartridge or Bulk Compounds

The BEAVER CAULKING GUN is precision made for longer life and better results.
- All working parts accurately machined.
- Extra heavy gauge barrels.
- Uses all caulking materials—handles light oils.
- Positive ratchet drive.
- Threaded nozzles—no bayonet joints to come loose.
- Guaranteed for life. Any gun damaged or worn out in service will be repaired or replaced by the manufacturer for only 60 cents.
- Three popular sizes—A 1/2", 10" and 15". List prices—$6.50, $7.50, $8.50. Write for discounts.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
WESTERN RESERVE MFG. CO.
3710 E. 93rd St.
Cleveland 5, Ohio

Copyrighted Materials

SOLVAY CALCIUM CHLORIDE
The Clean, Odorless Way to END DUST on Earth, Gravel and other Unpaved Surfaces

SOLVAY CALCIUM CHLORIDE is the easy, low-cost effective way to eliminate dust. Anyone can use it without any special tools or equipment. And it's safe—clean, odorless, colorless. Start now to end your dust problem—order SOLVAY CALCIUM CHLORIDE today.

Dealers! If you are not now handling SOLVAY CALCIUM CHLORIDE, write for details and complete advertising and promotion material.

THE SOLVAY PROCESS DIVISION
Allied Chemical & Dye Corporation
61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 6, N.Y.
KENNATRACK SERIES 800 PREFABRICATED METAL PASSAGE DOOR FRAME

KENNATRACK SERIES 400 KENNAFRAME Installed

- Kennaframe comes k.d. and can be installed in rough opening in 20 minutes or less.
- Fits all standard 2x4 walls.
- Frames available in all standard door widths. These are features:
  1. Jamb end bracket permits a 3/4" vertical adjustment on height to plumb.
  2. Pocket end bracket permits a 3/4" vertical and 3/4" horizontal adjustment to plumb and fit opening.
  3. All split jambs provide a 15/64" adjustment for height to fit uneven concrete or double wood floors.
  4. Slot in header provides access to hangers for door adjustment.
  5. Wood filler strips allow plaster grounds, trim and steps to be nailed or screwed in usual manner. Base brackets assure proper spacing of split jambs and anchorage to floor.

See your Kennatrack dealer or jobber, or write Dept. 00

JAY G. MCKENNA, INC.
ELKHART, INDIANA

JAY G. McKENNA (Canada) Ltd., 104 Jarvis St., Toronto, Canada

Specializing Exclusively in the Manufacture of Sliding Door Hardware
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INLAND RED CEDAR
one of 10 woods from the WESTERN PINE REGION

From shingles to sheathing, this strong, decay-resistant, even-textured, aromatic wood is advantageously used wherever durability and non-warping are important. Entirely resin-free, it takes and holds glue, paint and stains. One of the finest wood insulators.

This is but one of ten fine softwoods from member mills of the Western Pine Association. All are manufactured, seasoned and graded to exacting Association standards. Lumber dealers, builders, architects and wood users have found them dependable and best for many construction uses.

THESE ARE THE WESTERN PINES
- Idaho White Pine
- Ponderosa Pine
- Sugar Pine

THESE ARE THE ASSOCIATED WOODS
- Larch • Douglas Fir
- White Fir • Engelmann Spruce
- Incense Cedar • Red Cedar
- Lodgepole Pine

Write for free illustrated Facts Folder about Red Cedar.
Address: Western Pine Association, Yeon Building, Portland 4, Oregon.
Announcing a great new building book!

RICHEY’S REFERENCE HANDBOOK
for BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, ARCHITECTS, BUILDING MATERIALS DEALERS, CARPENTERS, and BUILDING CONSTRUCTION FOREMEN

By H. G. RICHEY
DISTRICT ENGINEER (RETIRED), CONSTRUCTION OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS, U. S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Here’s the book you’ve been wanting—a working tool and ready reference written specifically to assist the man engaged in building and construction work.

Look at the Complete Contents!

PERSONALITY AND DUTIES
Personality and Duties, Payments to Contractors, Progress Chart and Report, Care of Drawings, Indexing Drawings and Specifications, Establishing Lines, Levels, etc.

FOUNDATION
Excavating, Testing, Carrying Power of Soil, Natural Foundations, Excavation, Pile Foundations, Concrete Piles, Sheet Piling, Driving Piles, Carrying Concrete of Piles, Casing Piles, Footing, Coursing, Foundation Walls.

WATERPROOFING

BUILDING STONES
Selection of Stone, Granite, Sandstone, Limestone, Marble, Miscellaneous Stones, Testing Stones for Building Purposes.

STONE, MARBLE AND TILE WORK
Stone Masonry, Cut Stonework, Stone Cutting, Stone Housing, Painting Stone, Cleaning Old Stonework, Marble Work, Structural Slate and Glass Terraces, Composition Floors.

BRICKWORK, ARCHITECTURAL, TERRA COTTA, BRICK PAVING

LIMES AND CEMENTS
Lime, Natural Cement, Portland Cement, Pozzolan Cement, Other Cements, Tests, etc. of Cement.

MORTAR AND CONCRETE
Mortar, Concrete, Sand and Aggregates, Mixing Concrete, Composition of Concrete, Strength of Concrete, Handling and Using Concrete, Finishing Concrete Surfaces, Notes on Cement and Concrete

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
Concrete Construction, Reinforced Concrete, Strength of Concrete Floors, Reinforced Systems of Concrete Reinforcement, Superintendent, Concrete Construction Sidewalk and Floor Construction, Concrete Pavements and Roads, Curb and Coping, Concrete Masonry, Estimating Concrete Work.

FIREPROOFING AND FIRE PREVENTION

IRON, STEEL, SHEET METAL, AND ROOF WORK

Carpentry, Hardware, Wood Fastening. Concrete Forms.

TIMBER AND LUMBER
Timber, Life of Timber, Preservation of Timber, Inspection of Lumber, Strength of Timber.

LATHING AND PLASTERING

PAINTING, VARNISHING, GLAZING, PAPER HANGING

PLUMBING, PIPING, SEWAGE DISPOSAL

HEATING AND VENTILATION

ELECTRIC WIRING AND VARIOUS MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

1640 pages
544 illus.
$10.00

Order NOW—Satisfaction Guaranteed

American Builder Book Dept.
30 Church St., New York 7, N. Y.

Enclosed find $10 for which send me a copy of the new RICHEY REFERENCE HANDBOOK. If I do not find the book entirely satisfactory, I will mail it back within five days of receipt and you will refund my $10.

Name ___________________________________________
Street __________________________________________
City, State ______________________________________

A M E R I C A N B U I L D E R
There is one type of window that has never stood still in offering important improvements and advantages to you and your clients. It is Curtis Silentite—the window that is constantly being studied and tested to improve still further its ease of operation, weather-tightness and other features that provide increased value. At the right are some reasons why:

These are the famous Silentite windows—which we believe are the most weather-tight double-hung windows made. A glance at their construction will show you why.

Silentite casement adjuster.

Quiet is the rule at a Lake Leben ee ae

Head weather-strip

Side weather-strip

Meeting rail weather-strip

Sill weather-strip

These details show the built-in weather-stripping of the Silentite double-hung wood window. The sliding bars are supported by double "Z" spring leaf-type weather-strip, providing uniform pressure on both sides of the window, yet permitting unusual ease of operation. The Silentite spring suspension eliminates weights and cords. Spring leaf weather-strips are used at head, meeting rail and sill to provide complete protection.

Silentite wood casements can cut total heating cost in the home as much as 16%. Silentite casements are supplied with insulating glass and screens. Operation is exceptionally easy—the adjuster provides 15 times greater opening pressure than the lever type. No inside projecting hardware—no hardware visible outside when sash is closed. Several sash styles are available. These are one-light casements.

Curtis makes a complete line of architectural woodwork and kitchen cabinets for the modern home. Make your next house "all Curtis."

Curtis Companies Service Bureau
AB-7 Curtis Building, Clinton, Iowa
Gentlemen:
I want to know more about Curtis Silentite Windows. Please send me your free window booklet. I am ( ) architect, ( ) contractor ( ) prospective home builder, ( ) student. (Please check above)

Name

Address

City

State
Association News, cont'd

Home Show Exhibitors Laud One-Way Traffic Layout

Both exhibitors and sponsors expressed high enthusiasm for a controlled one-way traffic layout used at the recent Buffalo (N.Y.) Better Homes Exposition. A survey of paid customers and exhibitors indicated that 83 per cent of the persons attending the show passed each one of the 150 booths.

Exhibitors also credited the "guided tour" plan with affording a better opportunity to display products and to discuss them with prospective customers without blocking traffic.

Approximately 85,000 persons visited the show during the first seven days of its nine-day run, according to G. L. Mitchell, exposition president. Annual sponsors of the event are the Buffalo Real Estate Board and the Niagara Frontier Builders Association.

Hoo-Hoo Snark Gets 'Passport' to Texas

HOO-HOO'S TOP MAN, Snark of the Universe Robert J. Stalker (right) trading rimmings' on ré m Hoo-Hoo Club No Sta T the ce wh

Buyer's Service Policy

Adopted at Des Moines

With the recent adoption of a "Home Owner's Service Policy," the Home Builders Association of Des Moines became one of the first local chapters to participate in the buyer's protective program launched by the National Association of Home Builders at its annual convention in January.

Persons buying homes from Des Moines association members will receive an embossed certificate containing details of the services covered, along with

(Continued on page 102)
Use VMP flush steel doors between garage and house. Fireproof!

Use VMP flush steel doors for utility heating rooms. Fireproof!

VMP all-in-one piece steel frames require no on-the-site assembly

Pre-welded into complete one-piece assembly with butt hinges welded into the frame. Tack welded spreader channels maintain shape during shipment. Buck shapes for all wall construction.

Use VMP flush steel doors throughout house. Never warp, sag or crack! No customer complaints. No costly callbacks to repair doors or frames.

FREE: Architect's and builder's manual illustrated with two-color isometric drawings gives valuable door and frames cost cutting data. Send for your personal copy—yours without charge. Just write "VMP Steel Doors and Frames" on your letterhead or card, and mail today to Dept. 67.

For every room in the house

The panes of these windows—framed in satin-finish aluminum sash—ride on nylon shoes over fiberglass tracks!

In these few words, you have the primary reasons why the new Nova-Vita Window provides beauty, efficient performance and lifetime money savings—in a way other types of windows cannot.

When fully closed, the two panes lock automatically and are tamper-proof from the outside. Opened, each pane is quickly removable from inside the house. For full ventilation, on a warm day—or during washing—both panes can be removed entirely, in a matter of seconds.

Standard equipment with each window: an aluminum tension screen; wood window frame, sill and drip cap—all assembled, toxic treated, primed, ready to install in opening.

Accept the fact that a Nova-Vita Window is built to outlast the house itself. Then add these facts...there are no sash balances or counterweights, no operating cranks, no projecting hinges. And a Vinyl gasket has eliminated all puttying, forever! The Nova-Vita Window is not only more attractive and more convenient in every way; it is lastingly trouble-free.

Let us send you fully illustrated and detailed literature.

NOVA SALES CO., Dept. 92A Trenton 3, N. J.

Send details on NOVA WINDOWS

Name:
Address:
City:
State:
My lumber dealer is:
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(Continued from page 190)

the group’s code of ethics.

Coverage is for a six-month period from date of “delivery of title” of a new home.

Within that period, upon written request to the builder’s office, he will inspect the house as promptly as possible. On any problems found to be the result of “defects in workmanship or material” he will have “reasonable and necessary repairs or adjustments” made without cost to the buyer.

In addition, each home buyer will be given a manual designed to help him understand the minor adjustments needed in most new homes. The manual will also give instructions on proper maintenance.

**Johnstown, Pa., Builders Form NAHB Affiliate**

A **NEW CHAPTER** joined the National Association of Home Builders recently when E. M. Spiegel (seated, center), NAHB first vice president, presented a charter to the Great Johnstown, Pa., Home Builders Association. Others examining document are (seated, from left) Jacob Hoffman, president of the new Johnstown group; S. E. Kovach, president, Pennsylvania Home Builders Association; (standing) James Custer, Johnstown secretary; John Lammert, director, Home Builders Association of Metropolitan Pittsburgh; and W. S. Tussey, Pittsburgh, NAHB regional vice president.

**Virginia Dealers Organize Shenandoah Valley Group**

Several members of the Virginia Building Materials Association have joined with other dealers in the Shenandoah Valley area to organize the Shenandoah Valley Materials Association. It will sponsor quarterly conference meetings to discuss district problems.

C. T. Riddle of Bridgewater, Va., was elected president; Kay Monger of Harrisonburg, Va., vice president, and D. R. Flory of Elkton, Va., secretary and treasurer.

(More Association News, Page 208)
Let us send you this book of

HOME BUILDERS
SHORT-CUTS
for FREE five-day trial

More than 800 “practical job pointers” that save time, expense and labor on building jobs.

Now! Carpentry, building construction and building repair jobs are made easier with the practical methods shown in this big 211-page book. Every one of these methods has been TESTED in actual use; every one saves time, saves work, saves money.

Contents include: 88 handy ways to use tools; 37 ideas for work benches and attachments; 62 work-saving ways to use portable equipment; 39 suggestions on excavations, foundations and forms; 32 methods for making sills, girders, joists and sub-flooring; 49 hints on exterior and interior wall construction; 19 tips on making cornices and porches; 54 ideas for interior wall covering and trim; 27 helps on stair construction; 37 window suggestions; 54 ideas for installing doors; 29 tips on closets, shelves and built-in equipment; 24 flooring pointers; 35 aids in installing sanitary equipment; 44 short-cuts in laying out work; etc., etc., etc. More than 700 illustrations show you exactly “how-to-do-it.” All items indexed so that any particular idea or short-cut you want can be located instantly.

SEND NO MONEY
Examine 5 Days FREE
Just fill in and mail coupon below to get practical Job Pointers for 5 DAYS FREE TRIAL. If not fully satisfied, return the book and owe nothing. If you keep it, send only $3.98 plus few cents postage in full payment. You take no risk.

FREE TRIAL COUPON MAIL TODAY
Simmons-Boardman Publishing Corp., 30 Church St., New York 7, N. Y.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ___________ State ___________

DO YOU KNOW HOW TO
Raise a sagging beam without using a jack?
Repair a sunken floorboard without ripping out the entire floor?
Scribe and fit boards to an irregular surface?
Replace broken asbestos shingles?
Repair worn door hinges?
Lay a wood floor over a concrete base?
Fit door casing to a wall surface out of plumb?
Make a septic tank grease trap?
Put pipe into a partition already plastered?
Apply corner moulding to wallboard?
Quick answers to these and HUNDREDS OF OTHER building problems are at your fingertips in “Practical Job Pointers.”

Mail coupon below for your copy today.

NOVA
Precision-Built
wall units

Space-savers—cost-savers! Precision-built—assembled in 10 minutes!
Here are wardrobes, storage wall units, vanity units, dressers, desks, bookshelves, bath storage units, hospital wardrobes...

The storage wall is a recognized and important new development in modern design. Now it includes “built-in furniture” units. Nova Wall Units can be used individually; each is a finished piece of furniture. Used in combination, there is no sense of “sectionalizing.” With 2”2” maximum depth, they save space over conventional storage furniture. Used in new construction, they can save as much as 5’ in total house length.

Nova Wall Units can replace walls—with units back to back or alternately serving different rooms. Inner walls and backs are insulating, sound-deadening and mildew-proof. Fronts are of finest plywood or lumber—from birch and gum to imported mahogany. These units are supplied unfinished—or with prime coat, paint, stain or furniture finish.

Free planning service. We offer 48-hour service to any architect or builder—providing detailed specifications for any given area in either new construction or modernization.

Let us send you fully illustrated and detailed literature.
Dance only for joy with new, different, better DURALL tension screens!

SAVE TIME! Duralls snap into place from inside your window. 2 easy clamps grip screen to window frame. All in just 9 seconds!

SAVE SPACE! To store Duralls, unsnap, roll up, slip into handy cartons, store in nearest closet! Duralls weigh just ounces!

SAVE TROUBLE! Duralls make window washing a snap. Relase two clamps and Durall hangs loose as a shade! So easy to reach outside.

SAVE WORK! Duralls do more, cost less, last longer than ordinary, old-fashioned screens. Write for our Catalog AIA-35-P-1.

NEW YORK WIRE CLOTH COMPANY, New Canaan, Conn.

---

You can provide FUNCTIONAL HEATING with REZNOR Automatic GAS UNIT HEATERS

- You plan functional design for clients because efficiency is necessary to their operations today. Because the Reznor unit heater is basically functional it is your planning answer to heating efficiency for new construction, remodeling and expansion.

Reznors are installed at points-of-use; take a minimum of "out-of-the-way" space. By all standards they produce and distribute heat with highest efficiency. Installations require only hanging and connection of utilities and flue. Future rearranging is economical.

For contemporary functional heating, investigate Reznor unit heating. Write for detailed information.

REZNOR WORLD'S LARGEST-SELLING GAS UNIT HEATER

MECHANIZED HEATING

A completely automatic, packaged unit in sizes from 25,000 to 200,000 BTU. Installed singly or in multiples as required. High efficiency due to balanced engineering of heat production, air movement and controls. Both floor and suspended models available.

REZNOR MANUFACTURING CO.
42 UNION ST. - MERCER, PENNA.

Send me 20-page catalog in full color
When houses are to SELL FAST!—when apartments are to RENT FAST! and to the most desirable buyers and tenants!—and with low selling and leasing costs! TRACY Stainless Steel Kitchens are knocking out the home runs!

The most fabulous, exciting, and super-modern developments are TRACY equipped. The new Levittown, Pennsylvania, marks the 5th consecutive year EXCLUSIVELY TRACY!—for Levitt & Sons, Inc., projects.

The West Coast projects of Metropolitan Life, Park Merced and Park La Brea, have TRACY Kitchens.

Pittsburgh, Washington, Philadelphia, Newark, Cleveland, Sacramento—all across the country TRACY Kitchens help SELL and RENT, and PLEASE their users!

Retail dealers, too, and major stores, are getting action on TRACY Kitchens—sold to individual home builders and for remodeling, and improvement projects. There is something so glamorous—thrilling—about the lustrous sheen of this lifetime surface, more and more women are becoming Stainless Steel minded. The trend is accelerating. Requests for catalogs, specifications and details get prompt action.

THE COUNTRY CLUBER Tracy kitchen is a marvel of the word for convenience and beauty, and exerts a powerful attraction for every visiting observer. It is axiomatic in the building industry that the kitchen is a major factor in selling houses. Levitt has demonstrated this in tens of thousands of instances.

LEVITOWNER, the moderate priced design at Levittown, Pa., likewise boosts an all-steel Tracy Kitchen with stainless steel sink. This is consistent with the Levitt policy to provide nothing but the best of everything.
the Etling Window—preferred by builders because it SLASHES BUILDING COSTS

The most modern, time-saving window in building history. Easily installed in 5 minutes. No planing, fitting or priming. Simply place in opening, square, and nail to studs.

PACKAGED UNIT
Factory primed, tested, reinforced, and packed in mar-proof cartons or crates.

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION

FAULTLESS SERVICE
Exclusive opening and locking device assures a lifetime of trouble-free operation. Thumb tab releases sash for in-swing. Both sash travel full length of frame, open or closed.

home owners prefer the Etling Window because it SWINGS-IN for easy cleaning

The in-swinging Etling Window is unmatched in convenience, appearance and performance. It turns bothersome window washing into a quick, simple, safe operation.

FINGERTIP OPERATION
Just press a tab and both sash swing into the room within easy reach. Sash locks automatically, hangs in suspension at any height, slides up and down when open or closed.

YEAR AROUND COMFORT
Precision construction eliminates additional weather-striping. Provides maximum summer ventilation.

ATTRACTIVELY STYLED
Designed to make your home more appealing. California Redwood construction makes an eye-catching natural finish, or can be painted any color. A size and style for every type of architecture.

PICTURE WINDOWS
Feature stationary center section, flanked by in-swinging sash. Glazed with Thermopane, Twindow or 1/4-inch plate glass.

See the Etling Window at your local dealer, or... mail this coupon

ETLING WINDOW, Dept. AB-7
Barberton, Ohio

I want to know more about the in-swinging Etling Window.

Name
Address
City & State

* TM Prop. Weather-Seal, Inc.

196 AMERICAN BUILDER
NOW! Do your construction fastening up to 100 times faster with REMINGTON STUD DRIVER... and do it safely!

This revolutionary tool attaches steel or wood structural pieces to concrete or steel surfaces in seconds... cuts costs and working time on construction jobs. Completely self-powered, the Stud Driver sets as high as 5 studs per minute... with no outside power source or other equipment required. Studs have pull-out resistance as high as two tons!
Test-proved to be the world's finest and speediest fastening system, the Model 450 Remington Stud Driver is made by Remington Arms Company, Inc., America's oldest and foremost sporting arms manufacturer. Price for Model 450, complete in rugged steel carrying case—only $119.50. To obtain detailed information on this time and money-saving tool, and for the name of your nearest distributor, fill out and mail the coupon below.

Speeds all these jobs... and many more!

1. Fastening wood sleepers to concrete or steel.
2. Hanging steel sash and door bucks to steel.
3. Anchoring stadium and theatre seats to concrete.
4. Fastening wood furring strips to concrete walls and ceilings for attachment of metal lath.
5. Anchoring wood plates to concrete slabs.
6. Hanging radiator housings to steel or concrete.

"If It's Remington—It's Right!"

Remington

Remington Arms Company, Inc.
Industrial Sales Division, Dept. AB7
939 Barnum Ave., Bridgeport 2, Connecticut
I am interested in obtaining detailed information on the Model 450 Remington Stud Driver.
Name: __________________________________________
Firm: __________________________________________
Position: _______________________________________
Address: _______________________________________
City: __________________________________________
State: __________________________________________
Kawneer Zourite

The Versatile Aluminum Facing Material

For remodeling or new construction, handsome Zourite has been engineered to solve all types of facing jobs.

Zourite can be applied to exterior or interior surfaces—horizontally or vertically—on small or large areas—without making major structural alterations. It can be fitted to flat surfaces, corners, or curves.

Now available in Alumilite finish or green porcelain enamel, Zourite is the ideal facing material for retail, commercial, institutional or industrial buildings.

Zourite flexibility, with its 3 widths, assures uniform spacing for all areas. Stock lengths of 20 feet in Alumilite finish and 16 feet in Porcelain finish are easily cut on the job. Sleeves are provided for butt joints.

Furnished complete with furring strips, trim mouldings, and fastening clips. Adjustable tongue and groove joints reduce labor and eliminate special sizes and shapes.

Write for information.

The Kawneer Company, Dept. AB-112, 1105 N. Front St., Niles, Mich., or 930 Dwight Way, Berkeley, Cal.
PRIZEWINNERS WIN CUSTOMERS...

Wins Parents' Magazine "Merit Award"
Note how Higgins Bonded Hardwood Block Flooring underscores a look of quality which helped win a *Parents' Magazine* Merit Award for this home by Hollin Hills, Inc., in Alexandria, Va. The mellow oak surface blends perfectly with contemporary or period design.

Wins Practical Builder "Oscar"
Typical interior of Gentilly Woods homes in New Orleans, which won builder Crawford a *Practical Builder* "Oscar." Many of the 1,065 homes have Higgins Bonded Hardwood Block Flooring—the choice of customers who wanted a quiet, comfortable floor, easy to keep looking beautiful, year after year.

...CUSTOMERS PRIZE HIGGINS BONDED HARDWOOD BLOCK FLOORING

More and more merchant builders are finding that the rich, distinctive good looks and practical advantages of *Higgins Floors* help sell homes. The specifications show why:

- 3-ply cross-grain construction—comes with final finish
- Selected oak face—beauty that adds distinction
- Pressure bonded with marine-type glue—water-repellent, climate-proof
- Toxic impregnated—rot-proof, termite-proof
- When properly installed will not warp, buckle, cup or crack
- Grooved back anchors into adhesive—quiet and comfortable

Higgins BONDED HARDWOOD BLOCK FLOORING

THE WORLD-FAMOUS BOAT BUILDERS

Gentlemen: Please send sample block and literature to:
Firm Name
Address
City. Zone State
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New Eleventh Edition (1951)

The Building Estimator's Reference Book

By Frank R. Walker

Production methods have changed greatly within the past few years. New building materials have come on the market. New tools have improved construction methods. Costs are way up on many items. These changes have made previous estimating data obsolete.

The Eleventh Edition contains up-to-date estimating and cost data on all classes of building construction. Information on house and other light construction work is complete. Thousands of items that enter into estimates are logically arranged and tabulated for ready reference.

Since the first WALKER appeared 35 years ago more than 106,000 have been published. Kept abreast of developments in the industry by frequent revisions it became the leader in its field. It has long been recognized as the only complete compilation of estimating and building cost data available in one book. Whether you build houses, do remodeling, alterations or repair work you will find in it the information you need to prepare accurate, dependable estimates.

This New Edition Will Help You

1. Increase your profits with more accurate estimates
2. Stop losses by checking out costly omissions and mistakes
3. Prepare more accurate estimates by using correct methods of measuring and "taking off," figuring quantities and estimating labor hours
4. Save your estimator valuable time by providing him with latest cost data
5. Increase your daily volume and reduce labor costs on the job by adoption of the most economical methods and utilizing some of the new tools that are pictured and described

SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY

Send for your copy of the new Eleventh Edition of THE BUILDING ESTIMATOR'S REFERENCE BOOK today. Then you can take advantage of the many new methods and ideas in it for increasing your profits through better estimates.

With Your Copy You Will Receive

FREE a Copy of the

Vest Pocket Estimator

This 220-page 2 1/2 x 5-inch book is not sold separately. It is the most popular vest pocket reference ever used by contractors. Estimating and cost data most frequently referred to is herein presented in condensed tabular form. Rough cost figures on small jobs can be worked out and submitted within a few minutes.
BUILDING BOOK ORDER SERVICE:

Here's an easy way to get new essential information that will help you increase your income. Every volume a standard work by leading authority. Remember—it's the informed builder who is the successful builder.

ESTIMATING

1. THE BUILDING ESTIMATOR'S REFERENCE BOOK and Vest Pocket Estimator (not sold separately). By Frank R. Walker. Contains latest estimating and cost data on everything that goes into house construction. Most complete compilation of estimating and cost data available. $12.00.
2. SIMPLIFIED CARPENTRY ESTIMATING. By J. W. Wilson and Cielli M. Rogers. Everything needed to take-off a bill of materials from set plans and specifications for a frame house—with many helpful quick-reference tables and short-cut methods that simplify the work. $3.75.
3. CONTRACTOR'S MATERIAL LIST. A 10-column take-off form for complete listing of materials and labor costs. $1.00.
4. SPECIFICATIONS. Full set of detailed house specifications (and item index), with spaces for inserting the pertinent description data. $.50.

CARPENTRY AND BUILDING

6. HOUSE CARPENTRY AND JOINERY. By Nelson L. Burbank. Every step of carpentry in and around a house, clearly explained and illustrated. Covers every job from foundation forms to interior trim. $4.75.
8. FUNDAMENTALS OF CARPENTRY. By Walter E. Durbin. Complete house carpentry course in two volumes. Outstanding value. $7.50.
9. STEEL SQUARE. By Gilbert Townsend. This how-to-do-it steel square instruction book provides fundamentals plus step-by-step house construction problems solved by proper steel square use. $2.25.
10. STAIR BUILDING. By Gilbert Townsend. Fully explained exploration of every problem in design and construction of stairs. $2.50.

PLAN BOOKS

11. SUNSET WESTERN RANCH HOUSES. Authoritative book on the California ranch house, with thorough pictorial descriptions and ground floor and site drawings. $3.00.
12. DUPLEX AND APARTMENT HOUSES. By J. W. Lindstrom. Floor plan sketches and brief descriptions of 35 duplexes, 11 4-apartment buildings, and smaller ones ranging from 6 to 12 apartments. Cubic footage given. $1.50.

PAINTING AND DECORATING

13. PAINTING AND DECORATING CRAFTSMAN'S MANUAL. Sponsored by the Painting and Decorating Contractors of America. $2.00.

HEATING AND PLUMBING

15. HOW TO DESIGN AND INSTALL PLUMBING. By A. J. Matthias, Jr. Every step in the design and installation of the plumbing system, to fulfill requirements indicated in blueprints and specifications. Explained and illustrated. $3.50.

BRICKWORK AND MASONRY

17. MASONRY SIMPLIFIED. Vol. II. Practical masonry procedures in the various phases of construction, from building forms to concrete to constructing fireplaces and septic tank systems. Includes discussion of handling new products such as glass blocks, waterproofing mixtures and insulating blocks. $5.00.

ELECTRIC WIRING

19. WESTINGHOUSE HOME WIRING HANDBOOK. By A. Carl Reddahl. A guide for planning the wiring of moderate-price homes, with emphasis on safety, effectiveness and efficiency. $1.00.

MISCELLANEOUS

22. PRACTICAL ACCOUNTING AND COST KEEPING FOR CONTRACTORS. Complete instructions and examples showing proper methods of keeping time and compiling costs on all classes of construction work. $3.50.

FREE with Your Order

23. MODERN METHODS OF HOME HEATING. Standard heating systems illustrated with 17 floor plans showing heating outlets. 40 photos of equipment and installations. 28 boiler and piping connections diagrams, and 11 heat loss calculating tables. $0.50. Your copy sent FREE if your Order totals $5.00 or more. Use coupon below—mail today!
THE ALL-ALUMINUM MIAMI AWNING WINDOW

"THE BEST FOR MY MONEY!"

LOW MAINTENANCE — 63-ST5 extruded aluminum alloy sections require no painting...stay clean, bright and strong. No maintenance except for occasional oiling of operator. Vents can't warp, swell or stick.

EASY INSTALLATION — Window has standard half inch flange all the way around.

SIZE FLEXIBILITY — Made to fit any width up to 6'2" and to any height.

WEATHERSTRIPPING — Concealed — of plastic. Positive closing made through triple metal contact.

OPERATING HARDWARE — All critical parts are of stainless steel.

LOW COST — Advanced production techniques have brought about remarkable savings. For example — windows for an average size home generally sell for $100 less than any window of the same type. Too, every light is the same size, cutting glazing costs way down.

QUICK DELIVERY — Same quick delivery on special size windows as well as standard windows.

EVERY WINDOW GUARANTEED — Miami Window Corporation stands behind every unit.

Became a factory-authorized dealer — write, wire or phone Dept. A-B-7

MIAMI WINDOW CORPORATION
5200 N. W. 37th Avenue, Miami 42, Florida

Stock All-Aluminum Miami Awning Windows — "The American Builder's Best Buy"
READY HUNG

An amazing new patented crating method is the secret behind this completely packaged door unit. Made with machine precision and completely assembled at the factory, the door arrives at the installation complete — with all joints square and tight.

The door is hung in the frame on 2 butts. Lock, trim, stop — everything is already installed.

All you have to do to close the rough opening is to slip the two parts of the Hasko Ready Hung Unit into place and nail them to the wall.

The operation is so simple that a hammer, nails and a level are the only tools you need.

Through the reduction in door hanging time, up to $50.00 can be saved on the installation of every ten Hasko Ready Hung Units.

写信今天 for complete catalog. Sold through established wholesalers.
C. George Dandrow of J-M
Elected to Head
N.Y. Building Congress

For the first time in its 31-year existence, the New York Building Congress has selected someone outside of the architectural profession to be its president.

C. George Dandrow, vice president of the John-Manville Sales Corporation, was elected to head the organization at its annual meeting May 21 in the Hotel Astor. He succeeded Louis Skidmore of the New York and Chicago architectural firm of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill.


More than 700 attended the luncheon meeting, at which Rear Admiral Joseph P. Jelley, chief of the Navy's Construction Engineering Corps (Seabees), discussed the long delays involved in getting Navy construction done overseas. He was introduced by Bill Henry, radio newscaster.

Home Builders Can
Vie for Awards in
National Contest

Parents' Magazine has announced its Third Annual Builders' Competition for the best homes for families with children. The contest covers houses built and sold between January 1, 1951 and July 1, 1952.

Participation is open to all builders of homes for sale who have sold more than one house during the period.

Entries will be divided into five regional groups. Two price classifications will be judged—houses with an actual selling price of not more than $15,999, and those in the $16,000 to $25,000 range. Both include land.

Ten entries will be selected for merit awards, one in each price group for each of the five geographical regions. From the possible ten awards, two houses (one from each price class) will be selected for top national honors. Awards may also be given for special features.

Scheduled to serve on the jury for the competition are Alan E. Brockbank, president of the National Association of Home Builders; Richard Bennett, A.I.A.; Mr. Lobel, Schlossmann and Bennett; William H. Scheick, A.I.A., executive director, Building Research Advisory Board; Mrs. Maxine Livingston, family home editor, Parents' Magazine; and five regional advisors to be announced later.

The contest closes August 1, 1952. Complete rules can be obtained from: Builders' Competition for Merit Awards, Parents' Magazine, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York 17.

Again you can share in the extra sales and profits of your industry's most successful Fall promotion!

And again on September 14, the Chicago Tribune will provide the ideal background for your selling message in a special Festival supplement to be read by more than 1,000,000 home-minded families in Chicago and suburbs.

Make your plans now to cash in on this timely opportunity to sell the huge audience that accounts for the bulk of the home spending in America's most intensively pre-sold market for homes and home merchandise.

Forms for the Festival supplement will close Friday, September 5. Early planning will help you take fullest advantage of this outstanding homebuilder promotion. For full details, consult your advertising counsel today, or get in touch with your nearest Tribune office.
HOME BUILDERS ARE USING DRIVE-IT

Home builders have taken a cue from heavy construction using Drive-It powder power fastening tools. They find Drive-It is money, time and effort saving when fastening to concrete or steel. Sleepers are anchored by driving hardened steel pins into the concrete slab. This is only one of the many fastening jobs Drive-It does efficiently and economically.

**split-second fastening to concrete and steel**

Drive-It uses a small powder load to drive hardened steel pins into concrete or steel. No power lines! No drilling!

| DRIVE-IT is the only powder-actuated tool approved by Underwriters’ Laboratory. |
| DRIVE-IT cannot be discharged accidentally due to the push and turn sequence. This, plus the large safety pad makes DRIVE-IT triple safe. |
| DRIVE-IT is the only powder-actuated tool which requires but one standard power load regardless of penetration desired. |
| Exclusive Automatic Barrel Extension for fastenings inside junction boxes or other recesses. |
| DRIVE-IT “300”, lowest cost fastening tool. Low original cost and low operating cost. |

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

POWDER POWER TOOL CORP.
0719 S. W. Woods St., Portland 1, Oregon
Canada: Ammo Power Tool Co., Ltd.
735 Broadway, Vancouver, B. C.

☐ Please send FREE catalogue and literature.
☐ I want a FREE demonstration of DRIVE-IT.

Name ____________________________
Street____________________________
City __________________ State ________

OVER 50 TYPES AND SIZES
G-E Light Conditioning makes a big difference in this room...

By giving the kind of light that's best for seeing comfort and home beauty, Light Conditioning shows off the rooms in your houses at their best, makes the most of colors and layout.

Light conditioning ... using the right lamp bulb in the right fixture in the right locations ... is easy to include in your plans. For example, the addition of only 4 fixtures placed according to a G-E light conditioning recipe makes all the difference in the kitchen shown above. The little extra cost pays off in the improved appearance of the room, adds greatly to the sales value of the house, means faster sales for you!

General Electric engineers have created light conditioning recipes for every type of room. The recipe shown above calls for:

1. Center ceiling fixture with three 20-watt or two 25-watt fluorescent tubes.
2. Two 25-watt fluorescent tubes over sink, mounted behind shielding boards.
3. 20-watt fluorescent tubes under cabinets.
4. Shielded wall fixture over range lights up whole range top. Use 25-watt fluorescent tubes.

INCLUDE LIGHT CONDITIONING IN YOUR PLANS FOR NATIONAL HOME WEEK!

Light conditioning is a sure-fire way to boost attendance at your demonstration homes. Records of last year's Home Week show that light conditioned homes often drew 3 times as many people as regularly lighted homes. Light conditioning is particularly effective at night, lets you keep homes open when most people can visit them.

FREE BOOKLET! "How to See Your Houses in a New Light" is a brand new booklet written specifically for builders. It contains the G-E lighting recipes, tells you how to wire, what types of fixtures to use and gives you tips on how best to use light conditioning to sell prospects. Write to Lamp Division, General Electric Company, Nela Park, AB-7-166, Cleveland 12, Ohio.

and a big difference in your sales!
DOUBLE HUNG ALUMINUM WINDOWS ARE BETTER

PER-FIT DOUBLE HUNG ALUMINUM WINDOWS ARE

Best

Air Circulation, especially in sleeping quarters, is vital to health and comfort. A must in good construction.

Only double hung windows can be lowered at the top and raised at the bottom to insure proper ventilation. Install double hung aluminum windows in your homes.

Install PER-FIT double hung aluminum windows. They are best because in addition to these five strong features:

MATCHLESS BEAUTY — Graceful lines. Satin finish. Artistic design.

POSITIVE WEATHER PROTECTION due to zinc weather stripping and interlocking sill, head and center rails.

FINGER TIP OPERATION due to concealed sash balancers.

DURABILITY — Ruggedly constructed of heavy aluminum alloy that resists rust and dry rot.

ECONOMY due to inexpensive installation and zero maintenance. Never needs paint.

PER-FIT WINDOWS HAVE

Koroseal Lifetime Glazing

Glass virtually floats in Koroseal. No putty! No paint! No leakage! Maintenance is eliminated! Koroseal can be re-used when replacing glass.

Per-Fit screens and storm sash, especially designed for Per-Fit windows, afford more comfort and save money.

CALL YOUR DEALER TODAY He’s listed under the Per-Fit trade-mark in the classified section of your telephone directory. MR. BUILDER—You may buy direct from the factory if we have no dealer in your area. Write for prices and literature today.

CROSSETT TIMBERS ARE ENGINEERED MATERIAL

Under the pressure of "guns and butter" restrictions, structural timbers are meeting the crucial need for heavy and light construction, promptly.

Timber construction is dependable, flexible, resists combustion, saves erection time, costs less. Augmented with Teco ring connectors and grids, residential roof trusses and commercial structure load bearings provide excess safety factors.

Crossett timbers of dense structural, as well as lighter classifications, are engineered to specified stress values for timbered or laminated truss and arch designs. Available in untreated, Wolmanized* treated and Creosoted stock, they qualify under Southern Pine Inspection Bureau standards and Federal Specifications MM-L-75lb.


For data and information address:

CROSSETT LUMBER COMPANY
CROSSETT, ARKANSAS

1200 E. 52ND ST. INDIANAPOLIS 20, IND.
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Monarch Quality IN-A-SLIDES are Right on the Line when it comes to Better Basement Windows

Progressive contractors and dealers know that the many advantages found in New Monarch’s Genuine All-Steel In-A-Slide basement windows put them at the head of the line for convenient, longer lasting and more practical windows. In-A-Slides are always found in the better homes, apartments and smaller commercial buildings.

Using Monarch Weather-Tight Mullions, In-A-Slide Basement Windows may be combined into units of from 2 to 6 to a section. This makes an ideal utility type window for use in small factories, warehouses, etc. Makes possible ventilation through every window.

This window, made especially for farm and smaller commercial buildings, has been designed with economy in mind. Only upper section opens. Screen and storm sash available for all Monarch windows.

Sell all three—Monarch In-A-Slides, Mullions and Utility Windows

You’ll have a quality line that gives you a practical and versatile combination—a line that will build up your sales and pyramid your profits.

When you think of Basement Windows... think of NEW MONARCH MACHINe & STAMPING COMPANY

Association News, cont’d

Leo V. Bodine has been appointed executive vice president of the National Lumber Manufacturrs Association, the group’s board of directors announced recently. Prior to taking the new post he was vice president of Weyerhaeuser Sales Co.

Bodine, a veteran of 23 years in the industry, has been very active in lumber organizations. Since 1938 he has served as chairman of NLMA’s public relations committee. He is a member of the national advisory committee of the American Forest Products Industries, the Society of American Foresters, and Hoo-Hoo.

Also active in Chamber of Commerce work, he is a member of the national chamber’s natural resources and social legislation committees and a past president of the Idaho State Junior chamber.

Plan LP-Gas Strategy

Hoo-Hoo to Meet in Denver

The 1952 convention of the International Concatenated Order of Hoo-Hoo has been scheduled for September 7-10 in Denver. Headquarters will be the Brown Palace Hotel.

Host for the national meeting—the group’s 61st annual—will be Denver Hoo-Hoo Club No. 74. Clark Gittings is general chairman of the convention committee.

SPEEDY—STURDY

The ONLY COMBINATION OFFSET LADDER BRACKET

SCAFFOLD BRACKET

This multiple purpose ladder bracket slips on any standard ladder in seconds. Change over time is cut to minimum. Contractors carry only one set of equipment for offset work and scaffolding support. Safe! Rigid steel construction with extended rungs for added stability. Secures itself on roof slope or vertical wall. Mechanics can lean toward instead of away from their work. Tested! Widely used by efficiency-minded contractors. Write for specifications. Some top dealer territories open.

Now! a 78" LEVEL

ONLY $13 85 post paid

The only 78" Level—there’s no other like it. Use for setting door jambs and window frames.

6 VIAL—ALUMINUM PRECISION-BUILT

Use either end or edge up. 4 plumbs, 2 levels. Light, strong aluminum alloy. 6" x 2" x 78". I-beam construction, far stronger than a casting. Non-warp. Weight only 4 1/4 lbs.

No Factory Repairs Needed

Equipped with EZ set glass holders. Replaceable in a minute with an ordinary screw driver. Extra spirit tube holders mailed—only 50 cents each.

72" size $12.50. Sent express prepaid cash with order. PATENTS PENDING

SIMPLEX LEVEL CO.

874 Franklin Ave., Thornwood, N. Y.

Builders! Carpenters! Contractors!

AMERICAN BUILDER
Announcing

THE NEW WAY TO VENTILATE
GLASS BLOCK PANELS

At last there is a new way to ventilate Insulux Glass Block® panels without disrupting the symmetry of panel design.

Want more information? Our new folder gives complete details. Write for your copy and be ready with the answer when your customers ask how to combine the beauty and practicality of Insulux Glass Block with concealed ventilation.

Address: Insulux Glass Block Division, Kimble Glass Company, Department AB-7, Box 1035, Toledo 1, Ohio.

INSULUX GLASS BLOCK

KIMBLE GLASS
COMPANY
Toledo 1, Ohio
Subsidiary of Owens-Illinois Glass Company

The new Insulux Panel-Vent is a hinged, aluminum-framed half section of an eight-inch Insulux Glass Block. It is mortared into a panel in much the same manner as glass block.

Because the Panel-Vent uses an actual half Insulux Glass Block, it fits and matches the panel into which it is set perfectly. Half blocks in any of six face designs are available. No special installation tools are needed.

Panel-Vent is operated from within by a stainless steel rod. When closed, it is completely weather tight. An aluminum screen keeps out insects.

Use Panel-Vent in existing block panels. Build it into new panel construction. Or, use it alone with concrete, brick or other materials.
Here's a QUALITY FEATURE that costs Nothing Extra...

Floors of...

WRIGHT RUBBER TILE

Many builders have found that Wright Rubber Tile actually costs less—when used in both kitchen and bath—than the floors they have been using.

More important, they have found that buyers quickly recognize floors of Wright Rubber Tile as a "quality feature" that makes any house more desirable.

The result is more profit and quicker sales. Why continue to install floors that your prospects are "fed up" with? Get on the bandwagon—use Wright Rubber Tile in the next houses you build! See for yourself how much quicker they sell. We are not kidding—try it!

WRIGHT MANUFACTURING CO.
5203 Post Oak Road Houston 5, Texas

* WRIGHTTEX—Soft Rubber Tile
* WRIGHTFLO—Hard Surface Rubber Tile
* WRIGHT-ON-TOP Compression Cove Base

Association News, cont’d

Mineral Wool Institute
Names New Executive

Harry E. Lewis has been appointed executive director of the Industrial Mineral Wool Institute. Glen J. Christner, president, has announced. The association is made up of 18 manufacturers of mineral wool insulation in the United States and Canada.

Lewis' most recent post was as general manager of the industrial sales department of Great Lakes Carbon Corp.'s Perlite Division. Prior con-
WHEN A SALE IS IN THE BALANCE...
CUSTOMERS DON'T WEIGH THE STICKS 'N STONES

They Weigh Quality Features They Know

SELL HOMES FASTER!

Customers are not experts in the fine points of building construction...they don't judge your houses in terms of "sticks 'n stones." They judge the value of a house in terms of things they know—and they know a good kitchen from a cheap one.

That's why so many builders today are including American Kitchens in their plans. For American Kitchens spell high-quality...easily recognized...and prospects use it as a sort of measuring stick to judge the quality of hidden construction as well.

These Features Sell Homes!

Point out to your customers the famous exclusive American Kitchens selling points shown at right—plus the handsome design that has made it recognized as the most beautiful kitchen in America, the body-contour line that gives plenty of knee and toe room for greatest working comfort. Show how American Kitchens use superior steel for the famed die-formed construction, the finest insulation materials, the sturdiest hinges and drawer slide construction.

Pays To Feature American Kitchens

Sales move faster with American Kitchens. They are economical, easy to install. Builders find it pays to feature American Kitchens. Mail coupon today.
General contractor and technical supervisor of Standard Dry Wall Products, Inc., plan correction of an extreme condition existing in bleacher seats at Braves Field, Boston, Massachusetts.

Above photograph shows THOROSEAL FOUNDATION COATING being grouted into upper, or wearing, surface of bleacher seats.

General contractor, Henry Gironi, Allston, Massachusetts, an expert, with long experience in masonry maintenance, rehabilitation and surface protection, performs correction task on Braves Field, with satisfaction to all concerned. Waterproofing Products, Inc., Allston, Massachusetts, furnished the materials.

THORITE Patching Mortar was used for sealing rods and patching cracks and blisters in concrete. THOROSEAL FOUNDATION COATING was used for grouting wearing surfaces.

"HOW TO DO IT"
Get our new 20-PAGE BROCHURE, with designer's guide. Pictorially described, in detail.

Standard Dry 40th Year Wall Products
NEW EAGLE, PENNSYLVANIA
SHAKERTOWN SIDEWALLS
eliminate the peeling problem

YOU NEED NEVER have a customer complaint about blistering walls if you recommend pre-stained Shakertown Sidewalls. This wonderfull rough wood wall material is treated with permeating stains that do not form a blistering vapor seal.

This remarkable absence of peeling, coupled with the obvious beauty, the recognized insulation properties and low maintenance cost of No. 1 cedar Shakertowns, is making history in the building material field. Top professional builders, architects and retail lumber dealers are increasing the use of cedar shakes so fast that we had to quadruple capacity to produce them during the last three years!

With the increasing importance of the remodelling field during the current restrictions on new construction, you should take advantage of the increasing preference for Shakertown Sidewalls. They are quick and easy to apply over almost any other sidwall material. For full details and color samples, write the address below.

The PERMA PRODUCTS Company
5455 BROADWAY AVE. CLEVELAND 27, OHIO
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<td></td>
<td>New Jersey Manufacturing Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New York Authorities Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New York Wire Cloth Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Norton Products Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Norton Co.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elder Co.</td>
<td>Overhead Door Corporation</td>
<td>Parks Woodworking Machinery Company, The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elfin Window</td>
<td>Overhead Door Corporation</td>
<td>Per-Flat Products Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>En-Way Sales, Inc.</td>
<td>Overhead Door Corporation (3rd Cover)</td>
<td>Perma Products Company, The</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fenestra Building Products</td>
<td>OORT Building Corporation</td>
<td>Parks Woodworking Machinery Company, The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fintel &amp; Walling Manufacturing Co., Inc.</td>
<td>Openings-Ohio Glass Company</td>
<td>Per-Flat Products Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast-Wall Radio Company</td>
<td>Overhead Door Corporation</td>
<td>Perma Products Company, The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Motor Company</td>
<td>Overhead Door Corporation</td>
<td>Parks Woodworking Machinery Company, The</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>G</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Electric Company</td>
<td>Overhead Door Corporation</td>
<td>Parkside Builders, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Motors Corporation</td>
<td>Overhead Door Corporation</td>
<td>Parkside Builders, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Haven Stamped Products CO.</td>
<td>Overhead Door Corporation</td>
<td>Parkside Builders, Inc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hart Products Division</td>
<td>Rainier Hardware, Inc.</td>
<td>Saffron &amp; Skillings Steel Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haskell Manufacturing Corp.</td>
<td>Rainier Hardware, Inc.</td>
<td>Saffron &amp; Skillings Steel Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hassall, Inc., John</td>
<td>Rainier Hardware, Inc.</td>
<td>Steelcraft Manufacturing Co., The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston &amp; Anderson Division</td>
<td>Rainier Hardware, Inc.</td>
<td>Steele Hardware Manufacturing Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higgins, Incorporated</td>
<td>Rainier Hardware, Inc.</td>
<td>Stewart Manufacturing Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homestead Company</td>
<td>Rainier Hardware, Inc.</td>
<td>Strand Garage Door Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter Fan and Ventilating Co.</td>
<td>Rainier Hardware, Inc.</td>
<td>Stratton &amp; Terestge Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rainier Hardware, Inc.</td>
<td>Structural Clay Products Institute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>J</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jager Machine Company, The</td>
<td>Raleigh Manufacturing Co.</td>
<td>Tracy Manufacturing Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jansen-McCord</td>
<td>Raleigh Manufacturing Co.</td>
<td>Try-Tex Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jansen-McCord</td>
<td>Raleigh Manufacturing Co.</td>
<td>Try-Tex Corporation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kincheloe Glass Company</td>
<td>T-T Manufacturing Co.</td>
<td>Vitron Tile Corp.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory Equipment Corporation</td>
<td>United States Plywood Corporation</td>
<td>Waterbury BOLERS, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Weather-Steel, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Western Fire Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Western Reserve Mfg. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Western Union Electric Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Weyerhauser Sales Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>White Company, David</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Willamette Lumber Company, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wood Conversion Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Woodall Industries, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Worthington Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright Manufacturing Co.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
By one of the FIRST in the business

NEW IDEAS about the design, function and sales of Builders' Hardware started National Manufacturing Co. in business over 50 years ago. Many FIRSTS have been established by National since then, covering tooling for production, improved function of products and special design for ease of installation.

*NOW—A TIME SAVER

Every National Dealer has one of National's large, convenient wall charts which clearly illustrates every item of the National line of Builders' Hardware. By using this handy checking method, there is no forgetting and it is only necessary to make one stop to assure delivery of the COMPLETE list. Buy this easy way and save time:

1. See your National Dealer
2. Consult his National Wall Chart
3. Check the items you need
4. Your Dealer will deliver your order to the building site accurately packaged with the proper number of screws in each package for installation.

50 YEARS SERVICE TO THE BUILDING INDUSTRY

National
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Sterling Illinois